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rguing that the rising popularþ of electronic cigarettes soon would undermine
California's leadership in reducing tobacco use, state health officials Wednesday
called for tighter regulation of the devices and announced an educational campaign

to combat their use.
Addressing "vaping" by minors and young adults, the fastest-growing group of users in the state,

will be a key focus, California's Department of Public Health said in a 21-page report. E-cigarette
use among young adults ages 18 to z9 in California tripled between zorz and 2ot1, according to
the agency.

"I'm advising Californians, including those who currently use tobacco, to avoid using e-cigarettes,"
state health officer Dr. Ron Chapman said during a conference call following the document's
release. "E-cigarettes ... re-normalize smoking behavior and introduce a new generation to
nicotine addiction."
Chapman did not provide specifics about the campaign, including its expected cost. In addition to
the report, the department issued an advisory recommending healthcare providers do more to
educate parents and the public.
"This is just the beginning of getting the word out," he said.
The battery-operated devices, which often look like traditional cigarettes, work by heating and

aerosolizing a liquid which may contain nicotine that users then inhale. The vapor does not

contain some of the dangerous components of tobacco smoke.
One key question is whether e-cigarettes help smokers quit or simply get more people hooked on

nicotine, exposing them to a different set of toxic chemicals. With the health effects not yet
comprehensiveþ studied, there is debate over whether vaping devices are in fact a danger.

Citing a number of studies, the state's report concluded that there was "no scientific evidence that
e-cigarettes help smokers successfully quit traditional cigarettes or that they reduce their

consumption."
http:/fuww.latimes.com/business/healthcare/la-mÈecigareftes-20150129story.html
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Proponents, however, said Wednesday that e-cigarettes can help smokers kick their dangerous
tobacco habits and called the state's position "irresponsible."

"It's public health malpractice to tell an adult who is inhaling burning smoke into their lungs on

a

daily basis that they shouldn't even try to quit smoking [by] using vaping," said Gregory Conley,
president of the American Vaping Assn.
Stanton Glantz, a professor of medicine at UC San Francisco's Center for Tobacco Control
Research and Education, called the report a "fair reading of the evidence" and said he hoped that

Californians would press the health department to reveal when its effort might launch.
"It's true that this is a new area fof research] ... but there's a pretty clear picture emerging," he
said. "The whole: 'We don't know enough, the research is incomplete, bla bla bla,'that's what the
cigarette companies have said since the 195os."
The report detailed the increase in e-cigarette use among younger Californians.
Asked in zorz if they had used e-cigarettes in the last 3o days, z3% of those between 18 and z9
years of age said they had. A year later, that number had more than tripled to 7.6%. Young adults
were three times more likely to use e-cigarettes than people over 30.
Teen vaping in the U.S. also was on the rise, surpassing traditional cigarette use for the first time

in zot4.
Nicotine exposure among teens, the report said, is believed to harm brain development. The
aerosols emitted by e-cigarettes, including secondhand aerosols, contain at least ro chemicals

known to cause cancer, birth defects or reproductive harm.
One way companies make e-cigarettes appealing to children, Chapman said, was by offering e-

liquid

-

as

the nicotine solution the devices vaporize is sometimes called

-

in flavors like

chocolate, gummy bear and bubble gum. That could make youngsters want to use e-cigarettes or
ingest the liquid.
Poisonings among children age 5 and under linked to e-cigarettes grew from seven in zotz to r54
in zot4, the health department report stated.

Amid the debate over the risks or benefits of electronic cigarettes, local and federal officials have
put some regulations in place.

in zor3 adopted rules controlling the sale and use of e-cigarettes. At least one state
legislator is pushing a bill that would ban vaping in locations where tobacco is prohibited,
Los Angeles

although similar attempts to regulate e-cigarettes statewide previousþ failed.
http:/Ârvww.latimes.com/businessihealthcardla-mÈe

cigarettes-20150129story,html
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In April 2c:.4, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration proposed rules for regulating the product;
those still are under review.
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State Heahh

Introduction from the
State Health Officer
As the California Department of Public Health (CDPH)

Director and State Health Officer, I am pleased to present
CDPHT second issue of the State Health Officer's Report
which focuses on electronic cigarettes (e-cigarettes). \7hile
there is still much to be learned about the individual and
public health impact of e-cigarette use, this report provides
factual information about e-cigarettes, the markedng of these
products, and the public health concerns related to their use.
It outlines a numbet of steps to protect children from nicotine
poisoning, adolescents from nicotine addiction, and non-users
from exposure to the toxic aerosol emitted from e-cigarettes.

Ron Chapman, MD, MPH

CDPH Direcror and State Health OÆcer

As the State Health Officer, of particular concern to me is the
impact of e-cigarettes on the health and safety of children, teens, and young adults. The availability of
e-cigarettes in a variety of candy and

fruit flavors such

as

cotton cand¡ gummy bear, chocolate mint,

and grape makes rhese products highly appealing to young children and teens. The use of marketing
rerms such as "e-juice" may further mislead consumers into believing thar these producrs are harmless
and safe for consumption.

Among children ages 0 to 5 years old, e-cigarette poisonings increased sharply from 7 ín 2012 to 154
in2014. Bythe e¡dof 2}L4,e-cigarettepoisonings toyoungchildrentripledinoneyea¡ makingup
more than 60 percent of all e-cigarette poisoning calls.
E-cigarette use is rapidly rising among teens and young adults. Nationall¡ the use of e cigarettes by
high school students tripled in just rwo years and e-cigarette use by teens norv surpâsses the use of

traditional cigarettes. \7irh this

age group the long-term impact that nicotine has on adolescent brain

development is of parricular concern. In California, use âmong young adults ages 18 to 29 tripled in
one year. \fhile the long term health impact resulting from use of this product by this population
is presently unknown

-

it is known that e-cigarettes emit at least 10 chemicals that

are found on

California's Proposition 65 list of chemicals known to cause cancer, birth defects, or other reproductive
harm. Comprehensive steps taken now can prevent a new generation of young people from
becoming addicted ro nicorine, avoid future health disparities and avert an unraveling of California's
approximately $2 billion, 25-year investmenr in public health efforts to prevent and reduce tobacco use

in California.
This report highlights several sreps to address the health and safety issues related to e-cigarette use. First
and foremost, education is needed to counter the marketing of e-cigarettes which is often misleading
and highly appealing to reens. Second, there is a need to treat e-cigarettes in a comprehensive manner

that is consistent with how we approach traditional cigarettes. Existing laws that currenrly protect
minors and the general public from traditional tobacco products should be extended to cover e-cigarettes
Third, immediate acrion is needed ro protecr children and workers from the toxicity associared with
unintentional exposure and handling of eJiquid and the toxic aerosol emitted from e-cigarettes.

I trusr that this report provides you with new information and that you will join me in this efforr to
Protect our communltles.

Sincerel¡

Ron Chapman, MD, MPH
CDPH Director and State Health Officer
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Executive Summary
\7hile there is srill much to be learned about the ingredients and the long-term health impacts of
e-cigarettes, this report provides Californians with information on e-cigarette use, public health
concerns related to e-cigarettes, and steps that can be taken to address the growing use ofthese

products. The following are key highlights from the report:

E-Cigarette [Jse
. In 2014, teen use of e-cigarerres surpassed the use of traditional

.
.
.

cigarettes for the first time, with
than traditional
e-cigarettes
reporting
using
more rhan twice as many 8th and lOth graders
12th graders, 17 percent reported currently using e-cigarettes vs. 14 percent
cigarettes.
'A.mong
cigarettes.
traditional
using
In California, adults using e-cigarettes in the past 30 days doubled from 1.8 percent in 2012 to 3.5
percenr in2013. For younger adults (18 rc 29 years old), e-cigarette use tripled in only one year

from2.3 percent to 7.6 percent.
Young adults are three times rnore likely to use e-cigarettes than those 30 and older.
Nearþ 20 percenr of young adult e-cigarette users in California have never smoked traditional cigarettes.

Health Effects of E-Cigarettes
.
.

E-cigarettes contain nicotine, a highly addictive neurotoxln.
Exposure to nicotine during adolescence can harm brain development and predispose youth to

.

future tobacco use.
E-cigarettes do not emit water vapor, but

.

and all organs.
Mainstream and secondhand e-cigarette aerosol has been found to contain at least ten chemicals that a¡e on
California's Proposition 65 list of chemicals known to cause cancer, birth defects, or other reproducrive harm.

concoction of chemicals toxic to human cells in the
form of an aerosol. The chemicals in the aerosol travel through the circulatory system to the brain
a

Heightened Concern for Youth
. 'Ihe variety off¡uit and candy flavorecl e-cigarettes
.

I

ii'.

entice small children who rnay accidently ingest them.
Even a fraction of eliquid malz þs lethal to a small chilcl.
E-cigarette cartridges often leak and ale not equipped
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caps, creating a potential source of
poisoning through ingestion and skin or eye contact.
Calls to poison control ccntc¡s in California and thc rcst
of the U.S. have risen signiÊcantly for both adults and
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children accidently exposed to eJiquids.
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with child-resistant
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In Calif<¡rnia, the nurnber of calls to the poison control
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center involving e-cigarette exposures in children

five and under tripled in one year.
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Harm Reduction Claims and Myths

.
.

There is no scientific evidence that e-cigarettes help smokers successfully quit traditional cigarettes.
E-cigarerre users are no more likely to quit than regular smokers, with one study finding 89 percent

ofe-cigarette users still using them one year later. Anorher study found that e-cigarette users are
third less likely to quir cigarettes.

a

Unrestricted Marketing
. In three years, the amount of money spent on advertising e-cigarettes increased more than 1,200 percent.
. E-cigarette adverrisements (ads) are on television (TV) and radio where tobacco ads were banned
.
.

more rhan 40 years ago. Most of the methods being used today by e-cigarette companies were used
long ago by tobacco companies to market traditional cigarettes to kids.
Many ads state that e-cigarettes are a way to get around smoking bans, which undermines smoke
free social norms. Various tactics and claims are also used to imply that these products are safe.
The fact that e-cigaremes conrain nicorine, which is highly addictive, is not typically included in
e-cigarette advertising.

In Conclusion
California has been a leader in tobacco use prevention and cessation for over 25 years, with one of the
lowest youth smoking rates in the nation. The promotion and increasing use of e-cigarettes threaten
Californiat progress. These data suggest that a new generation of young people will become addicted
to nicorine, accidental poisonings of children will continue, and involuntary exposure to secondhand
aerosol emissions will impact the public's health if e-cigarette marketing, sales and use continue without
restriction. Additionally, without action, it is likely that California's more than two decades of progress
ro prevent and reduce traditional tobacco use
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will erode as e-cigarettes re-normalize smoking behavior.

The Problem: E-cigarettes
E-cigarettes are batrery-operated devices, often designed to resemble cigarettes, which deliver a nicotine
containing aerosol, not just water vapor. E-cigaretres have many names, especially among youth and
young adults, such as e-cigs, e-hookahs, hookah pens, vapes, vaPe Pens, vape pipes, or mods.
E-cigaretres were firsr introduced in the U.S.

in 2007 and have skyrocketed in popularit¡ availabilit¡

and variety. From disposable and rechargeable e-cigarettes to "tank systems" that can hold a large
volume of a liquid solution (eJiquid), customers can modify e-cigarettes in many ways'r

A Significant Public Health Concern
Unlike rradidonal cigarettes where the tobacco leaf is burned and the resulting smoke inhaled, e-cigarettes
heat e-liquid rhat generally conrains nicotine, favorings, additives, and propylene glycol. The heated
e-liquid forms an aerosol, not just water vapor, that is inhaled by the user. The aerosol has been found
ro contain toxic chemicals like formaldehyde, lead, nickel, and acetaldehyde all of which are found on
Californiat Proposition 65 list of chemicals known to ceuse cancer, birth defects, and other reproductive
harm.2-a These chemicals travel through the circulatory system to the brain and all organs. The aerosol
also contains high concentrations of ultrafine particles that are inhaled and become trapped in the lungs.5
EJiquids are available in thousands of candy and fruit flavors, including bubble gum, cherry and
chocolate, which are especially appealing to youth and small children who may accidently ingest them.
Even a small amount of eJiquid may be lethal to a small child.6 In addition, e-cigarette cartridges often
leak and are nor equipped with child-resistant caps, creating a potential source of poisoning through
ingestion and skin or eye contact.
There has been a significant rise in the number of calls to poison control centers in California and
narionally for both adults and children rvho were accidendy exposed to e-liquids, many of whom are

children aged five and under.T Nationall¡ the number of calls rose from one per month in September
2010 to 215 per month in February 2014.8 In California, from2012 to 2013, the number of calls to the
poison conrrol center involving e-cigarette exposures in children ages five and under increased sharply
from 7 to 154. By the end of 2014, e-cigarette poisonings to young children tripled in one yea¡ making
up more than 600/o of all e-cigarette poisoning
calls (see Figure 1). Adults have also mistakenly
used eJiquid in harmful ways, such as eye
drops, and have been harmed by exploding
cartridges and burning batteries.
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School and law enforcement officials have
reported that e-cigarette devices are also used

to inhale illegal substances, such as marijuana
and hash oil.6 Because many of these devices
are similar in appearance to a ball point pen,
school and law enforcement personnel are not
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E-Cigarette Poísonings,

2OLO -2014

Repoited to the Califo¡nia Poison Control System

Despire the lack of manufacturing
standards, quality control, and
external oversight by a federal
regulatory agency of e-cigarettes,
they are heavily marketed, widely
available, and a signiûcant public
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health concern.
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E-Cigarette Use
by Youth

r50

Aggressive marketing has led to
an increase in e-cigarette use and

r00

experimentation by youth. Many
are concerned that e-cigarettes
are a gateway to using traditional

50

cigarettes.e Research suggests that
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Poisonings

California Poison Conrrol Syrem, San Diego, CA, Jan. 2015

kids who may have otherwise
never smoked cigarettes are now

becoming addicted to nicotine

through the use ofe-cigarettes
and other e-products.e An analysis
of rhe20112012 National Youth

Tobacco Survey (NYTS) found that adolescents who used e-cigarettes were more likely to progress from
experimenting with traditional cigarettes to becoming established smokers and were less likely to quit.e
In201.4, for the first time eve! teen use of e-cigarertes surpassed the use of traditional cigarettes. The
Monitoring the Future sud¡ which tracks substance abuse trends among 40,000 youth nationall¡
found that among 8th and 1Oth graders, current e-cigarette use was double that of traditional cigarettes
4
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(8.7 percent vs. 4 percent for 8th graders and 16.2 percent vs.7.2 percent for lOth graders). Among
l2rh graders, 17.1 percent reported current e-cigarette use vs. 13.6 percent traditional cigarette use.r0

This 2014 finding that e-cigarette use exceeds traditional cigarette use among teens comes on the heels
of the 2013 NYTS which found that e-cigarette use tripled among high school students, increasing

20ll

to 4.5 percenrin2013.11 An analysis of the 2011- 2013 NYTS also reported
that more than a quarrer million youth who had never smoked a raditional cigarette used e-cigarectes

from

1.5 percent

in

in 2013, a three-fold increase since 2011,
and that youth who had used e-cigarettes

o

were nearly twice as likely to

try

';

rraditional cigarettes

who never
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as those

used e-cigarettes.r2

In California, preliminary data of more
than 430,000 middle and high school
students from the California Healthy
Kids Survey found that ín2013,6.3
percent of Tth graders, 12.4 percent
of 9th graders, and 14.3 percent of

o

:il1#*::Ïl;:.jm::':::'::[::;::::.*iÏËi::ìî:::ï""
uaditional cigarettes. The survey data also show that

11.4 percent

ofTth

graders, 23.6 percent of 9th grader s, and 29.3 percent of I lth graders have

Vhile

the California Healthy Kids Survey is not
representative of all California youth, the large sample size and consistency
with the recent national data and data from other lJ.S. states, specifically
ever tried e-cigarettes.r3

o

il

Minnesota and Hawaii, suggest that California youth are experimenting

2Ùo/o

1.4 percent were current users in 2012.'6 New
California data shows that adults using e-cigarettes

while

of young adult

in the past 30 days also doubled from

1.8 percent in
in 2073. For young adults (18 to
old), e-cigarette use tripled in only one year

e-cigarette

2012 ro 3.5 percent

users have
nev€r smoked

29 year
from 2.3 percent to 7.6 percent. Young adults are three
times more likely to use e-cigarettes than those 30 and
older. Nearly 20 percent of young adult e-cigarette

traditional
cigarettes

users have never smoked traditional cigarettes.rT

Health Effects of Nicotine
In

1990, the Office of Environmental Health HazardAssessment of the California Environmental
Protecrion Agency added nicotine to the Proposition 65 list of chemicals known to cause cancer, birth
defects, or reproductive harm.a
as addictive as heroin and cocaine.rs Nicotine affects
the cardiovascular and central nervous systems, causing blood vessels to constrict, raising the pulse and
blood pressure.re Nicotine adversely affects maternal and fetal health during pregnancy, contributing
to low birth weight, prererm deliver¡ and stillbirth.2o Nicotine is also known to cross the placenta and
is detectable in the breast milk of smoking mothers as well as
mothers exposed to secondhand smoke.2r'22

Nicotine is a highly addictive neurotoxin, proven
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Preliminary studies have shown that using a nicotinecontaining e-cigarette for just five minutes causes similar
lung irritation, inflammation, and effect on blood vessels as
smoking a traditional cigarette, which may increase the risk
of a heart attack.''
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Adolescents are especially sensitive to the effects of nicotine
and are likely to underestimate its addictiveness. Research
shows that adolescent smokers report some symptoms of
dependence even at low levels of cigarette consumption.25
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Adolescents are srill going through critical periods of brain growth and development and are especially
vulnerable to the toxic effects ofnicotine. Exposure to nicotine during adolescence can harm brain

development and affect future tobacco use and smoking-related harms.t0''4'25 Even a brief period of
conrinuous or intermittent nicotine exposure in adolescence elicits lasting neurobehavio ral damage.26

Exposure to Secondhand Aerosol
less than traditional cigarettes, contrary to popular belie{, e-cigarettes
harmless water vapor, but a concoction of chemicals toxic to human cells in the form of
an aerosol. Vapors are purely gases, whereas aerosols also contain particulate matter.5

\Øhile e-cigarettes pollute the air
do not emit

a

Although

several studies have found

lower levels of carcinogens in e-cigarette
aerosol compared to smoke emitted by

traditional cigarettes, the mainstream and
secondhand e-cigarette aerosol has been
found to contain at least ten chemicals that
are on California's list of chemicals known

to cause cancet birth defects, or other
reproductive harm, including acetaldehyde,
benzene, cadmium, formaldehyde,
isoprene, lead, nickel, nicotine,

N

nitrosonornicotine, and toluene.t-J'27 There
is also evidence that e-cigarette aerosol
including heavy metals (tin, nickel) and
toxicants
contains propylene glycol and higher levels of other
silicate rlanoparticles than are present in rradirional cigarettes.3
Overall, research confirms that e-cigarettes are not emission-free and their pollutants could be of
health concern for both users and those exposed to the secondhand aerosol. Although it may not be as
dangerous as secondhand smoke from cigarettes, people passively exposed to e-cigarette aerosol absorb
(l

o
o

nicotine at levels comparable to passive smokers.ts They are also exposed to volatile
organic compounds (VOCÐ and fine/ultrafine particles.2T These ultrafine particles
can travel deep into the lungs and lead to tissue inflammation.23
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Flarm Reduction Claims and Myths about Cessation

;

Despite numerous claims, the effectiveness of e-cigarettes as cessation aids has not
been proven. Unlike the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA)-approved
nicotine replacement therapies, e-cigarettes are not FDA-approved cessation aids.
There is no scientific evidence that e-cigarettes help smokers successfully quit

o

traditional cigarettes or that they reduce their consumption.e'2e
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A number of recent studies have shown that e-cigarette users are no more likely to
quit than regular smokers, with one study finding that 89 Percent of e-cigarette
users are srill using rhem one year larcr.3o Another study found that e-cigarette users
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likely to quit cigarettes, suggesting that e-cigarettes inhibit people
from successfully kicking their nicotine addicrion.il' 32
are a

third

less

89o/o
of e-cigarette
usefs are still
using them
one year latef

In addition, dual use of cigarettes and e-cigarettes is continuing to rise, which may diminish any
potential beneÊts of cutting back on traditional cigarettes.33 Continuing to smoke traditional cigarettes,
while also using e-cigarettes, does not reduce cardiovascular health risks.r ' 34' 35

Unrestricted Marketing
In jusr three years, the amount of money spent on advertising e-cigarettes increased more than 1,200
percenr or 72-fold (Figure 2)}e't E-cigarette ads are found in all forms of media, including TV and
radio where cigarette ads were banned more than 40 yearc ago.

Figure

t
Estimated E-Cigarette Advertising, U.S.

*any TV
a

networks with
substanrial proportion of

youth viewers, are airing
90,0

e-cigarette

TV advertising.

E-cigarette ads have appeared
on highly viewed broadcasts,
including rhe 2013 and2014
Super Bowls, which had more

80,

70,
60,

than 110 million

viewers.3s'37

50,

In addition to

40,

TV

e-cigarette

ads are on the radio,
3

magazines, newspapers,
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sources:

20tt

2012

online, and in retail stores.

In Style, Us 1ù(/eekl¡ Star,
Entertainment \Øeekly and
Rolling Stone are some of

2013

the rabloids and magazines

lMillions Spent

with e-cigarette ads reaching

_r

_ .__-,:_:..- spend
-Kantar N'fedja I nrel I igence e-cigarerre cotnperirive
dara as reporced in Legac¡', 'Vaporized: E-Ciga.".,..iAdu.r,ìri-ng, ond Yourh',

20 1 0 and 201 3 esrimares Êrom;

(20i4).

millions of youth and young
adults.38'39 Manufacturers
are also Promoting their

'E-Cigererre
409-12
products on social media sites
(Facebook, Instagram, YouTirbe and Twitter), which are heavily used by youth and young adults, and
sponsoring sporrs, music, and cultural events in California where free samples may also be provided.3T
201 I arrd 2012 csrì nr¿res fronr: A. E Kinr, K Y. Arnold, and C) Makarc¡r ko,
Advcrcìsing Expendiru res in rhe U S., 201 I -2012', A m J Prev Med, 46 (20'14)'
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Most of the e-cigaretre marketing tâctics were previously used by
tobacco companies to market traditional cigarettes to kids, such as
featuring celebrities.3e Advertising appeals include rebelliousness,
sexual appeal, glamou¡ trendy and fun-all of which strongly
resonate with youth who have a desire to be cool and fit in. Cartoon
characrers, which are also prohibited in traditional cigarette
advertising for their youth appeel, are used by some brands and
there are numerous youth oriented designs for e-cigarette products,
including "Hello Kitty."
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Many ads state that e-cigarettes are a way to get around smoking bans,
which undermines social norms and entices young people to disregard
laws established for rraditional cigarettes.
Another tactic used to imply the safety of these products is that
the eJiquid containing nicotine is typically iabeled as "e-juice" and
promoted in candy and fruit favors, such as cotton
candy, gummy bear, chocolate mint, watermelon, and
grape. The fact that e-cigarettes contain nicotine is

Þ

downplayed in e-cigarette advertising. Younger adults
and youth who are experimenting with these products
may not realize that e-juice contains the highly
addictive chemical nicotine, and that the products are
classified as a tobacco product.
eJiquid

The leading e-cigarette brands have taken the position that their
products should not be sold or marketed to youth, but advertising

industry data revealed that 73 percent of 12-17 year olds were
exposed to e-cigarette advertising from Blu, the most heavily
advertised e-cigarette brand.38

All of the major tobacco companies now own e-cigarette

iüü,iltËf ü,f t

Blu e-cigarettes for the last few years. Other types of e-cigarettelike products
can also be expected from the major tobacco companies, such as the recent news
by Philip Morris Inrernarional to test and launch an e-cigarette device that heats
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brands and the amount
ofe-cigarette advertising is expected to skyrocket. The two biggest tobacco
companies, R.J. Reynolds (Camel brand) andAltria (Marlboro brand), launched
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73o/o

of 12-17 year
olds were
exPosed to
e-cigarette

advertising

their own e-cigarette brands nationally in late June and early July 2014. They
join Lorillard, the third biggest tobacco company, already in the market with

tobacco leaf instead of a liquid.ao

Where E-Cigarettes are Sold in California
E-cigarettes are readily available throughout California, and the number of stores
selling e-cigarettes quadrupled in a two-year period, from 201 1 to 2013. A survey
of over 2000 retail stores conducted in 2013 showed that 46 percent of retail
stores thât sold tobacco also sold e-cigarettes in California.ar In 2011, only 12
percent of stores sold e-cigarettes.a2
The map of where e-cigarettes are sold in California shows that counties around
the Bay Area, Sacramento and San Diego have a higher percentage of stores
of 46 percent and many are equal
selling e-cigarettes than the statewide
^verage
(Figure
to rhe stete averege
3).

Tbbacco companies have historically enlisted convenience stores, the type of store most frequented
by youth, as their most important partners in marketing tobacco products and opposing policies
rhat reduce tobacco use.43 More than 60 percent of convenience stores sold e-cigarettes in 2013, with
almost one third selling e-cigarettes near candy, ice cream, or slushie/soda machines. Drug stores and
pharmacies (other than CVS Pharmacy which will no longer sell tobacco as of October 2014), which
people visit to improve their health, are also selling e-cigarettes at a rate higher than the state average
(56 percent vs. 44 percent), with 88 percent of rhose stores placing e-cigarettes visibly in the main

check-out area.ar

Figure 3
Percent of Stores Selling E-cigarettes in Galifornia
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Local Etrorts
\X/hile the FDA has proposed a
rule that would provide limited

regulation of e-cigarettes, the FDA
does not have the authority to
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regulate "where" e-cigarettes may
be used. Thus, the responsibility lies

with
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states and local governments to

implement restrictions that protect
youth, workers, and the public

Los Angeles E-Cigarette Ban Takes Effect
'::")

from exposure to e-cigarette aerosol
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Given that much of e-cigarette

marketing focuses on the users'
ability to circumvent smoke-free

'â6

laws and "smoke anywhere," local

communities play a critical role in
protecting nonsmokers and youth

IRENDING SIORIES
Temrñally lll Vr'oñàñ Plôns lo DÌé

from the secondhand exposure to the
e-cigarette aerosol.

Many California cities and counties are taking steps to treat e-cigarettes the same as cigarettes and other
tobacco products. To date, more than one hundred cities and counties in California have passed policies
regulating the use of e-cigarettes in their jurisdictions, some requiring retailers to obtain a license to sell
e-cigarettes, while others prohibit the use of e-cigar-ettes in indoor and/or outdoor areas, including in

multi-unit housing

complexes.aa
11
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Summary of FDA
Proposed Regulation
In 2011 the U.S. Court ofÂppeals determined that e-cigarettes may
not be regulated by the FDA as a drug or medical device, but may be
regulated as a tobacco product under the Family Smoking Prevention
and Tobacco Control Act of 2009.45 As described below, on April
24,2014, the FDA released its proposed deeming rule to regulate the
sale and distribution of e-cigarettes.aG The proposed rule is

I

(rì

limited in

scope and may take several years to be finalized and even longer to be

tü

implemented. As written now, the proposed rule would:

"1i

Prohibit the

sales ofe-cigarettes to anyone under
the age of 18 nationally
Restrict vending machines to adult-only facilities

a

¡

a

Prohibit free samples

a

Require a nicotine health warning statement on packaging

and

i'
d

-..þ
r$9

ll\

E-ci'ârerre samples provided at an evenr.

in advertisements
Require all manufacturers to register their e-cigarette product with the FDA
Require ingredients to be disclosed
Allow the FDA to review any nervr¡ or changed products before being sold
Require manufacturers to show scientific evidence to support a claim that an e-cigarette product is
less harmful and demonstrate the overall public health benefit

a
a

a
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E-cigaretre sponsorship of events and samples.

!

Public Education Campaign on
E-Cigarettes
As the State of California Health Officer, and in the face of public health and safety concerns,
aggressive e-cigarette marketing, and increasing number of e-cigarette users, I am announcing the
intentions of CDPH to launch an educational campaign to inform the public about the dangers of
e-cigarertes. The campaign

.

.
.

will include:

Partnering with the public health, medical, and child care comrnunities: CDPH will
disseminate information to the public health, medical, and child care communities to increase
awareness about rhe known toxicity of e-cigarettes and the high risk of poisonings, especially to
chiìdren. \Øe will conrinue ro promote and support the use of proven effective cessation therapies.
The launch of a media and public education campaign: California was the first state in the
narion to comprehensively address smoking in 1990, including a bold public education campaign.
\Øe must do the same today to address the proliferation of e-cigarette marketing and products.
Joiningwith the California Department of Education (CDE) and school officials: The

Department will work with CDE and school officials to assist in providing accurate information to
parents, school administrators, and students on the dangers of e-cigarertes.
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Conclusion
The facrs outlined in this report indicate a high need to educate the public regarding safety concerns
associated with e-cigarettes. These devices pose a poisoning hazard, particularly for children, but
also for adults who may confuse eJiquid bottles with other products. The nicotine in e-cigarettes
has lasting health implicarions to the brain development of reens and young adults, and there are

indications that chemicals in e-liquids may pose a respiratory hazard to users and to those exposed
ro the aerosol emitted from these devices. Furthermore, there are worker safety and biohazard
concerns regarding the conditions under which eJiquids are mixed and how materials are
disposed. Increasingl¡ rhere are reports from schools and law enforcement agencies about the use

ofthese e-cigarettes for other illicit substances.
The adverse health effects of e-cigaretres and their by-products make it clear that these products
should be strictly regulated. Restrictions on marketing to youth and access by youth, protections to
prevenr poisonings-particularly emong children-and education of the public on the dangers of
e-cigarettes are importanr measures to take to address this growing public health threat.
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Electronic Cigarettes: A
Summary of the Public
Health Risks and
Recommendations for
Health Care
Professionals

This health advisory seeks to inform health care professionals of the
public health risks posed by the marketing, sale and use of electronic
cigarettes (e-cigarettes) especially to children and young people.
Electronic ciga rettes (e-ciga rettes) are battery-operated devices,
often designed to resemble a cigarette, that deliver and emit a
nicotine-containing aerosol. E-ciga rettes a re considered electronic
nicotine delivery devices (ENDS) and have many names. They are
frequently referred to as e-cigs, e-hookahs, hookah pens, vapes, vape
pens, vape pipes, or mods. There are disposable and rechargeable ecigarettes as well as refillable "tank systems" that hold a larger
volume of the e-cigarette liquid (e-liquid) and that heat the e-liquid to
higher temperatures.l

Toxicity of E-cigarettes and Exposure to Emissions
The heated e-liquid forms an aerosolthat contains high
concentrations of ultrafine particles that are inhaled and become
trapped in the lungs.2 Chemicals in the aerosol are absorbed through
the blood stream and delivered directly to the brain and all body
organs. Analyses of e-liquids by the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) and other laboratories found variability in the content of eliquids and inaccurate product labeling related to nicotine content
and chemicals.3
Typically, e-liquids contain nicotine, flavoring agents, propylene glycol
and toxic chemicals known to cause cancer, birth defects and other
reproductive harm.1'o-t While several studíes found lower levels of
carcinogens in the e-cigarette aerosol compared to smoke emitted by
traditional cigarettes, both the mainstream and secondhand ecigarette aerosol have been found to contain at least ten chemicals
that are on California's Proposition 65 list of chemicals known to
cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive harm, including
acetaldehyde, benzene, cadmium, formaldehyde, isoprene, lead,
nickel, nicotine, n-nitrosonornicotine, and toluene.l's-7
E-cigarette emissions are also a health concern for those exposed to
the secondhand aerosol. Although not as dangerous as secondhand
smoke from combustible tobacco products, people exposed to ecigarette aerosol absorb nicotine at levels comparable to people
exposed to secondhand smoke.s E-cigarette emissions also contain
volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and fine/ultrafine particles.6
These ultrafine particles can travel deep into the lungs where they get
trapped and may lead to tissue inflammation.e

Health Effects of Nicotine
Nicotine, the primary psychoactive ingredient in e-liquid, stimulates pleasure/reward pathways in the
11
brain. lt is a highly addictive neurotoxin that is as addictive as heroin and cocaine.lo' lt affects the
cardiovascular and central nervous systems, causing blood vessels to constrict, raising the pulse and
blood pressure.t' Nicotine adversely affects maternal and fetal health during pregnancy, contributing
to low birth weight, preterm delivery and stillbirth.l3 Nicotine is also known to cross the placenta and
is detectable in the breast milk of smoking mothers as well as mothers exposed to secondhand
smoke.la'1s Preliminary studies show that using a nicotine-containing e-cigarette for just five minutes
causes similar lung irritation, inflammation and effect on blood vessels as smoking a traditional
cigarette, which may increase the risk of a heart attack.l's
Exposure to and use of nicotine products by adolescents is of particular concern because adolescence
is a critical period for brain growth and development, As a consequence, adolescents are especially
vulnerable to the toxic effects of nicotine. Exposure to nicotine during adolescence may harm brain
t'
development and predispose future tobacco use.tt't'' Even a brief period of continuous or

intermittent nicotine exposure in adolescence elicits lasting neurobehavioral damage.18

Nicotine Poisonings
E-liquids are available in flavors such as bubble gum, cherry and chocolate, which makes them
appealing to children and youth. E-cigarette cartridges and e-liquid bottles are not equipped with child
resistant caps and often leak, creating a potential source of poísoning through ingestion and skin or
eye contact. Even a small amount of e-liquid ingested by a small child can be lethal.le
There has been a
significant rise in the
number of calls to poison
control centers for both
adults and children who
were accidently exposed
to e-liquids.2o Nationally,
the number of calls rose
from one per month in
September 201-0 to 215
per month in February
2OL4.2r Figure 1- depicts e-

cigarette-related calls to
the California Poison
Control Center over a five
year period. ln California,
from 2OL2 to 201-4, the
number of calls to the
poison control center
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California Poison Control System, San Diego, CA, Jan. 2015
Figure 1.: E-cigorette-related calls to the Californio Poison Control System.

involving e-cigarette exposures in children five and under increased sharply fromT to 154. Bythe end
of 2OI4, e-cigarette poisonings to young children tripled in one year, making up more than 60% of all ecigarette poisoning calls. Adults have also mistakenly used e-liquid in harmful ways, such as eye drops,
and have been harmed by exploding cartridges.

E-cigarette Use and Youth
Recent national and preliminary California data show that youth are experimenting with e-cigarettes at
an alarming rate. ln 201.4, the Monitoring the Future survey, which tracks substance abuse trends
among over 40,000 youth nationally, found that the use of e-cigarettes among teens surpassed the use
of traditional cigarettes. More than twice as many 8th and 10th graders reported using e-cigarettes
than traditional cigarettes in the survey, and among 12th graders, L7 percent reported currently using
e-cigarettes vs. 14 percent using traditional cigarettes.22 Another survey, the National Youth Tobacco
Survey, found that in 2013, that e-cigarette use among high school students tripled between 2011and
2013, increasing from 1.5 percent to 4.5 percent.23 Over a quarter million students who reported using
e-cigarettes had never used traditional cigarettes.2a Overall, studies suggest that youth who may have
otherwise never smoked cigarettes are now getting hooked on nicotine due to e-cigarettes, and that
adolescents who use e-cigarettes are more likely to progress from experimenting with cigarettes to
26
becoming established smokers.2s'
E-cigarette devices may also be used to inhale illegalsubstances, such as marijuana and hash oil.1e
Because many of these devices are similar in appearance to a ball point pen, school and law
enforcement personnel are unaware that inappropriate use of nicotine and illegal substances is
occurring.

E-cigarette Use and Adults
Among California adults, use of e-cigarettes in the past 30 days doubled from 1.8 percent in2OL2to
3.5 percent in 20L3. For younger adults (1-8 to 29year old), e-cigarette use tripled in one year from 2.3
percent to7.6 percent. Young adults are three times more likely to use e-cigarettes than those 30 and
older. Nearly 20 percent of young adult e-cigarettes users have never smoked traditional cigarettes.2T
E - ci

garette Availab

ility

E-cigarettes are readily accessible throughout California, and the number of stores selling e-cigarettes
quadrupled between 201-1and 2013, increasingfrom 12 percentto46 percent.tt''e Figure 2 depicts
the percent of tobacco stores selling e-cigarettes in California counties.

E-cigarette Marketing
Percent of Tobacco Stores selling
E+igarettes in California

Over the past 40 years, great strides

ln 2011, only 11,5% of tobacco
stores sold e-clgarettes.
By 2013, the number of tobacco

stores selling e+lgarettes
quadrupled lo 46%.
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Figure 2: Percent oftobocco stores selling e-cigorettes in CA.

have been made to protect youth from
tobacco marketing. Numerous state
and federal laws and litigation regulate
the sale, marketing and distribution of

traditional tobacco products and
tobacco-related paraphernalia. These
restrictions include: prohibiting
tobacco advertising on television, radio
and billboards; prohibiting youthoriented tobacco products marketing,
including a ban on the sale of flavored
cigarettes and the use of cartoon
characters; prohibiting free sampling of
cigarettes and restrictions on sampling
of other tobacco products; restrictions
on brand name sponsorship of
sporting, music, and cultural events;
restrictions on giving away branded
promotional items such as t-shirts.30
Presently in California, these
restrictions are not interpreted to
apply to e-cigarettes. As a result, the ecigarette industry is legally allowed to
use marketing strategies and tact¡cs
that are no longer permissible for
traditional tobacco products.

Many television networks (e.g., ABC Family, USA, Bravo, E!, MTV, VHl- and Comedy Central)with a
substantial proportion of youth viewers, are airing e-cigarette advertising. There is also e-cigarette
advertising on radio, internet, billboards, in magazine and print publications, and in stores.31 E-liquid
containing nicotine is frequently marketed as "e-juice" and is sold in fruit and candy flavors. Promoting
and labeling nicotine containing products as 'Juice" may mislead consumers to believe that e-liquid is
safe to ingest and that e-cigarettes pose no health risk.
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The use of cartoon characters in advertising and promoting of e-cigarettes
as fashion accessories are other ways these products appeal to youth with
the implication that these products are harmless (see Figure 3). Ecigarette manufacturers report sponsoring concerts, sporting events, and
parties that include the distribution of free samples; many of these events
occurred in California.32 Another tactic to create a perception that ecigarettes are family friendly is through the association of these products

with family oriented attractions,
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Figure 3: E-cigorette products and accessories

Cessation Claims
There is no scientific evidence that e-cigarettes help smokers to successfully quit traditional cigarettes
33 A number of recent studies show that
or that they reduce consumption of traditional cigarettes.2s'
e-cigarette users are no more likely to quit than regular smokers. One study found that 89 percent of
e-cigarette users are still using them one year later and another study found that e-cigarette users are
a third less likely to quit cigarettes.3a'3s These studies suggest that e-cigarettes are effectively inhibiting
people from successfully kicking their nicotine addiction. ln addition, dual use of cigarettes and ecigarettes is continuing to rise, which may diminish any potential benefits of cutting back on traditional
cigarettes.36 Continuing to smoke traditional cigarettes, while also using e-cigarettes, does not reduce

the cardiovascular health risks.l'

3t'

38

California health care providers are recommended to:
Educote, Advise and Protect IJnborn Children, Young Children and Adolescents.

o

Educate parents, adolescents, and the public, as well as health care personnel, school
personnel, child care providers, and community leaders, about these products:

o
o
o
¡

Nicotine is contained and is highly addictive and toxic
lncreases in e-cigarette related poisonings, especially to children'

Advise that these products are especially harmful to adolescents and pregnant women,
Advise and warn e-cigarette users about toxicity of these products to themselves and those
subjected to secondhand emissions.

Educdte About Clean lndoor Air.
Educate parents and the public to take steps to protect children and themselves from exposure
to e-cigarette emissions.

r

Encouroge Cessation.
o Current smokers and e-cigarette users should be advised to quit and offered support.

o

Refer users to cessation resources offered by their health insurance plan including access to
FDA approved cessation medications.

o

The California Smokers' Helpline at 1-800-NO BUTTS is another cessation resource.

Protect Children from Nicotine Poisoning.
¡ lnform parents and e-cigarette users that e-cigarette cartridges and e-liquid bottles are a
potential source of poisoning through ingestion, skin or eye contact. Store these materials out
of the reach of children, awayfrom medications, and callthe California Poison ControlCenter
at 1-800-222-122L for expert help in case of accidental exposure.
Promote Health Literacy: Educote obout Misleoding Morketing.
o Educate parents and e-cigarette users about misleading advertising and labeling.

o

Educate adolescents, parents and others about unknown ingredients and rights as consumers
to have ingredient disclosure readily accessible.
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City Gouncil Staff Report
DATE: October 1,2014
AGENDA ITEM
TO:

The Honorable Mayor and City Council

FROM:

Paul Talbot, City Manager

SUBJECT:

Moratorium on "Vaping Stores"

NO:

New Business
Agenda ltem 6.8.

RECOMMENDATION:
It is recommended that the City Council consider:

1.

Whether to adopt an urgency ordinance upon a 4/5 vote to temporarily prohibit
the City from issuing permits to allow the construction or operation of "vaping
stores" as defined in the draft ordinance; or

2.

Take such additional, related, action that may be desirable.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:

At its meeting of September 17,

2014, the City Council requested that the City
Attorney's office draft an ordinance that, if adopted, would temporarily prohibit the City
from issuing permits for the construction or operation of "vaping stores." The City
Council was concerned that Monterey Park would receive an influx of vaping stores
because neighboring jurísdictions adopted their own moratoria regarding this land use.
ln particular, the City Council was concerned that the Monterey Park Municipal Code
("MPMC') did not adequately regulate vaping and electronic cigarette sales. The City
Council believed that without additional regulation, public health and safety would be
adversely affected by the use of electronic cigarettes.

BACKGROUND:
ln September, the City Council adopted Ordinance No. 2112 which amended the MPMC
to add electronic cigarettes and vaping into the City's regulation of tobacco retailers and
outdoor smoking (respectively). As expressed by Councilmembers on September 17rh,
however, the City may wÍsh to consider taking additional steps to protect public health and
safety.

Neither the federal nor the state governments have adopted any substantive regulations
affecting the manufacture, sale or use of electronic cigarettes. Yet, the sale and use of
such devices have resulted in both literal and figurative explosions in the marketplace.
News reports from Colorado - which legalized the use of marljuanain2012 - suggest that
availability of electronic cigarettes contribute to the increased use of concentrated

I
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mar|uana products including butane hash oil (or "BHO"). An unexpected secondary effect
of such use is a spike in the number of residential fires resulting from butane explosions
caused by manufacturing BHO. These, and other similar reports, suggest that - absent
leadership from the federal or state governments - the City should consider adopting
regulations that will protect its residents ftom the primary and secondary effects of
electronic cigarette sales and use.
Additionally, Councilmembers noted that neighboring cities (such as Alhambra) recently
adopted temporary prohibitions on the operation of vaping stores. Accordingly, unless the
City Council took similar action, there is the possibility that the City could experience an
influx of applicatíons to operate vaping stores since the prohibitions in sunounding
jurisdictions would push interested persons into the City of Monterey Park. A review of the
MPMC shows that it does not regulate vaping stores.

The draft ordinance would, if adopted by a 415 vote of the City Council, impose a
temporary moratorium on issuing permits for vaping stores. As defined by the draft
ordinance, a vaping store is "a vaping retailer that devotes a regular and substantial
portion of its business to the display and sale of electronic cigarettes"; a "vaping retaile/' is

"any person that operates a store, stand, concession, or other place at which sales, or
other exchanges for value, of electronic cigarettes are made to purchasers for
consumption or use."

A moratorium can be adopted through an interim urgency ordinance under Government
Code $ 65858. lf adopted as an urgency ordinance, the moratorium would be immediately

effective for 45 days after the ordinance was adopted, but could be extended before its
expiration for 10 months and fìfteen days. The ordinance may again be extended for
another year (totaling a possíble 2 year moratorium period). Such extensions require a
four-fifths vote and public notice must be published and posted at least 10 days before a
public hearing pursuant to Government Code SS 6061 and 65090. Ten days before the
initial 45 day period, or any extended time period, the City Council must issue a written
report describing the measures taken to alleviate the condition which led to the adoption of
the ordinance.

To adopt the draft ordinance immediately will require the Council to find that there is an
immediate threat to public safety, health, or welfare and that adoption of the ordinance is
required in order to protect the public.
FISCAL IMPAGT:
There is a de minimis fiscal impact to the General Fund for publication costs.

2
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bmitted by:

PaulTalbot
City Manager

Attorney
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ORDINANCE NO

AN

ORDINANGE PROHIBITING PERMITS

FOR

CONSTRUCTION OR PLACEMENT OF VAPING STORES
WITHIN THE CITY'S JURISDICTION TO CONSIDER AMENDING
THE MONTEREY PARK MUNICIPAL CODE.

The Council of the city of Monterey Park does ordain as follows:
SECTION 1: This Ordinance is adopted pursuant to Govemment Code
36937, 65858, and other applicable laws.

SS

SECTION 2: Findings. The City Council finds, determines and declares as
follows:
A.

The City can adopt and enforce all laws and regulations not in
conflict with the general laws and the City holds all rights and
powers established by California law.

B

Electronic cigarettes, as defined by the Monterey Park Municipal
Code ('MPMC") and California law, are currently being considered
for regulation by the State of California and the United States Food
and Drug Administration (FDA).

c.

Various studies have demonstrated that electronic cigarettes
contain carcinogens, vary in nicotine content, and can be used for
various controlled substances besides nicotine including, without
limitation, cannabis.

D

ln addition to those studies identified by the FDA at
www.federalreoister.oov/a/2014-09491, and as set forth in the
entire administrative record, the City Council takes specific notice of
the following studies that are contained within the record:
1

Corey, Wang, et â1., Nofes From the Field: Electronic
Cigarette Use Among Middle and High School SfudenfsUnited Sfafes, 2011-2012 (2013) Morbidity and Mortality
Weekly Report, 62(35):7 29-7 30;

2

Rogers, Feighery, et al., Current Practices in Enforcement of
Tobacco
California Laws Regarding Youth Access
Products and Exposure to Secondhand Smoke (2007)
June 2007, Technical Assistance Legal
Survey Report
Center, California Department of Public Health, Tobacco
Control; and

to

-
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3

E

Regulating Toxic Vapor, A Policy Guide to Electronic
Smoking Devices (2014) Changelab Solutions;

The FDA asserts that electronic cigarettes should be regulated as
drug delivery devices.

F

Based upon reports from the FDA and the State of California, there

are no objective scientific reports demonstrating that electronic
cigarettes can help smokers to quit smoking.
G

While the City Council previously amended the MPMC to help
regulate electronic cigarettes, the City anticipates receiving
applications for placing "Vaping Stores" (as defined below) within
the City's jurisdictíon based upon the decision by neighboring
jurisdictions to adopt interim land use regulations affecting
electronic cigarettes.

H

The provisions of the MPMC that may regulate the construction and
placement of Vaping Stores in the City are inadequate and need
review, study, and revision. The current provisions also fail to fully
take into account the impacts related to the location and manner of
construction of Vaping Stores, and the related public health, safety,
and welfare concerns.
Additionally, the City Council has concerns about the construction
and installation of Vaping Stores and the impacts they may have on
parking, surrounding uses, and the community.

J

The City Councilfurther desires to evaluate and enhance the public
works and aesthetic standards regarding such facilities, if
necessary.

K.

Without the enactment of this Ordinance, multiple applicants could
receive entitlements that would allow the installation of Vaping
Stores that pose a threat to the public health, safety, and welfare.

L

The City Council determines that the MPMC requires updating to
protect the public against health, safety, and welfare dangers
caused by multiple applicants each constructing separate Vaping
Stores. The City needs additionaltime to prepare, evaluate and
adopt reasonable regulations regarding the placement and
construction of Vaping Stores and to ensure such regulations are
applied in a nondiscriminatory manner.

M.

ln order to prevent frustration of these studies and the
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implementation of new regulations, the public interest, health,
safety, and welfare require enactment of this Ordinance. The
absence of this Ordinance would impair the orderly and effective
implementation of contemplated MPMC amendments, and any
further authorization of these uses within the City during the period
of the moratorium may be in conflict with or may frustrate the
contemplated updates and revisions of the MPMC.
N

Based on the foregoing, the City finds that that this Ordinance is
necessary in order to protect the City from the potential effects and
impacts of uncoordínated and conflicting construction of Vaping
Stores ín the City, potential increases in crime, fire hazards,
multiple obstructions of traffic and commerce on City streets,
impacts on parking availability in the business areas of the City, the
aesthetic impacts to the City, and other similar or related effects on
property values and the quality of life in the City's neighborhoods.

o

The City Council further finds that this moratorium is a matter of
local and City-wide importance and is not directed towards any
particular business that currently seeks to construct a Vaping Store

P

The City Council finds that this Ordinance is authorized by the
City's police powers. The City Council further finds that the length
of the moratorium imposed by this Ordinance will not in any way
deprive any person of rights granted by state or federal laws,
because the moratorium is short in duration and essentialto protect
the public health, safety and welfare.

SECTION 3: EnvironmenfalAssessment. Adoption of this Ordinance is exempt
from further environmental review under the California Environmental Quality Act
(California Public Resources Code $$ 21000, ef seq., "CEQA') and CEQA
Guidelines (14 California Code of Regulations $$ 15000, ef seg.) because it
establishes rules and procedures for operation of existing facilities; minor
temporary use of land; minor alterations in land use; new construction of small
structures; and minor structures accessory to existing commercialfacilities. This
Ordinance, therefore, is categorically exempt from further CEQA review under
CEQA Guidelines SS 15301 ; 15303, 15304(e); 15305; and 1531 1 . Further, the
adoption of this Ordinance is also exempt from review under CEQA pursuant to
CEQA Guidelines S 15061(b)(3) because the Ordinance is for general policies
and procedure-making. This Ordinance does not authorize any new development
entitlements, but simply establishes policies and procedures for allowing the
previously approved project to be constructed. Any proposed project that will
utilize the changes set forth in this Ordinance will be subject to CEQA review as
part of the entitlement review of the project, The Ordinance will not adversely
impact the environment and is therefore exempt from the provisions of CEQA.
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SECTION 4: lnterim regulations. The following provisions are adopted as interim
requirements for issuing permits pursuant to the MPMC for construction or
operation of Vaping Stores, and any construction or operation in the City in
conflíct with these provisions is expressly prohibited:

A

Restricted Activities. For a period of forty-five (a5) days after
adoption of this Ordinance, the City will not issue a permit or land
use entitlement to any person for constructing, placing, or operating
new Vaping Stores within the City's jurisdiction. The City Manager,
or designee, must review any application for a permit or land use
entitlement to determine compliance with the provisions of this
Ordinance. City staff, including City boards and commissions, are

directed to refrain from accepting or processing any application for
any land use entitlement, including, without limitation, use permits,
variances, building permits, licenses and certificates of occupancy,
necessary for constructing, placing, or operating Vaping Stores
within the City's jurisdiction, and to refrain from issuing any land
use entitlement for any pending applications already received.
These prohibitions will remain effective for forty-five (45) days
following adoption of this Ordinance.
B.

Definitions. ln addition to the definitions contained in the MPMC,
the following words and phrases will, for the purposes of this
Ordinance, be defined as follows, unless it is clearly apparent from
the context that another meaning is intended. Should any of the
definitions be in conflict with the current provisions of the MPMC,
the following definitions will prevail:
4.

"Electronic Cigarette" has the same meaning as set forth in
Health and Safety Code $ 119405 and similar devices
intended to emulate smoking, which permit a person to
inhale vapors or mists that may or may not include nicotine.

5.

"Vaping Retailer" means any person that operates a store,
stand, concession, or other place at which sales, or other
exchanges for value, of electronic cigarettes are made to
purchasers for consumption or use.

6.

"Vaping Store" means a vaping retailer that devotes a
regular and substantial portion of its business to the display
and sale of electronic cigarettes.

SECTION 5: Construcfion. This Ordinance must be broadly construed in order to
achieve the purposes stated in this Ordinance. lt is the City Council's intent that
the provisions of this Ordinance be interpreted or implemented by the City and
others in a manner that facilitates the purposes set forth in this Ordinance.
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SECTION 6: Enforceability. Repealof any provision of the MPMC does not affect
any penalty, forfeiture, or liability incurred before, or preclude prosecution and
imposition of penalties for any violation occurring before this Ordinance's
effective date, Any such repealed part will remain in full force and effect for
sustaining action or prosecuting violations occurring before the effective date of
this Ordinance.
SECTION 7: Validity of Previous Code Sections. lf this entire Ordinance or its
application is deemed invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction, any repeal or
amendment of the MPMC or other city ordinance by this Ordinance will be
rendered void and cause such previous MPMC provision or other the city
ordinance to remain in full force and effect for all purposes.
SECTION 8: Severability. lf any part of this Ordinance or its application is
deemed invalid by a court of competent jurisdiction, the city council intends that
such invalidity will not affect the effectiveness of the remaining provisions or
applications and, to this end, the provisions of this Ordinance are severable,
SECTION 9: Publication The City Clerk is directed to certify the passage and
adoption of thís Ordinance; cause it to be entered into the City of Monterey
Park's book of original ordinances; make a note of the passage and adoption in
the records of this meeting; and, within fifteen (15) days after the passage and
adoption of this Ordinance, cause it to be published or posted in accordance with
California law,

10:

Report. Pursuant to Government Code S 65858, the Cíty
SECTION
Manager, or designee, must prepare a report for City Council consideration
describing the measures taken to address the conditions which led to adoption of
this Ordinance. This report must be provided to the City Council so that it may be
considered and issued not later than 10 days before this Ordinance expires,

Effective Dafe. This Ordinance will become effective
SECTION 11:
immediately upon adoption pursuant to Government Code SS 36937 and 65858
for the immediate preservation of the public peace, health, safety, and welfare,
Pursuant to those statutes this Ordinance is adopted by a four-fifths vote.
Expiration Date, After adoption, this Ordinance will be
SECTION 12
unless a subsequent ordinance is
repealed by operation of law on
adopted by the City Council that extends this date.

_,2014,
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PASSED AND ADOPTED this

_

day of

20'14.

Anthony Wong, Mayor
ATTEST:

Vincent D. Chang, City Clerk
APPROVED AS
Mark D.
By:

Karl H. Berger

nt City Attorney
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Current Practices in Enforcement of
CalÍfornia Laws Regarding Youth Access
to Tobacco Products and Exposure to
Secondhand Smoke
Survey Report

-

June 2007

Todd Rogers, Ph.D.
Ellen C. Feighery, R.N., M.S.

Harry H. Haladjian, B.A.
Technical Assistønce Legal Center
Funded by the California Department of Public Health,
Tobacco Control Section under Contract #04-35336
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Executive Summary
Since the inception of the tobacco control program in California, the DepaÍment of Public
Health, Tobacco Control Section (TCS) has devoted considerable resources to stimulate adoption
of state laws and local ordinances, conduct media advocacy and education to stimulate
compliance, and train enforcement agencies to increase active enforcement of laws designed to
reduce illegal sale of tobacco to minors and exposure to secondhand smoke

From 1 996-2000, TCS tracked the activities of local enforcement agencies as part of the
Independent Evaluation (IE) of the Califonria Tobacco Control Prevention and Education
Program. Beginning lafe2003, the Technical Assistance Legal Center (TALC) took on the task
of periodic assessment of local enforcement agencies activities.
This report presents findings on the amount and type of enforcement of youth access and
secondhand smoke laws occurring throughout Californiain 20O6 and early 2O07, and compares
these finding to the results of our 2004 statewide enforcement agency sut'veys. In addition, trend
analyses of data collected from enforcement agencies in the l8 counties that were the focus of
the IE are also included to determine changes in enforcement activity since 1996.

Methods
Youth Access Enforcement Survey
The youth access survey addressed enforcenent of Penal Code (PC) $308(a), prohibiting the sale
of tobacco products to people less than I 8 ¡,s¿¡r of age, and PC$308(b), prohibiting anyone less
tlran 1 8 years of age to buy or possess tobacco. Of the 297 surveys received, 26 were removed
from the analyses because they were submitted by an agency that was not the main enforcement
agency, or because they were duplicates from the same agency. This resulted in a valid sample
of 271 agencies.
Se

condhand Smoke Enforcement

S

urvey

The secondhand smoke (SHS) survey focused on enforcement of: Labor Code (LC) $6404.5
Smoke-free Workplaces; LC$6404.5 Smoke-free Bars; and Government Code (GC) $7596-7598
that bans smoking proximal to entrances, exits, and operable windows, and covered parking
areas of city, county, and state government buildings. Of the 259 surveys received, 195 selfidentified as primary enforcers for LC$6404.5, and 169 self-identified as primary enforcers for
GC57596-7598, and 58 agencies shared enforcement responsibilities with the primary enforcers.

ll

Summary of Findings and Discussion
Youth Access
a

The youth access survey results indicate that enforcement agency actions have continued to
decline since 1998. Statewide, about one-quarter of enforcement agencies conducted youth
decoy operations in 2007, down significantly from about 3OVo in 20M.

a

Fewer than 5% of enforcement agencies report that warnings and citations were issued to
merchants "often" or "very often." This decrease may be related to the dramatic drop in the
average number of youth decoy operations from almost 11 operations per year reported in
2004 down to 3.6 per year in2007.

a

From 2004 fo 2007, there was a slight drop in the proportion of law enforcement agencies
reporting that they issued warnings to minors possessing tobacco products. but those issuing
citations remained the same. There were no significant changes in these types of activities
since the 2004 survey.

a

Law enforcement agencies continue to rank various policies and procedures such as
suspension/revocation of licenses, and civil and criminal penalties for owners and clerks,
effective strategies to reducing youth access to tobacco.

as

o

The continuing reduction in the percent of agencies actively enforcing PC308(a) is
disappointing, given that TCS has continued to expend resources to stimulate enforcement
through trainings, and technical assistance to law enforcement agencies.

a

In2O07, significant predictors of whether decoy operations were conducted were:
perceptions of greater collaboration with other agencies; lower perceived barriers to
enforcement; and receipt of funding. These findings confirm the imporlance of providing
ongoing support for local law enforcement agencies.

o

Agencies operating in jurisdictions with strong local retail licensing ordinances reported
conducting four times as many decoy operations over the prior 12 months than did agencies
in jurisdictions without strong ordinances, underscoring the value of local policy actions.

a

Law enforcement agencies' perspectives on various policies and procedures as effective
strategies to reducing youth access to tobacco may be useful to local programs attempting to
strengthen youth access laws in their communities, and may represent an opportunity for
collaboration with their local law enforcement agencies on these efforts.

lll

Secondhand Smoke
Enforcement of LC$6404.5
a

-

Smoke-free Workplaces (Excluding Bars)

Almost two-thirds of enforcement agencies throughout California reported conducting at
least one workplace-related SHS enforcement activity in year prior to the 2007 statewide
SHS survey.

a

About half the agencies reported in 2007 that they responded to inquiries and complaints and
conducted compliance checks, but relatively few agencies issued fines or citations. Agencies
in rural counties reported issuing significantly fewer warnings for violations of LC$6404.5
than did agencies in urban and suburban counties.

a

Among the agencies that completed both the 2004 and 2007 statewide SHS surveys, there is
a significant decline in the percent reporting involvement in all types of SHS worþlace
enforcement actions. Agencies in the IE sub-sample from 1996 to 2007 shows similar
declines in nearly every enforcement actions across the five survey waves.

a

Most enforcement agencies perceive that the rate of compliance with workplace SHS laws is
high, and few believe that the workplace SHS problem is very serious in their community.

a

Agency ratings of the relative importance of enforcement of SHS laws, as compared to other
laws, is the only independent predictor of whether any SHS compliance checks were
conducted in the prior year. Even so, agencies rate enforcement of laws that prohibit
smoking in indoor public areas as being only moderately important.

a

Significant declines are seen statewide from 2004 to 2007 in the percent of agencies
reporting collaboration with businesses, voluntary health organizations, and educational
organizations on SHS workplace law enforcement.

a

As in 2004, salient barriers to enforcement of SHS laws are limited agency staff and
insufficient budget.

Enforcement of LC$6404.5

-

Smoke-free Bar Provision

a

Levels of enforcement of the smoke-free bar provision are higher than for other workplace
provisions included in LC$6404.5. Almost three-quarters of the responding agencies in2007
conducted at least one bar-related SHS enforcement activity during the previous six months,
about the same as in2004.

a

Half or more of a all agencies reported that they responded to inquiries and complaints, down
from2OO4, and about the same percentage educated bar owners and others about the law.
More than two-third of agencies report conducting compliance checks, fewer than half issued
warnings, and fewer than one-quarter of all agencies issued citations or fines for violation of
the smoke-free bar provision, all down from 2004.

IV

a

Significant declines are seen statewide from2O04to20Oi in the percent of agencies
reporling that they had responded to inquiries, responded to complaints, conducted
compliance checks, issued warnings, and issued citations related to SHS laws in bars.

a

Only one variable was found to be a independent predictor of whether SHS compliance
checks were conducted in bars during the previous six months: greater relative importance

of

enforcement of SHS laws in bars. Nevertheless, compared to other laws enforced by
respondent agencies, enforcement of laws that prohibit smoking in bars specifically is rated
by agencies as being only moderately important, down from the rating level reportedin20O4.
a

Among all agencies reporting that they issued any citations for violation of the LC$6404.5
smoke-free bar provision, only 3Vo repofted having issued at least one citation for a hookah
bar or lounge violation in the previous six months.

Enforcement of GCS7596-7598
a

O

-

Smoke-free Doorway and Window Areas

The levels of enforcement activities related to GC$7596-7598 are lower than for either of the
smoke-free workplace provisions of LC$6404. Statewide, only about half of the responding
agencies reported conducting any enforcement activities related to this law. Fewer than half
conducted compliance checks related to this law, more than one-third responded to inquiries
and complaints, and less than one-third issued warnings. Very few agencies issued citations
or fines for violations of the law.

Most of the agencies believe that this issue is less serious than other community problems,
and that there is fairly good compliance in their jurisdiction..

a

Barriers to enforcement, such as limited staff and insufficient funding, ranked at about the
same level as the perceived barriers to enforcing smoke-free workplace laws.

a

The only significant predictor of whether an agency conducted any enforcement activity
regarding GCS7596-7598 is the level of collaboration with other community groups and
agencies.

a

Enforcement agencies believe that there are high rates of compliance in their communities
with the three SHS laws that were addressed in the survey. There is, however, variability in
enforcement of SHS laws at the local level.

o

The findings point to important roles Local Lead Agencies and their partners can play both in
educating their communities and enforcement agencies about reducing exposure to
secondhand smoke through law enforcement, and in facilitating collaboration with SHS
enforcement agencies.

V

Introduction
Since the inception of the tobacco control program in Califolnia, the Depaftment of Public
Health, Tobacco Control Section (TCS) has identified as high priorities reducing the illegal sale
of tobacco to minors and reducing exposure to secondhand smoke. Strategies have been pursued
at the state and local levels to stimulate adoption of state laws and local ordinances, conduct
media advocacy and education to stimulate compliance, and train enforcement agencies to
increase active enforcement of these laws. Technical resources [e.g., Technical Assistance Legal
Center (TALC), Bar and Restaurant Employees Against Tobacco Hazards (BREATH), and the
Center for Tobacco Policy and Organizing (the Center)l have been funded at varying points in
time by TCS to work with localjurisdictions on policy development and enforcement strategies.

During the period 1996-2000, TCS tracked the activities of local enforcement agencies as part of
the Independent Evaluation (IE) of the California Tobacco Control Prevention and Education
Program . The IE tracked activities and assessed outcomes in 18 "focal counties" selected to
represent the entire state, and employed multiple data collection methods that were implemented
in three waves (1996,1998, and 2000).

Independent Evaluation Focal Counties (1996-2000)
Media Markets
Fresno
Los Angeles
Sacramento
San Diego
San Francisco

Medium-Density
Monterey
San Bernardino
Shasta

Yuba

High-Density
Alameda

Low-Density

Contra Costa
Orange

Lassen

San Mateo
Santa Clara

Lake

Mono
Plumas

In late 2003, the TALC scope of work was amended to include the assessment of the level of
enforcement of state laws pertaining to illegal tobacco sales to minors and secondhand smoke
through two survey waves (2004 and2OOT). The 2OM and 2OO7 TALC law enforcement surveys
represent an extension of the earlier IE survey efforts which were limited to enforcement
agencies in the 18 focal IE counties. In contrast to the IE, the TALC law enforcement surveys
were disseminated to all enforcement agencies responsible for enforcing these two categories of
laws in California.
This report presents findings on the amount and type of enforcement of youth access and
secondhand smoke laws occuring throughout California in 2006 and early 2007, and con'ìpares
these finding to the results of the 2004TALC enforcement agency sur\¡ey. In addition, trend
analyses of data collected fl'om enforcement agencies in the 18 counties that were the focus of
the IE are also included to determine changes in enforcement activity since I996.
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Methods
Enforcement Agency

S

urvey s

Two separate written surveys were administered to enforcement agencies in California. One
survey focused on the enforcement of state policies related to youth access to tobacco while the
other survey focused on the enforcement of state and local policies related to exposure to tobacco
smoke.

Specifically, the youth access (YA) survey focused on enforcement of Penal Code (PC) $308(a),
prohibiting the sale of tobacco products to people under 18 years of age, and PC$308(b),
prohibiting anyone under 18 years of age to buy or possess tobacco. The secondhand smoke
(SHS) survey focused on enforcement of: Labor Code (LC) $6404.5 Smoke-free Workplaces;
LC$64O4.5 Smoke-free Bars; and Government Code (GC) $7596-7598 that bans smoking
proximal to entrances, exits, and operable windows, and covered parking areas of city, county,
and state government buildings. Both survey instruments contained primarily closed-ended
questions that asked about enforcement activities over the past six or 12 months. Areas queried
in the surveys included: issue salience, perceived importance of agency enforcement, perceived
compliance with policies, involvement in enforcement activities, perceived barriers to
enforcement, collaboration with other agencies on enforcement efforts, and perceived
effectiveness of enforcement policies/procedures.

Survey Respondents
Youth Access Enforcement Survey. All police and sheriff offices in all California counties and
municipalities were initially targeted for the survey. Ov 2OO4 survey database of enforcement
agencies was reviewed and updated through phone and e-mail contacts with TCS staff, Kelly
Gordon, and Capricia Borrero (TALC). Additionally, TCS staff e-mailed a request to LLAs that
they update they review the2OO4 contacts and update the contacts in their jurisdictions. More
fhan43 LLAs provided updated contact information.
Surveys were mailed to 341police departments, 103 sheriff offices or substations, and 4l city
and county agencies (including 10 code enforcement departments), for an attempted census of
485 agencies. (Note that in some jurisdictions surveys were sent to multiple agencies and/or
individuals to ensure response from the correct enforcement agency.) After removing agencies
stating that they were not responsible for enforcement or did not currently enforce, incorrect
contacts at agencies, and duplicates where one agency was responsible for multiple jurisdictions,
the total sampling pool was 392, olf of which 297 agenc\es returned completed surveys, for a
response rate of 76Vo. Of the 297 surveys received, 26 were removed from the analyses because
they were submitted by an agency that was not the main enforcement agency, or because they
were duplicates from the same agency. This resulted in a valid sample of 271 agencies. Countylevel data were obtained from all 58 counties except Alpine, Del Norte, Glenn County,
Humboldt, Imperial, Kings, Lake, Lassen, Los Angeles, Merced, Modoc, Monterey, San Diego,
San Joaquin, San Luis Obispo, Santa Barbara, Santa Cruz, Solano, Stanislaus, and Ventura;
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however, information was received from at least one jurisdiction within each of these counties
with the exception of Alpine.

Secondhand Smoke Enforcement Survey. Ow 2OO4 survey database of enforcement agencies
was reviewed and updated through phone and e-mail contacts with TCS staff and Dian Kiser
(RESPECT). Additionally, TCS staff e-mailed a request to LLAs that they update they review
the 2OM contacts and update the contacts in their jurisdictions. More than 43 LLAs provided
updated contact information.
Surveys were mailed fo 225 police departments, 65 sheriff offices or substations, 54 code
enforcement agencies, and 124 miscellaneous city and county agencies (including city attorneys,
city managers, health departments, fire depanments), for an attempted census of 468 agencies.
After removing agencies replied stating that they were not responsible for enforcement, incorrect
contacts and duplicate agencies responsible for multiple jurisdictions, the total sampling pool
was 403, out of which 259 agencies returned completed surveys, for a response rate of 64Vo. Of
the259 surveys received, 195 self- identified as primary enforcers for LCS6404.5, and 169 selfidentified as primary enforcers for GC$7596-7598, and 58 agencies shared enforcement
responsibilities with the primary enforcers. Sixteen of 58 counties were not represented by main
enforcement agency respondents: Alpine, Colusa, Contra Costa, Del Norte, El Dorado, Imperial,
Inyo, Kern, Kings, Lake, Lassen, Mono, Santa Cruz, Sierra, Trinity, Tulare.

Procedures
Youth Access Enforcement Survey. The youth access survey was sent to all potential
respondents during the last week of January 2007. In addition to the first mailing, agencies
received up to two reminder postcards, a second survey, and reminder phone calls in order to
maximize the response rate. Data collection was completed by the end of April20O7.

Secondhand Smoke Enforcement Survey. The SHS survey was mailed to all potential
respondents in mid-Febrmry 2004. In addition to the first mailing, agencies received up to two
reminder postcards, a second survey, and reminder phone calls in order to maximize the response

rate. Datacollection was completed by early May 2007.

All

surveys were written in English. Public Health Institute staff checked each returned survey
for completeness and clarity prior to data entry. In some cases, phone calls and faxes to agencies
were necessary to clarify responses. Following detailed review of each returned survey, 281 YA
surveys and26I SHS surveys were electronically key-entered and verified by Data4U in
Sunnyvale. Analyses were conducted using SPSS 1 1.5 for Windows and SPSS 11.0 for
Macintosh.

a

-)

Results: Enforcement of Youth Access Laws
In this section we present our findings from the 2007 statewide survey of agencies charged with
enforcing PC$308(a), prohibiting the sale of tobacco products to persons under l8 years of age,
and PC$308(b), prohibiting anyone under 18 years of age to buy or possess tobacco. Dafa are
reported from only one main agency per jurisdiction (municipality or county). The report
contains results from the total samples of respondents in 2OO4 and2007, and analyses of change
between 2004 and2007 in a subset of respondents with youth access (YA) data from both
surveys. The report also contains data reported by enforcement agencies that are situated in the
18 focal counties of the 1996-2000 Independent Evaluation (referenced as the IE sample) and a
subset of IE enforcement agencies for which we have five waves of YA enforcement dafa.

Warnings ønd Citøtions

for Violntions

by Merchants

lVarnings. On the left side of Figure YA-la, we repon data for all agencies responding to this
item in the 2004 and2OOT statewide SHS surveys, both as serial cross-sections with all valid
responses in either wave (bars), and for the panel of agencies that reported valid responses in

both2004and2O07 (trendline). Ontherightsideof thefigure,wereport 1996-2007 dataonly
for those agencies from the 18 focal IE counties, also as serial cross-sections and as a panel.
Figure YA-1a shows that statewide,T4Vo of YA enforcement agencies reported having issued
warnings to merchants selling tobacco products to minors in the year prior our 2007 survey. Of
fhe 2IO agencies responding to this question, about one-third (3|Vo) reported that they only
"rarely" issued warnings to merchants, and only 3Vo reported that they issued warnings "very
often." There are no differences among LLA-designated urban, suburban, and rural counties on
this variable, and the decrease from SlVo in 2OO4 to 76Vo in the 2004-2007 statewide panel is not
significant (Chi-squared = 0.40, p = 0.530, n = 106).

Among rhe 127 IE-county enforcement agencies that provided valid responses in20O7,74Vo had
issued warnings to merchants in the previous 12 months (see Figure YA- 1a). In the panel of IE
respondents with valid data across all survey waves, no significant differences \ryere detected on
this measure (Cochran's Q = 4.15, P = 0.386, n = 32).
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Figure YA-la
Percent of Agencies Issuing Warnings for
Youth Access Violations by Merchants
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Citations. Figure YA- I b shows that statewi de in 2OO7 , 62Vo of YA enforcement agencies
statewide reponed having issued citations to merchants in the prior 12 months. The frequency
distribution of responses to this question is skewed, withZSVo of 221agencies reporting that they
"rarely" issued citations, and4Vo reporting that they did so "very often." There are no
differences among urban, suburban, and rural counties on this variable; however, the decline in
citations issued to merchants from 2OM (66To) to 2OO7 (64Vo) is statistically significant (Chisquared = 9.00, p <0.01, n

= I 18).

The percent of agencies within the IE panel that issued citations is not significantly different
across the five survey waves (Cochran's Q = 6.87, P = .I43, n = 36).
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Figure YA-lb
Percent of Agencies Issuing Citations for
Youth Access Violations by Merchants
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About one-third (33Vo) of all agencies reported having issued at least one citation to persons
giving or selling tobacco products to minors (not only merchants illegally selling tobacco
products). This rate did not differ significantly across agencies in urban (34Vo), suburban (40Vo),
or rural (24Vo) counties (p = 0. 013). Among the agencies that reported having issued at least one
citation for violations of PC$308(a), a mean of 8.3 citations were issued during the prior year.
Averages for agencies in urban (mean = 10.6 citations issued), suburban (mean - 7.6), or rural
(mean = 6.0) counties did not differ significantly (p = 0.32). Of the agencies that responded to
the 20C4 and 2007 surveys, only l6Vo reported having issued at least one citation to persons
giving or selling tobacco products to minors.

Wørnings and Citations

for Violntions

by

Minors

Warnings. Figure Y A-2a shows thatT17o of YA enforcement agencies statewide reported in
2007 having issued YA warnings to minors in the previous 12 months. Of the 210 agencies
responding to this question, fewer than one-third (30Vo) reporled that they "tarely" issued such
warnings to minors, and only five agencies (2Vo) reported that they issued warnings "very often."
6

There were no differences among urban, suburban, and rural counties on this variable, and no
significant change was detected statewide from 2004 fo 2OOi (p = 0.17) or across the five waves
for the IE panel (p = 0.76).

tr'igure YÃ-2a
Percent of Agencies Issuing Warnings for
Youth Access Violations by Minors
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Citations. Figure YA-2b also shows that9ÙVo of YA enforcement agencies statewide in20O7
reported having issued citations to minors in the previous l2 months. This is unchanged from
2OM. The frequency distribution of responses to this question shows that lTVo of 249 agencies
reported that they "rarely" issued citations, and24Vo reported that they did so "often" or "very
often." There were no differences among urban, suburban, and rural counties on this variable (p
- 0.68), and no significant changes were detected statewide from 2004to20O7 (p > 0.9).
In the l2 months prior to fhe2OOT survey, agencies across the state reported issuing an average
of 24.1 citations to minors for possession of tobacco products IPC$308(b)]. Among those
agencies that issued at least one citation to a minor for violation of PC$308(b), the average was
29.4 citations in the prior 12 months. Citation activity for agencies from urban (mean = 423

7

citations issued), suburban (mean = 28.8) or rural (mean = 16.3) counties differed significantly in
rhe2O07 survey (p = 0.014).
The agencies in the IE panel reported that citations to minors for PC$308(b) violations increased
from 1996 to 1998, but have remained relatively flat since (Figure YA-2b). Our five-wave
analysis reveals a significant difference over time, but this is due to the low rate in 1996 (p <
0.001). No significant changes on this variable were detected statewide between 2004 and2007
(p = 0.165).

Figure YA-2b
Percent of Agencies Issuing Citations for
Youth Access Violations by Minors
Cross Section
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Illegøl Søles of Tobacco to Minors
Decoy Operations. Decoy operations (also known as stings or undercover buying attempts) are
conducted by enforcement agencies to determine if retail tobacco outlets are in compliance with
the law. Figure YA-3 show s fhaf 26Vo of all YA enforcement agencies statewide reported having
conducting at least one decoy operation in the 12 months prior to the 2OO7 survey. Among the
agencies reporting data in both 2004 and2OO7, there is a significant decline in decoy operations
(Chi-squared=22.46, p < 0.001, n = l6l). Similarly, we see a significant difference in the
8

percentage of agencies conducting decoy operations among the sub-sample of IE-county
agencies that had responded to this item (or the earlier "sting" IE survey item) in all five waves
of the YA survey (Cochran's Q = 10.20, p = 0.037, n = 57).

Figure YA-3
Percent of Agencies Conducting Decoy Operations
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Among the agencies that conducted at least one decoy operation in the previous year, an average
of 64% of local tobacco outlets in the enforcement jurisdiction were included in one or more
decoy operation. Most stores visited in decoy operations were chosen: (a) in response to
complaints (277o of agencies repofting); (b) selected at random (2I7o); or (c) as part of a census
of all stores in the jurisdiction (18Vo). Among those conducting at least one decoy operation,
agencies statewide conducted an average of 3.6 operations in the prior year, down from almost
11 operation per year reported in 20M. Agencies in urban, suburban, and rural counties
conducted an average of 5.9, 3.7 and 1.5 operations, respectively, a significant overall difference
(p = o.o2).
Estimates of Illegal Tobacco Sales. Agencies that conducted decoy operations during the 12
months prior to fhe 2007 survey reported that an average of 13.77o of retail outlets visited made
illegal sales to youth decoys. The rates estimated by agencies in urban (I4Vo), suburban (lÙVo),
and rural (19Eo) counties were not significantly different from one another (p = 0.085).
9

Prosecution of Illegal Sales. Ln2007, enforcement agencies statewide reported that, on average,
abolt 57Vo of citations issued to retailers were prosecuted in the prior 12 months. The
prosecution rate reported from agencies in urban (68Vo), suburban (567o), and rural (47Vo)
counties did not differ significantly (p = 0.50). The serial cross-sectional differences between
2004 (l9Vo of citations issued to retailers were reported to have been prosecuted) and 20O7 (57Vo
reported prosecuted), but the apparent effect vanishes in the analysis ofthe panel ofagencies that
report both 2004 (SlVo) and2OOT (52Vo) prosecutions.
Summary data on PC $308 (a) and (b) activities by enforcement agencies responding to the20O7
survey are presented in Table YA-1.

Table

YA-l

Frequency of enforcement activities related to Penal Code $308
conducted by agency during the last 12 months

Ever
Mean (SD)*

**

(Vo agencies)

Valid N

a. Issued warnings to minors attempting
to purchase tobacco products

2.74

(t.s3)

77

2t0

b. Issued warnings to merchants selling
tobacco products to minors

2.66 (1.s9)

74

210

c. Issued citations to minors for illegal
possession or purchase of tobacco

3.es (r.80)

90

249

d. Issued citations to merchants for illegal
sales of tobacco products to minors

2.st (1.76)

62

221

e. Issued warnings or citations to
individuals (other than merchants) for
giving tobacco products to minors

2.to (1.t9)

67

202

f.

r.79 (t.34)

39

185

g. Issued warnings or citations to
merchants for selling individual
cigarettes or packages of less fhan2O

r.73 (t.3O)

39

2M

h. Issued warnings or citations to
merchants for not posting l-800ASK4ID sign

1.89 (1.s1)

40

207

products

Issued warnings or citations to
merchants for selling bidis to minors

* 1= Never, 2 = Rarely, T = Very Often
** Ever is any valid response other than "Never"
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Predictors of Youth Access Enforcement
Data on the following factors were collected in the 2OO7 Y A survey to determine their influence
on youth access enforcement: impact of the problem; relative importance of enforcement;
barriers to enforcement; collaboration between enforcement and health groups; beliefs about the
effectiveness of youth access laws; and funding for local enforcement. We first review the
findings on these individual factors that may influence youth access enforcement and then report
on results of multivariate analyses focusing on the 2OM and 2007 statewide surveys.
Seriousness of the Problem. In20O7, most enforcement agencies reported that kids getting
tobacco products is "not at all serious" (l8Vo of 248 valid responses) or only "somewhat serious"
(Sl%o). Fewer than one-third of agencies reported that this problem is "serious" (2280) or "very
serious" (9Vo). and, there was a significant overall difference in mean ratings of the seriousness
of this community problem among urban (mean = 2.89 on a 4-point scale, with 1 - "very
serious" and4= "not at all serious"), suburban (mean =2.91), and rural agencies (mean =2.51)
(F = 5.55, df =2, p = 0.0M).

Importance of Enforcement. As compared to other policies that the agency enforces, only 3Vo
of agencies (9 of 267) reported that enforcement of policies that prevent retailers from selling
tobacco products to minors is "not at all important." Relative to other policy enforcement
responsibilities, enforcement of tobacco sales to minors policies is, on average, neither
unimportant or very important to reporting agencies (mean = 434 on a 7-point scale, with 1=
"not at all impoftant" and 7 ="very important"). Likewise, only 3Vo (8 of 265) agencies reported
that enforcement of policies regulating youth possession of tobacco products is "not at all
important" as compared to other policies that the agency enforces, and the distribution of
responses is relatively flat (mean = 4.45 on the 7-point importance scale). There were no
differences in ratings of the importance of enforcement of youth access policies among agencies
from urban, suburban, or rural counties.

Barriers to Enforcement. In the 2OO7 sfatewide survey, agencies rated two factors as the top
barriers to enforcement of youth tobacco access policies: limited staff (mean = 5.5'7 on a 7-point
scale with 1 = "not at all a barrier" andT = "alarge barrier"), and insufficient budget (mean =
4.6) (see Table Y A-2). Perceived lack of support from community leaders (mean = 2.36), the
belief that the District or City Attorney will not prosecute (mean = 2.49), and issues around
working with juveniles on decoy operations (mean = 2.70) were the three lowest-rated barriers to
enforcement.
The mean of all barriers to enforcement items was calculated as a factor for use in multivariate
analyses (mean = 3.37 , SD = 1.26, n = 260). The mean barrier factor did not differ across
agencies from urban, suburban or rural counties, nor did any ofthe individual barriers listed in
Table YA-2.
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Table

Y^-2

Perceived extent of barriers to enforcement of youth tobacco access policies
in enforcement agency's community

Mean

(SD)*

Valid N

a. No money in our budget

4.s6 (2.1e)

255

b. Limited staff

s.s7 (t.69)

258

2.70 (1.84)

251

d. Problem getting youth volunteers

3.02 (1.e7)

249

e. District Attorney will not prosecute

2.4e (1.82)

240

f.

3.r0 (1.6e)

252

g. Lack of support from community leaders

2.36 (1.s7)

247

h. Judge reluctant to assess fines

2.3s (1.61)

236

i.

2.e3 (2.31)

15

c.

Issues around working with juveniles (e.g.,
safety, parental consent, agency liability

involving youth)

*

Not a priority in our community

Other (e.g., limited time, funding)

1= Not at all a barrier,T

= Alarge barrier

Perceived Effectiveness of Youth Access Laws. Agency respondents were asked to rate the
perceived effectiveness of various enforcement policies or procedures in reducing youth access
to tobacco. As shown in Table YA-3, the most highly rated policies were: suspension or
revocation of a tobacco license for stores repeatedly selling tobacco to minors (mean = 6.38 on a
7-point scale with 1 = "not at all effective" to '7 = "very effective"); civil or criminal penalties for
store clerks caught illegally selling tobacco to minors (mean = 5.89); civil penalties for store
owners caught illegally selling tobacco to minors (mean = 5.88); criminal penalties for store
owners caught illegally selling tobacco to minors (mean = 5.76); and tobacco decoy operations
(mean = 5.58). Promotion of 18005ASK4ID, merchant education, and fines for minors in
possession of tobacco products ranked the lowest (means of 3.9'7,4.90, and 5.00, respectively).
The mean of all perceived policy effectiveness items was calculated as a factor for use in
multivariate analyses (mean = 5.41, SD = 1.00, n=249). The effectiveness factor did not differ
across agencies from urban, suburban, or rural counties, nor did any of the individual items listed
in Table YA-3.

t2

Table YA-3
Perceived effectiveness of enforcement policies or procedures
in reducing youth access to tobacco

Mean

(SD)*

ValidN

a. Tobacco decoy operations (undercover tobacco
purchase surveys)

s.58 (l.37)

234

b. Merchant education regarding illegal sale of
tobacco products to minors

4.e0

(t.s2)

243

c. Tobacco merchant licensing

s.07 (1.62)

224

d. Civil penalties for store owners caught illegally
selling tobacco to minors

5.88 (1.28)

241

e. Criminal penalties for store owners caught
illegally selling tobacco to minors

s.76 (1.43)

241

f.

Civil or criminal penalties for store clerks caught
illegally selling tobacco to minors

s.89 (1.27)

246

g. Suspension or revocation of a tobacco license for
stores repeatedly selling tobacco to minors

6.38 (0.e7)

t45

h. Fines for minors in possession of tobacco

s.00 (r.78)

14s

3.e7 (r.86)

202

products

i.

Promotion of 1-800-ASK4ID

* l= Not at all effective,T =Yery effective

Collaboration. As shown in Table Y A-4, enforcement

agencies reported in2007 collaborating

on youth access enforcement activities most frequently during the prior l2 months with
educational organizations (64Vo of agencies ever having collaborated), local government officials
(59Vo), and county health departments (51Vo). Collaboration was reported to be lowest with
voluntary health organizations (32Vo), merchants or business organizations (AAVo) and tobacco

prevention coalitions (42Vo).
The mean of all collaboration items was calculated as a factor for use in multivariate analyses
(mean
22J, SD = 1.23, n = 265). The collaboration factor did not differ across agencies from
urban, suburban, or rural counties; however, as compared to agencies from urban counties,
agencies from rural counties reported higher levels of collaboration with county health
departments (mean diff = 0.85 on a7-point scale, Tukey HSD p = 0.010), and with tobacco
prevention coalitions (mean diff = 0.71, Tukey HSD p = 0.028.

-
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Table YA-4
Frequency of agency collaboration on enforcing policies
to reduce youth access to tobacco, during the last 12 months
Ever

Mean

(SO¡*

t*

(Vo agencies)

Valid N

a. County health department (e.g., local
tobacco control programs)

2.43

(1.et)

51

260

b. Local government officials (e.g., city
council, code enforcement, District
Attorney)

2.38

(t.66)

59

26t

c. Voluntary health organizations (e.g.,
American Cancer Society)

t.6s (1.22)

32

262

d. Educational organizations (e.g., local
schools)

3.03 (2.06)

64

262

e. Merchant and business organizations
(e.g., Chamber of Commerce)

1.84 (1.30)

40

261

f.

2.20 (1.83)

42

265

g. State law enforcement agencies

2.23 (1.66)

48

258

h. Other (e.g., merchants, Probation

2.s3 (2.24)

43

30

Tobacco prevention coalitions

Dept.)

* 1= Never, 7 = Very Often
** Ever is any valid response other than "Never"

asked to indicate all sources of funding for enforcement activities
during calendar year 2006. Approximately llVo of the 271 agencies responding to this question
received some funding. Funding was received from local health departments (6Vo), state law
enforcemenf (4Vo), CDHS/TCS (4Vo), or from the local tobacco retail licensing program (3Vo).

Funding. Agencies were

Multivariate Analyses. Table YA-5 presents f,rndings from logistic regression analyses using
data from ow 2OM and 2O07statewide YA surveys . ln2OO7, three of seven variables measured
were found to be statistically independent predictors of whether decoy operations were
conducted: perceptions of greater collaboration with other groups on enforcing youth access
policies (p < 0.01), lower perceived barriers to enforcement (p < 0.01), and receipt of any
funding for local enforcement (p < 0.01). This model explained 4'7Vo of the variance in whether
decoy operations were conducted in the previous 12 months. This is an improvement over the
38Vo explained by fhe2OO4 model, which also included an enforcement training variable that
was excluded from the2OOT survey due to an end to the PC$308(a) statewide training program.
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Table YA-s
Associations between independent enforcement variables and
whether decoy operations were conducted in the previous 12 months

Independent Variables

Sumey

Importance of problem

Relative importance of enforcement
Barriers to enforcement

Collaboration
Effectiveness of youth access laws

Funding for local enforcement
Training for local enforcement

Year

Odds

Ratio

Confidence

Intemal

2004

1.61

0.98

2007

r.46

0.90

2004

0.97

0.76

2007

r.o4

2004

P value

-2.62
-2.37

0.06
0.80

0.81

- 1.24
0.80 - 1.37
0.58 - 1.12

2007

0.51

o.35

2004

0.13

0.79

0.2r
< 0.01

t.7l

-0.74
r.30 -2.29

2007

2.08

1.51

- 2.88

< 0.01

2004

1.38

0.10

2007

0.74

o.94-2.03
0.51- 1.09

2004

4.66

r.45

- 14.70

< 0.01

2007

t5.52

4.39

< 0.01

2004

2.57

- 54.90
1.23 - 5.39

< 0.01

0.13

< 0.05

2007
NOTE: 2O04 and 2007 analyses include non-missing data from 227 agencies statewide; factor scores (means) were
used for barriers to enforcement, barriers to compliance, and collaboration on enforcement independent variables;
Hosmer Letneshow Goodness of Fil p = 0.26 (200/.)t p = 0.53 (2007).
Source: Statewide Youth Access Enforcement Survey, 20M,2OO7.

Plans

for

Youth Access Enforcement

In2007, agencies were asked to rate their agreement with the statement: "In the next six months,
my agency will be actively enforcing PC$308(a)." Statewide, agencies somewhat agreed with
this statement (mean = 3.58 on a 7-point scale where I = "strongly disagree" and7 = "strongly
agree"), and there were no differences among agencies from urban, suburban, or rural counties.

Enforcement in Jurisd.ictions with Strong Retail Tobøcco Ordinønces
In recent years, TCS has encouraged the passage ofstrong local licensing ordinances in an effort
to drive down rates of illegal sales to minors. As defined by the Center for Tobacco Policy and
Organizing (http://www.californialung.org/thecenter/), a strong local tobacco licensing includes:
all retailers that sell tobacco products must obtain a license and renew it annually; a fee to
suffìciently fund an effective program including administration and enforcement; an enforcement
plan; coordination of tobacco regulations so that a violation of any existing local, state or federal
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tobacco regulation violates the license; and a financial deterrent through fines and penalties
including the suspension and revocation of the license.

In an effort to evaluate the impact of strong local licensing ordinances on enforcement, we
identifred ten agencies situated in jurisdictions with strong ordinances as defined above that were
in effect as of January 1,2006. We chose this date because our survey questions referenced
specifrc activities within the previous 12 months. Our 2007 YA enforcement survey revealed
that agencies in jurisdictions with strong ordinances reported conducting significantly more
decoy operations over the prior 12 months (mean : 80%) than did agencies in jurisdictions
without strong ordinances (mean : 24Yo) (p < 0.001). Additionally, agencies in jurisdictions
with strong ordinances also perceived fewer barriers to enforcement than did agencies in
jurisdictions without strong ordinances (mean :2.7 and 3.4, respectively, p : 0.09), and they
reported greater collaboration with other community groups (mean : 3.0 and 2.2, respectively, p
: 0.07). Although the latter two differences were not statistically significant, they are promising
particularly in light of the extreme imbalance in group size (10 agencies in the strong ordinance
group vs.26l agencies with no or weak ordinances).
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Results: Enforcement of Secondhand Smoke Laws
In this section we present our findings from the 20O7 statewide survey of agencies charged with
enforcement of two selected California laws protecting people from exposure to secondhand
smoke (SHS): Labor Code (LC) $64M.5, which requires that smoking be prohibited in vinually
all enclosed places of employment; and Government Code (GC) $7596-7598, which prohibits
smoking within 20 feet of government building entrances, exits, and operable windows.
California SHS laws are enforced by a variety of local agencies including county health
departments, police and sheriff departments, fire departments, code enforcement officers,
building officials, and others. Each jurisdiction (municipality or county) typically designates one
agency to be responsible for enforcement; however, in some jurisdictions more than one agency
has responsibility. Data are repofted in this section only for one primary agency per jurisdiction,
and only for those agencies responsible for enforcement of LCS6404.5 or GC$7596-7598, as
'We
appropriate.
also compare 2007 SHS law enforcement results with data from our statewide
survey conducted in2O0/, and report on trends among the subset of enforcement agencies
surveyed inZOO7 that were also in the 18 focal counties of the 1996-2000 IE.

Enforcement of LC56404.5

-

Smoke-free Workpl,aces (Excluding Bars)

Current Enforcement Activities. Table SHS-1 shows that half of enforcement agenctes
conducted compliance checks (5OVo of responding agencies statewide) and responded to
inquiries and complaints (49Vo and 5IVo respectively) to enforce LC$6404.5 provisions
governing restaurants and other indoor workplaces during one year prior to the 2007 survey.
Nearly half (44Vo) also educated owners and others about LC$6404.5. Relatively few agencies
issued fines (9Vo) or citations (llVo) in response to violations detected. Almost two-thirds of
agencies statewide (6IEo) reported conducting at least one SHS enforcement activity during the
year prior to survey completion, which did not differ significantly among agencies located in
LlA-designated urban (62Vo), suburban (55%), or rural (56Vo) counties (p = 0.49).

Figure SHS-1 displays rates for specific SHS enforcement activities in workplaces (excluding
bars) for agencies located in urban, suburban, and rural counties. As compared to agencies in
urban and suburban counties, significantly fewer rural-county agencies reported that they had
issued any warnings for violations of LC$6404.5 (p = 0.03). There were no differences in the
percent of agencies conducting any other type of SHS enforcement in workplaces across urban,
suburban, or rural counties.
Among the 145 agencies stating that they are responsible for issuing LCS6404.5 citations at nonbar workplaces, only 5.5Vo reported having issued at least one citation in the previous year. The
average number of citations issued by these 8 agencies was 7.1 (SD - 8.66), with no significant
differences among urban, suburban, or rural agencies. Only about half of all citations issued,
however, were prosecuted (mean = 4.17, SD = 4.22).
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Table SHS-1
Frequency of enforcement activities related to LC$6404.5
conducted by agency, during the last year

Mean

(SD)*

Ever *8
(Vo øgencies)

Valid N

a.
b.

Responded to inquiries

r.e7 (r.47)

49

t69

Responded to complaints

2.01 (1.s1)

51

173

c.

Issued warnings

t.6e (1.32)

35

d.
e.

Issued citations

1.27 (0.98)

ll

I7I
I7I

Issued fines

r.22 (O.et)

9

t62

f.

Conducted compliance checks

2.40 (1.93)

50

t75

g.
h.

Educated owners about LC $6404.5

2.t4 (t.72)

4

t70

Educated others about LC $6404.5

2.O1

(t.66)

39

168

r.2s (t.oD

10

40

i.

Other (e.g., training officers)
* 1= Never, 2 = Rarely, 7 = Very Often
** Ever is any valid response other than "Never"

Figure SHS-I
Secondhand Smoke Enforcement Activities in
Indoor Workplaces for Agencies in Urban, Suburban, and Rural Counties
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Note: Percentages reflect the number of agencies that reported doing at least one enforcement activity in
the year prior to the survey. Source: SHS Enforcement Survey 2007.
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Trends in Enforcement. Figure SHS-2a presents data on the percent of surveyed agencies that
reponed they had responded to inquiries regarding enforcement of workplace SHS laws
activities in the 2OM and 2007 Statewide SHS Surveys, and among the sub-sample of agencies
in the three IE survey waves (1996,1998, and 2000) and20C4 and2O07 surveys. On the left
side of the figure, we repon data for all agencies responding to this item in the 2004 and2007
statewide SHS surveys, both as serial cross-sections with all valid responses in either wave
(bars), and for the panel of agencies that reporled valid responses in both 2OO4 and 2007 (trend
line). On the right side of the figure, we report 1996-2007 data only for those agencies from the
18 focal IE counties, also as serial cross-sections and as a panel.
As shown in Figure SHS-2a, there is a significant decline in the percent of agencies reporting
that they had responded to workplace SHS inquiries among the agencies in the statewide sample
that completed both the2OO4 and2OOT surveys (Chi-squared=23.73, p < 0.001, n = 108).
Similarly, we see a significant difference in the percentage of agencies responding to workplace
SHS inquiries among the sub-sample of IE-county agencies that had responded to this item in all
five waves of the SHS survey (Cochran's Q = 20.55, p < 0.001, n = 35).

Figure SHS-2a
Secondhand Smoke Enforcement Agency Activities in
Restaurants and Indoor Workplaces (Excluding Bars):
Respond to Inquiries
Cross Section
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Note: Percentages reflect the number of agencies that reported doing at least one enforcement activity
in the six months prior to the survey (1996-2000) or one year prior to the survey (200+2007).
Source: SHS Enforcement Survey, 1996, 1998, 2000, 2004, and 2O07 .
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Figures SHS-2b through SHS-2e present cross-sectional and panel data for the percent of
responding agencies involved in other workplace SHS enforcement activities: respond to
complaints (2b); issue warnings (2c); issue citations (2d); and conduct compliance checks (2e).
Significant declines are seen statewide from2OO4 fo 2007 in the percent of agencies reporting
involvement in all types of enforcement actions: respond to complaints (Chi-squared = 26.22, p
< 0.001, n = ll4); issue warnings (Chi-squared =7.62, p = 0.006, n= 1I2); issue citations (Chisquared = 18.44, p < 0.001, n = 105); and conduct compliance checks (Chi-squared=25.11,p<
0.001, n = 113).

Similarly, the IE panel also shows some differences in the percent of agencies reporting
workplace SHS enforcement activity across the five waves: respond to complaints (Cochran's Q
= 14.57, p = 0.006, n = 39); issue warnings (Cochran's Q = 16.36, p = 0.003, n = 36); issue
citations (Cochran's Q = 3.55, p=0.4'71,n=37); and conduct compliance checks (Cochran's Q

=3.79,p=0.436,n=36).
Figure SHS-2b
Secondhand Smoke Enforcement Agency Activities in
Restaurants and Indoor Workplaces (Excluding Bars):
Respond to Complaints
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Figure SHS-2c
Secondhand Smoke Enforcement Agency Activities in
Restaurants and Indoor Workplaces (Excluding Bars):
Issue Warnings
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Note: Percentages reflect the number of agencies that reported doing at least one enforcement activity
in the six months prior to the survey (1996-2000) or one year prior to the survey (20M-2O07).
Source: SHS Enforcement Survey, 1996, 1998,2000,2004, and 2007.
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Figure SHS-2d
Secondhand Smoke Enforcement Agency Activities in
Restaurants and Indoor Workplaces (Excluding Bars):
Issue Citations
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Note: Percentages reflect the number of agencies that reported doing at least one enforcement activity
in the six months prior to the survey (1996-2000) or one year prior to the survey (20M-2007).
Source : SHS Enforcemen t Survey, 1996, 1998, 2000, 2004, and 20O7 .
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Figure SHS-2e
Secondhand Smoke Enforcement Agency Activities in
Restaurants and Indoor'Workplaces (Excluding Bars)
Conduct Compliance Checks
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in the six months prior to the survey (1996-2000) or one year prior to the survey (20M-2007).
Source: SHS Enforcement Survey, 1996, 1998, 2000, 2004, and 2007 .

It should be noted that the relatively large differences in trend and cross-sectional values in the
IE sample on several of enforcement variables suggests that agencies that were consistent
respondents across the five survey waves were more actively engaged in certain SHS
enforcement actions than were those agencies that did not consistently respond to all waves of
the survey. Thus, the IE panel data should not be used to estimate statewide levels of
enforcement, only to demonstrate a continuing downward trend in SHS enforcement actions,
even among those agencies most engaged in SHS enforcement.
Predictors of Enforcement. We looked at various factors that have in the past been shown to
be predictors of local enforcement activities related to LC$6404.5, including: relative
seriousness of SHS as a community problem; relative importance of enforcement of SHS laws;
perceived compliance with SHS laws; beliefs about the barriers to conducting enforcement
operations of SHS laws; beliefs about the barriers to achieving compliance with LC$6404.5; and
the extent of enforcement agency collaboration with other groups on enforcing SHS laws.
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of SHS problem. Compared to other community problems, most agencies believe
that it is "not at all serious" (25Vo) or only "somewhat serious" (357o) that non-smokers breathe
Seriousness

other people's smoke when in indoor public areas such as restaurants and workplaces . Only 14%
of the 166 agencies providing valid responses to this question rated the SHS problem as "very
serious" compared to other problems, down from 2OVo in 2004. As seen in the 2004' survey, there
were no differences in ratings of the relative seriousness of SHS as a community problem among
urban, suburban, or rural agencies.

Importance of enforcement. Compared to other laws enforced by respondent agencies,
enforcement of laws that prohibit smoking in indoor public areas is only moderately impofant
(mean = 4.O2 on a 7-point scale where I = "not at all important" and 7 = "very important", SD =
2.O3). This variable did not differ across agencies from urban, suburban, or rural counties, but
the statewide mean importance rating was slightly lower than reportedin20O4 survey (mean =
4.42).
Perceived compliance. Most enforcement agencies (92Vo) believe that workplaces are compliant
with SHS laws (mean = 6.23 on a 7-point scale, SD = 1.02). This variable did not differ
significantly across agencies from urban, suburban, or rural counties, and these statewide results
are also nearly identical to that found in the 2004 SHS enforcement survey.

Barriers to enforcement. Stafewide, limited staff ranked as the top barier to agencies
conducting enforcement activities related to SHS laws (mean = 4.55 on a 7-point scale with I =
"not at all a barrier" andi = "alarge barrier") (see Table SHS-2). Additionally, insufficient
budget (mean = 3.72),low community priority (mean = 3.05) and other issues (e.g., lack of
training, no complaints) were moderately rated barriers to enforcement. The mean of all barriers
to enforcement items was calculated as a factor for use in multivariate analyses (mean = 3.49, SD
= 1.75). There were no significant differences in perceived barriers to enforcement among rural,
suburban or urban agencies.

Table SHS-2
Perceived extent of barriers to enforcing
secondhand smoke/clean indoor air laws

Mean

(Sn¡*

Valid N

a.
b.

No money in our budget

3.72

(2.4t)

r79

Limited staff

4.ss (2.37)

181

c.

Not a priority in our community

3.0s (2.06)

179

(r.7t)

r75

d. Lack of support from community leaders
e. Other (e.g., lack of training, no complaints)
* l=

Not at all

a

2.2s

3.04 (2.s4)

25

barrier,T = A large barrier
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Barriers to compliance. All barriers to achieving compliance contained in the survey were rated
very low by agencies statewide (see Table SHS-3), and none of the individual barriers differed
significantly among agencies from urban, suburban, or rural counties. We calculated the mean
of all bariers to compliance items for use in multivariate analyses (mean = 2.24, SD = L26), and
this value did not differ by county type.

Table SHS-3
Perceived extent of barriers to achieving compliance
with Labor Code 6404.5

Meøn(SD)*
a.
b.
c.

ValidN
t75

Insufficient enforcement operations conducted

2.86 (2.02)

Fines/penalties are insufficient deterrents

2.28

(t.6e)

169

Exemptions, such as owner-operated bars and
worksite with five or fewer employees, creafe an
uneven playing field

2.2r (t.6t)

175

d.
e.
f.

Lack of signage posted for English-speakers

t.79 (1.28)

t77

Lack of signage posted for Spanish-speakers

1.87 (1.3s)

177

Lack of awareness among worksites regarding the
requirements of the law

2.0s (1.s1)

t76

g.

Lack of stories in the local media supporting and/or
covering results of enforcement operations

2.36 (1.71)

t74

h.

Other (e.g., lack of training, no complaints)

2.t4 (1.73)
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* l= Not at all a barrier,T

= A large barrier

Collaboration. Most enforcement agencies statewide in2OO7 reported that they have
collaborated on education or enforcement of SHS laws at least once in the past year with county
or state health departments (55Vo of agencies reporting) (see Table SHS-4). Just under half
reported having collaborated at least once with other law enforcement agencies (49Vo),local
government officials (47Vo),local tobacco control programs (45Vo), educational organizations
(45Vo), and businesses (42Vo). Only about one-third of agencies reported that they had
collaborated with tobacco control coalitions or voluntary health organizations during the prior
year (36Vo each).
We calculated the mean of all collaboration items for use in multivariate analyses (mean = 2.16,
SD = 1.44, n = 186). The collaboration factor did not differ across agencies from urban,
suburban, or rural counties, nor did any individual collaboration item listed in Table SHS-4.
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Table SHS-4
Frequency of agency collaboration on education or enforcement
of secondhand smokeiclean indoor air laws, during the last year

Mean

a.
b.
c.

(SD)*

Ever

**

(Vo øgencies)

ValidN

County or state health department

2.63 (z.Os)

55

183

Local tobacco control programs

2.28 (t.9O)

45

185

Local government officials (e.g., city
council, board of supervisors)

2.O7

(1.s3)

47

186

1.90 (1.48)

40

t82

(e.g.,

1.89 (1.60)

36

183

f.

Educational organizations (e.g., local
schools)

2.24 (1.79)

45

183

g.

Businesses (e.g., restaurant

2.OO

(1.s7)

42

r84

d. Park and recreation programs
e. Voluntary health organizations
ACS)

associations)

h.
i.

Tobacco control coalitions

2.ro (1.91)

36

183

Other law enforcement agencies (e.g.,
fire department, code enforcement, city
manager)

2.28 (1.74)

49

179

j

Other (e.g., DA's office, Park Ranger)

r.40 (1.04)

l7

30

x 1= Never, 7 = Very Often

xx Ever is any valid response other than "Never"

Trends in Collaboration. Figures SHS-3a through SHS-3e present cross-sectional and panel data
for the percent of responding agencies reporting that they had collaborated with various others on
SHS enforcement at least once during the prior year: county health departments (3a); local
government officials (3b); businesses (3c); tobacco coalitions (3d); voluntary health
organizations (3e), and educational organizations (3f). Significant declines are seen statewide
from 2004 to 2007 in the percent of agencies reporting collaboration with: businesses (Chisquared - 4.43, p = 0.035, n = 131); voluntary health organizations (Chi-squared = 8.25,p 0.004, n = 130); and educational organizations (Chi-squared= 14.34, p < 0.001, n = 128). No
significant changes were seen in the percent of enforcement agencies collaborating with county
health departments, local government officials, and tobacco coalitions.

In contrast, the IE panel only showed significant differences in the percent of agencies reporting
collaboration on workplace SHS enforcement with county health departments (Cochran's Q =
20.15, p < 0.001, n = 40); collaboration among all other agencies in the IE focal counties was not
significantly different across the five survey waves.
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Figure SHS-3a
Secondhand Smoke Enforcement Agency
Collaboration with Other Groups: County Health Departments
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Figure SHS-3b
Secondhand Smoke Enforcement Agency
Collaboration with Other Groups: Local Government OfTicials
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Figure SHS-3c
Secondhand Smoke Enforcement Agency
Collaboration with Other Groups: Businesses
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Figure SHS-3d
Secondhand Smoke Enforcement Agency
Collaboration with Other Groups: Tobacco Coalitions*
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Figure SHS-3e
Secondhand Smoke Enforcement Agency
Collaboration with Other Groups: Voluntary Health Organizations
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Figure SHS-3f
Secondhand Smoke Enforcement Agency
Collaboration with Other Groups: Educational Organizations
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Multivariate analyses. In our multivariate analyses we looked at the degree to which the above
six variables/factors were independent predictors of three different dependent variables: whether
agencies engaged in any type of workplace SHS enforcement activity in the prior year (as
enumerated in Table SHS-1); whether agencies engaged in any high-level SHS enforcement
activity in the prior year (any Table SHS-1 enforcement activity except educating owners or
educating others); and whether agencies conducted any compliance checks during the prior year.
Results of these analyses were generally comparable, so we report here only on predictors of
SHS compliance check activities in workplaces, excluding bars.
Table SHS-5 presents findings from logistic regression analyses using data from 138 agencies
statewide. Only one variable measured was shown to be a statistically independent predictor of
whether compliance checks were conducted in the prior year: greater relative importance of
enforcement of laws that prohibit smoking in indoor public areas such as restaurants and
workplaces (p = 0.023). This model, however, explained only 1 IVo of the variance in whether
SHS compliance checks were conducted in the pnor year.
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Table SHS-S
Associations between independent variables and whether any
SHS cornpliance checks \ryere conducted in workplaces (excluding bars)
Odds

Confidence

Independent Variables

Ratio

Intervøl

Relative seriousness of SHS problem

0.98

Relative importance of enforcement

1.28

Perceived compliance

0.90

Barriers to enforcement

1

Barriers to compliance

t.2r

0.84-

Collaboration on enforcement

1.09

0.83

.00

P value

0.Ø- 1.50

094

- 1.59
0.61- 1.32

0.02

- 1.30

0.99

1.75

0.30

1.03

0.78

- 1.43

0.59

0.53

NOTE: Analyses include non-missing data from 138 agencies statewide; factor scores (means) were
used for barriers to enforcement, barriers to compliance, and collaboration on enforcement
independent variables; Hosmer Lemeshow Goodness of Fil p = 0.54.

Enforcement of LC56404.5

-

Smoke-free Bør Provision

Current Enforcement Activities. Table SHS-6 shows that about half or more enforcement
agencies conducted compliance checks (69Vo of responding agencies statewide), educated bar
owners (55Vo), responded to complaints (53Vo), responded to inquiries (51%), and educated
others about the law (49Vo). Many agencies issued warnings (42Vo), but few agencies issued
citations (23To) or fines (l4Vo) in response to violations detected. Most agencies statewide
repofted conducting at least one bar SHS enforcement activity during the previous six months
(70Vo), which did not differ significantly among agencies located in urban (76Vo), suburban
(60Vo), or rural (7lEo) counties (p = 0.12).
Statewide, agencies reported a higher level of any enforcement activities for the smoke-free bar
provision of LC$6404.5 (mean = 2.13 or a 7-point scale) than for the workplace (non-bar)
provision of the law (mean = 1.87) (paired T-test = 4.80, df = 160, p < 0.001). Also, a
significantly higher percentage of agencies reported issuing citations for violations of the smokefree bar provision (2lVo) than for the workplace provision of the law (1IVo) (p = 0.001).
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Table SHS-6
Frequency of enforcement activities related
to the smoking ban in bars during the prior six months

Mean

^.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

(SD)*

Ever

**

(Vo agencies)

Valid N

Responded to inquiries

2.16 (1.67)

51

160

Responded to complaints

2.Ie (1,.68)

53

t63

Issued warnings

t.9s (r.s7)

42

r55

Issued citations

r.s3 (r.2r)

23

160

Issued fines

1.33 (r.03)

I4

144

Conducted compliance checks

3.17 (2.09)

69

t66

Educated bar owners about Labor Code

2.48 (r.92)

55

160

2.2s (r.8r)

49

152

t.64 (r.7e)

t4

22

Øa4.s

h.

Educated others about Labor Code

æ04.5

i.

Other (e.g., no complaints)

* 1= Never, 2 = Rarely, 7 = Very Often
** Ever is any valid response other than "Never"

Stand-alone and in-restaurant bars were reported to be in the jurisdiction of 184 enforcement
agencies that responded to the2OOT survey. Agencies in LLA-designated urban counties
reported a significantly higher concentration of bars than did agencies in suburban or rural
counties (Chi-squared=3I.4'7, p < 0.001). Figure SHS-4 displays rates for specific SHS
enforcement activity in bars for agencies located in urban, suburban, and rural counties. Despite
apparent difference, enforcement activity rates were not significantly different among urban,
suburban, or rural agencies.

Among fhe 146 agencies stating that they are responsible for issuing LC$6404.5 smoke-free bar
citations, only 8Vo reported having issued at least one citation for a restaurant/bar violation in
the previous six months. The average number of citations issued by these 11 agencies was 4.6
(SD = 3.4), with most prosecuted (mean = 3.9, SD = 3.8). There were no significant differences
among urban, suburban, or rural agencies on reported restaurant/bar citations.
Only l\Vo of agencies reported that they issued any LC$6404.5 smoke-free bar citations for
violations in stand-alone bars during the previous six months. The average number of citations
issued by these 14 agencies was 4.64 (SD = 4.2), with no significant differences among urban,
suburban, or rural agencies. Again, most stand-alone bar citations issued were prosecuted (mean
=3.4, SD = 3.5).
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Figure SHS-4
Secondhand Smoke Enforcement Activities in Bars
for Agencies in Urban, Suburban, and Rural Counties
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Note: Percentages reflect the number of agencies that reported doing at least one enforcement
activity in the six months prior to the survey. Source: SHS Enforcement Survey 2007.

Among all agencies reporting that they issued any citations for violation of the LC$6404.5
smoke-free bar provision, a mean of 7Vo of citations were issued to patrons and a mean of 3Vo
were issued to bar owners or employees. There was no statistically significant difference in the
estimated percentage of citations issued to patrons or bar owners/employees across agencies in
urban, suburban, or rural counties.
Among all agencies reporting that they issued any citations for violation of the LC$6404.5
smoke-free bar provision, only 3Vo reported having issued at least one citation for a hookah bar
or lounge violation in the previous six months. The average number of citations issued by these
5 agencies \.ryas 5.6 (SD = 3.4), and three of these agencies prosecuted all 8 cited hookah bars.

Trends in Enforcement. Figures SHS-5a through SHS-Se present cross-sectional and panel
data on specific smoke-free bar enforcement activities reported by respondents to the 2004 and
2OO7 statewide SHS surveys and for the two IE surveys (1998 and 2000) in which these data
were collected: respond to inquiries (5a); respond to complaints (5b); issue warnings (5c); issue
citations (5d); and conduct compliance checks (5e). Significant declines are seen statewide from
2OO4 fo 2007 in the percent of agencies reporting that they had: responded to inquiries (Chisquared=I7.50,p<0.001,n=95);respondedtocomplaints(Chi-squared=22.48,p<0.001,n
= 101); issued warnings (Chi-squared = 16.15, p < 0.001, n=94); issued citations (Chi-squared
35
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20.96, p < 0.001,

n=92);

and conducted compliance checks (Chi-squared

= 18.18, p < 0.001,

n = 105).

In contrast, the IE panel only showed significant differences across the 1998-2007 surveys in the
percent of agencies reporting that they had responded to inquiries (Cochran's Q = 11.00 p =

O.0I2,n=3'7).

Figure SHS-Sa
Secondhand Smoke Enforcement Agency Activities Ín Bars:
Respond to Inquiries
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Figure SHS-Sb
Secondhand Smoke Enforcement Agency Activities in Bars:
Respond to Complaints
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Figure SHS-Sc
Secondhand Smoke Enforcement Agency Activities in Bars:
Issue \ilarnings
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Figure SHS-Sd
Secondhand Smoke Enforcement Agency Activities in Bars:
Issue Citations
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Figure SHS-Se
Secondhand Smoke Enforcement Agency Activities in Bars:
Conduct Compliance Checks
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Predictors of Enforcement. Most of the factors used as predictors of local enforcement of
smoke-free bar laws are the same as those used to predict enforcement of the non-bar provisions
of LC$6404.5: relative seriousness of SHS as a community problem; beliefs about the barriers to
conducting enforcement operations of SHS laws; beliefs about the barriers to achieving
compliance with SHS laws; and the extent of enforcement agency collaboration with other
groups on enforcing SHS laws. Each of these variables/factors has been described above as
predictors of enforcement of the non-bar provisions of LC$6404.5. In addition to these items,
we asked about two specific predictors of smoke-free bar enforcement: relative importance of
enforcement of smoke-free bar laws; and perceived compliance with smoke-free bar laws.
Importance of enforcement. Compared to other laws enforced by respondent agencies,
enforcement of laws that prohibit smoking in bars specifically is only moderately important
(mean = 3.77 on a 7-point scale where I = "not at all important" and '7 = "very important", SD =
1.95, n = 183). This variable did not differ across agencies from urban, suburban, or rural
counties, and is down slightly from that reported statewide tn2O04 (mean = 4.3).
40

Perceived compliance. The vast majority of enforcement agencies (90Vo) believe that bars are
compliant with SHS laws (mean = 5.92 on a 7-point scale, SD = 1.12, n= 180). This variable
did not differ significantly across agencies from urban, suburban, or rural counties, and these
statewide results are also nearly identical to those found inthe 2004 SHS enforcement survey
(mean = 5.92).

Multivariate analyses. In our multivariate analyses of smoke-free bar enforcement data we
looked at the degree to which the above six variables/factors were independent predictors of
three different dependent variables: whether agencies engaged in any type of smoke-free bar
enforcement activity in the previous six months (as enumerated in Table SHS-6); whether
agencies engaged in any high-level SHS enforcement activity in the previous six months (any
enforcement activity except educating bar owners or educating others); and whether agencies
conducted any compliance checks in bars during the previous six months. Results of these
analyses were generally comparable, so we report here only on predictors of SHS compliance
check activities in bars.
Table SHS-7 presents findings from logistic regression analyses using data from 131 agencies
statewide. Only one variable was found to be a statistically independent predictor of whether
compliance checks were conducted in the previous six months: greater relative importance of
enforcement of SHS laws in bars (p < 0.03). This model explained only 9Vo of the variance in
whether compliance checks were conducted in bars during the previous six months.

Table SHS-7
Associations between independent variables and
whether any SHS compliance checks were conducted in bars
Odds

Confi.dence

Independent Vøriables

Ratio

Intemal

Relative seriousness of problem

0.84

0.50

- 1.41

0.50

Relative importance of enforcement

t.40

1.04

- 1.88

0.03

Perceived compliance

0.75

0.48

- 1.18

0.22

Barriers to enforcement

1.05

0.77

- r.44

0.74

0.6t

- 1.43

0.76

o.94
1.09

Baniers to compliance
Collaboration on enforcement

0.76-

r.57

P value

0.Ø

NOTE; Analyses include non-missing data from I44 agencies statewide; factor scores (means) were used
for barriers to enforcement, barriers to compliance, and collaboration on enforcement independent
variables; Hosmer Lemeshow Goodness of

Fic

p = 0.54.
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Enforcement of GCS7596-7598

-

Smoke-free Doorway andWindow Areas

Current Enforcement Activities. Government Code 57596-7598 (AB 84ó) went into effect
January 1,2004 banning smoking within near entrances, exits, and covered parking lots and
operable windows of municipal, county, regional, state buildings, and buildings of the University

of California, California State University, and community colleges. About half of all agencies
statewide (47Vo) reported conducting any GC$7596-7598-related enforcement activities in the
year prior Ío fhe 2007 survey. The activity rate did not differ at all among agencies located in
LlA-designated urban, suburban, or rural counties.
Table SHS-8 shows that about one-third of local agencies reported specific enforcement
activities related to GC$7596-7598 during the previous year: conducting compliance checks
(42Vo of responding agencies statewide), responding to complainfs (38Vo) and inquiries (37Vo),
issuing warnings (3OVo), and educating other agencies about the law (25Vo). No differences were
observed on these enforcement activities among agencies located in urban, suburban, or rural
counties.

Table SHS-8
Frequency of enforcement activities conducted by agency related
to Government Code $7596-7598 during prior year
Mean (SD)*

Ever **
(Vo agencies)

Responded to inquiries

r.77 (t.3s)

37

ValidN
t36

Responded to complaints

r.7s (t.28)

38

138

Issued warnings

r.s4 (1.04)

30

t36

Issued citations

1.10 (0.41)

7

134

lssued fines

1.10 (0.4s)

6

t29

f.

Conducted compliance checks

2.23

(t.80)

42

r37

g.

Educated other agencies about
Government Code $7596-7598

r.59 (1.28)

25

t34

h.

Other (e.g., no complaints)

r.58 (r.74)

1t

I9

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

* 1= Never, 2 = Rarely, 7 = Very Often
** Ever is any valid response other than "Never"

Among the agencies stating that they issued any GC$7596-7598 citations in the prior year, the
average number of citations issued was 6.33 (SD = 2.88), and all of these were prosecuted.
There were no significant differences among urban, suburban, or rural agencies on reported
GCç7 596-7598 citations or prosecutions.
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Predictors of Enforcement. We looked at various factors that may be predictors of Iocal
enforcement activities related to GC$7596-7598, including: relative seriousness of smoking near
entrances, exists, covered parking lots, and operable windows as a community problem; relative
importance of enforcement of these laws; perceived compliance with these laws; beliefs about
the barriers to conducting enforcement operations of these laws; beliefs about the barriers to
achieving compliance with these laws; and the extent of enforcement agency collaboration with
other groups on enforcing GC$7596-'7598.
Seriousness of the problem. Compared to other community problems, most agencies believe that
the issue of smoking near entrances, exits, and windows is "not at all serious" (45Vo) or only
"somewhat serious" (29Vo). Only 9Vo of the 145 agencies providing valid responses rated the

problem as "very serious" compared to other problems. There \ryere no differences in ratings of
the relative seriousness of this problem among urban, suburban, or rural agencies.

Importance of enforcement. Compared to other laws enforced by respondent agencies,
enforcement of GC$7596-7598 is only moderately important (mean = 3.'74 on a 7-point scale
where 1 = "not at all important" and '7 = "very important", SD = 1.93, n= 164). This variable
did not differ across agencies from urban, suburban, or rural counties.
Perceived compliance. Most enforcement agencies (80Vo) believe that people in their
jurisdiction are compliant with GC$7596-7598 (mean = 5.69 on a 7-point scale, SD = 1.48, n =
164). This variable did not differ significantly across agencies from urban, suburban, or rural
counties.

Barriers to enforcement. ln2OO7, one issue ranked as the top barrier to agencies conducting
enforcement activities related to smoking near entrances, exits, and windows: limited staff
(mean = 4.41on a 7-point scale with 1 = "not af all a barrier" andT = "alarge barrier"; SD =
2.43, n - 157), followed by limited funds for enforcement (mean = 3.'73, SD = 2.42, n = I54)
(see Table SHS-9). Low community priority (mean = 3.08) and lack of support from community
leaders (mean = 2.26) were lower-rated barriers to enforcement.
Table SHS-9
Perceived extent of barriers to enforcing laws
that prohibit smoking near building entrances and windows
Mean

(SD)*

Vølid N

a.
b.

No money in our budget

3.73 (2.42)

t54

Limited staff

4.4t (2.43)

r57

c.

Not a priority in our community

3.08 (2.08)

r53

d.
e.

Lack of support from community leaders

2.26

(r.6t)

152

Other (e.g., lack of need, no enforcement
money)

t.ss (t.23)

* 1= Not at all a barrier,T

20

= A large barrier
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The mean of all barriers to enforcement items was calculated as a factor for use in multivariate
analyses (mean = 3.40, SD = 1.79, n = 157). There were no differences on mean enforcement
barrier scores among agencies from urban, suburban or rural counties. Agencies from suburban
counties, however, rated lack of community priority as a significantly higher barrier to
enforcement than did agencies from rural or urban counties (Tukey HSD, p = 0.017 and p
0.051, respectively).

-

Barriers to complianc¿. None of the barriers to achieving compliance with GC$7596-7598 was
rated especially high by agencies statewide, with the exception of insufficient enforcement
operations conducted (mean = 3 .M, SD = 2.21 , n =152) (see Table SHS- 10). Nor did we detect
differences in perceived barriers among agencies from urban, suburban or rural counties.

Table SHS-10
Perceived extent of barriers to achieving compliance with
laws that prohibit smoking near building entrances and windows

a. Insufficient enforcement operations conducted
b. Finesipenalties are nsufficient deterrents
c. Lack of signage posted for English speakers
d. Lack of signage posted for Spanish speakers
e. Lack of awareness among English speakers
f. Lack of awareness among Spanish speakers
g. Lack of stories in the local media about the law
h. Other (e.g., no enforcement money)
i

*

(SD)*

3.M (2.2t)

ValidN
t52

2.t7 (r.67)

r47

2.22 (r.68)

t52

(t.68)

r52

2.2e (r.7s)

150

236 (t.84)

151

2.66 (2.O0)

r49

l.6s (1.3s)

20

Meøn

2.24

1= Not at all a barrier,T = A large barrier

Collaboration. Abouthalf (49Vo) of all enforcement agencies reported having worked at least
once with county or state health departments on education or enforcement of GC$7596-7598
during the year prior to rhe 2007 survey (see Table SHS-I1). And, about one-third of agencies
reported having collaborated at least once with other groups and agencies: other law
enforcement agencies (397o of agencies reporting); local tobacco control programs (38Vo);local
government officials (38To); educational organizations (36Vo); park and recreation programs
(32Vo) businesses (3lTo); and tobacco control coalitions (3OVo). But, the level of collaboration
was not high with any of these groups (see Table SHS-l I ). The mean of all collaboration items
was calculated as a factor for use in multivariate analyses (mean = 1.83, SD = I.22, n = 156).
Neither this collaboration factor nor any individual collaboration item differed significantly
across agencies from urban, suburban, or rural counties.
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Table SHS-I1
Frequency of collaboration on education or enforcement of laws that
prohibit smoking near building entrances and windows during prior year

Mean

a.
b.
c.

(SD)*

Ever

**

(Vo agencies)

ValidN

County or state health department

2.18 (1.68)

49

155

Local tobacco control programs

1.e1 (1.s6)

38

r54

Local government officials (e.g., city
council, board of supervisors)

r.87 (1.42)

38

154

t.69 (r.33)

32

r54

(e.g.,

1.s8 (1.30)

25

r54

f.

Educational organizations (e.g., local
schools)

1.et (t.s4)

36

r54

g.

Businesses (e.g., restaurant
associations)

t.66 (t.ze)

3I

t54

h.
i.

Tobacco control coalitions

1.81 (1.62)

30

r53

Other law enforcement agencies (e.g.,
fire department, code enforcement, city

r.82 (1.37)

39

153

t.t2 (0.43)

8

26

d. Park and recreation programs
e. Voluntary health organizations
ACS)

manager)

j

Other

* 1= Never, 7 = Very Often
** Ever is any valid response other thar "Never"

Multivariate analyses. Because GC$7596-7598 is a relatively new set of laws, we focused our
multivariate analysis on whether agencies engaged in any type of law enforcement activity
regarding smoking proximal to entrances, exits, and windows in the prior year (as enumerated in
Table SHS-8). Table SHS-12 presents findings from a logistic regression analysis using data
from 136 agencies statewide. Only one variable measured is a statistically independent predictor
of whether any GC$7596-7598|aw enforcement activities were conducted during the prior year:
more frequent collaboration with other groups on enforcing GC$7596-7598 (p = 0.01). This
model explained only 16%o of the variance in whether any GC$7596-7598law enforcement
activities were conducted during the prior year.
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Table SHS-12
Associations between independent variables and whether any enforcement activities
were conducted regarding the smoking near entrances or windows law

Independent Variables

Odds

Confidence

Ratio

Interval

Relative seriousness of problem

1.19

0.72-

Relative importance of enforcement

t.t4

0.87

Perceived compliance

0.93

0.71-

Barriers to enforcement

1.20

Barriers to compliance

Collaboration on enforcement

t.97

P value
0.49

- 1.48

0.35

t.22

0.60

0.93

- 1.56

0.16

1.02

0.77

- t.35

0.90

1.63

1.13

-2.37

0.01

NOTE: Analyses include non-missing data from 136 agencies statelvide; factor scores (means) were used
for barriers to enforcement, barriers to compliance, and collaboration on enforcement independent
variables; Hosmer Lemeshow Goodness of Fic p = 0.65.
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Discussion
Youth Access
The youth access survey results indicate that enforcement agency actions have declined
somewhat much since fhe 2004 survey. About one-quarter of enforcement agencies conducted
youthdecoyoperations in2O0T,downfrom about3OVoinZ0%andfrom 35Votn2000. The
further reduction in the percent of agencies actively enforcing PC308(a) is disappointing, given
that TCS has continued to expend resources to stimulate enforcement through trainings, and
technical assistance to law enforcement agencies.
Agencies report a dramatic drop in the average number of youth decoy operations ("stings")
from almost 1l operations per year reportedin2004 to 3.6 per year in20O7. Despite the low
rates of decoy operations, most agencies report that they issued warnings and citations to
merchants selling tobacco products to minors, although these rates have declined from 2004.
Fewer fhan 5Vo of enforcement agencies report, however, that warnings and citations were issued
to merchants "often" or "very often." The low rate of warnings and citations may also reflect the
l4Vo illegal, sales rate estimated by the agencies.

From 2004 to 2007, there was a slight drop in the proportion of law enforcement agencies
reporling that they issued warnings to minors possessing tobacco products, but those issuing
citations remained the same. There were no significant changes in these types of activities since
rhe2O04 survey.
Three variables were identified as independent predictors of whether an agency enforced
PC$308: perceptions of greater collaboration with other agencies; lower perceived barriers to
enforcement; and receipt of funding for enforcement. These findings confirm the importance of
maintaining support for local enforcement agencies through collaboration and funding.

Finally, agencies operating in jurisdictions with strong local retail licensing ordinances reported
conducting four times as many decoy operations over the prior 12 months than did agencies in
jurisdictions without strong ordinances, underscoring the considerable value of local policy
actlons.

Secondhønd Smoke
Enforcement of LC$6404.5
Smoke-free lVorkplaces (Excluding Bars). Almost twothirds (6I%) of enforcement agencies throughout California reported conducting at least one
workplace-related SHS enforcement activity in year prior to fhe2007 statewide SHS survey.
Cross-sectionally, this level of activity did not change from what was reported from the20û4
statewide SHS survey. About half the agencies reported in2O07 that they responded to inquiries
and complaints and conducted compliance checks, but relatively few agencies issued fines or
citations. Agencies in rural counties reported issuing significantly fewer wamings for violations
of LC$6404.5 than did agencies in urban and suburban counties of California.
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Among the agencies that completed both fhe 2OO4 and 2007 statewide SHS surveys, there is a
significant decline in the percent reporting involvement in all types of enforcement actions:
responding to workplace SHS inquiries; responding to complaints; issuing warnings; issuing
citations; and conducting compliance checks. An analysis of data collected from agencies in the
IE sub-sample from 1996 to 2007 shows similar declines in nearly all enforcement actions across
the five survey waves.

Multivariate analyses revealed that agency ratings of the relative importance of enforcement of
SHS laws, as compared to other laws, is the only independent predictor of whether any SHS
compliance checks were conducted by the agency in the prior year. Even so, agencies rate
enforcement of laws that prohibit smoking in indoor public areas as being only moderately
important, somewhat of a decline from the 2004 ratings. Most enforcement agencies perceive
that the rate of compliance with workplace SHS laws is high, and few believe that the workplace
SHS problem is very serious in their community. As in 2004, salient barriers to enforcement of
SHS laws are limited agency staff and insufficient budget. In2004, enforcement agency
collaboration with other groups was shown to be an independent predictor of SHS compliance
checks, but this is not the case in 2007. In fact, significant declines are seen statewide from 2O04
to 2007 in the percent of agencies reporting collaboration on SHS workplace law enforcement
with businesses, voluntary health organizations, and educational organizations. Non-significant
declines were seen in the percent of enforcement agencies collaborating with county health
departments, local government officials, and tobacco coalitions.
Enforcement of LCS6404.5
- Smoke-free Bar Provision. Enforcement of the smoke-free bar
provision is higher than'for other workplace provisions included in LC$6404.5. Almost threequarters of the responding agencies in 2OO7 conducted at least one bar-related SHS enforcement
activity during the previous six months, about the same as in 2004, and responses did not vary
significantly among agencies in urban, suburban and rural counties. Half or more of a all
agencies reported that they responded to inquiries and complaints, down from 2OM, and about
the same percentage educated bar owners and others about the law. More than two-third of
agencies repoft conducting compliance checks, fewer than half issued warnings, and fewer than
one-quarter of all agencies issued citations or fines for violation of the smoke-free bar provision,
all down from 2004. Bar-related SHS enforcement activity rates were not significantly different
among urban, suburban, or rural agencies
Among all agencies reporting that they issued any citations for violation of the LC$6404.5
smoke-free bar provision, only 3Vo repofied having issued at least one citation for a hookah bar
or lounge violation in the previous six months.
Significant declines are seen statewide from 2OO4 to 2OO7 in the percent of agencies reporting
that they had responded to inquiries, responded to complaints, conducted compliance checks,
issued warnings, and issued citations related to SHS laws in bars. Agencies in the IE sub-sample
only show significant differences across the four 1998-2007 surveys in the percent of agencies
reporting that they had responded to inquiries.
Only one variable was found to be a independent predictor of whether SHS compliance checks
were conducted in bars during the previous six months: greater relative importance of
48

enforcement of SHS laws in bars. Nevertheless, compared to other laws enforced by respondent
agencies, enforcement of laws that prohibit smoking in bars specifically is rated by agencies as
being only moderately important, down from the rating level reportedin2OO4.

Enforcement of GC$7596-7598- Smoke-free Doorway and lVindow Areas. The levels of
enforcement activities related to GC$7596-7598 is lower than for either of the smoke-free
workplace provisions of LC$6404. Statewide, only about half of all agencies reported
conducting any GC$7596-7598-related enforcement activities in the year prior to the 2OO7
survey, and the activity rate did not differ among agencies located in urban, suburban, or rural
counties. More than 4OVo of the responding agencies reported conducting compliance checks
related to this law, and more than one-third responded to inquiries and complaints, and less than
one-third issued warnings. Very few agencies issued citations or fines for violations of the law.
Most of the agencies believe that this issue is less serious than other community problems, and
that there is fairly good compliance in their jurisdiction. Barriers to enforcement, such as limited
staff and insufficient funding, ranked at about the same level as the perceived bariers to
enforcing smoke-free workplace laws. The only significant predictor of whether an agency
conducted any enforcement activity regarding GC$7596-7598 is the level of collaboration with
other community groups and agencies.

In general, enforcement agencies believe that there are high rates of compliance in their
communities with the three SHS laws that were addressed in the survey. There is, however,
variability in enforcement of SHS laws at the local level. Smoke-free bar provisions appear to be
more actively enforced than other workplace provisions, while the law requiring smoke-free
doorway, window and parking areas is enforced less than either of the other two laws.
Perceptions about the importance of the laws and the amount of collaboration with other
agencies on enforcement activities both predict whether an agency actively enforces these laws.
The findings point to important roles Local Lead Agencies and their partners can play both in
educating their communities and enforcement agencies about reducing exposure to SHS through
law enforcement and in facilitating collaboration with SHS enforcement agencies.
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Electronic cigarettes, or e-cigarettes, are battery-po\ /ered devices that provide doses of nicotine
and other additives to the user in an aerosol. Depending on the brand, e-cigarette cartridges
typically contain nicotine, a component to produce the aerosol (e.g., propylene glycol or glycerol),
and flavorings (e.g., fruit, mint, or chocolate) (l). Potentially harmful constituents also have been
documented in some e-cigarette cartridges, including irritants, genotoxins, and animal carcinogens
(r). E-cigarettes that are not marketed for therapeutic purposes are currently unregulated by the
Food and Drug Administration, and in most states there are no restrictions on the sale of ecigarettes to minors. Use of e-cigarettes has increased among U.S. adult current and former
smokers in recent years (z); however, the extent of use among youths is uncertain.
Data from the zorr and zotz NationalYouth Tobacco Survey (NYTS), a school-based, pencil-andpaper questionnaire given to U.S. middle school (grades 6-8) and high school (grades g-12)
students, were used to estimate the prevalence of ever and current (>r day in the past 30 days)
use ofe-cigarettes, ever and current (>r day in the past 3o days) use ofconventional cigarettes,
and use of both. NYTS consists of a cross-sectional, nationally representative sample of students in
grades 6-tz from all 5o states and the District of Columbia (S).

During 2ot7-2o12, among all students in grades 6-L2, ever e-cigarette use increased from gB%
to 6.8% (p<o.oS) (Figure); current e-cigarette use increased from t.t%oto z.t% (p<o.o5), and
current use of both e-cigarettes and conventional cigarettes increased from o.8%to t.6%
(p<o.oS). In zotz, among ever e-cigarette users, 9.3% reported never smoking conventional
cigarettes; among current e-cigarette users, 768% reported current conventional cigarette
smoking.

Among middle school students, ever e-cigarette use increased from t.4%to 2.7%o durrng2ott2oL2 (pco.oS) (Figure); current e-cþarette use increasedfrom o.6%tot.t%o (p<o.o5), and
current use of both e-cþarettes and conventional cigarettes increased from oß%to o.7%
(p<o.oS). In zotz, among middle school ever e-cigarette users, zo.g%o reported never smoking
conventional cigarettes; among middle school current e-cigarette users, 6t.t%o reported current
conventional cigarette smoking.
Among high school students, ever e-cigarette use increased from 4.7%to to.oYo during 2o7r-2ot2
(p<o.oS) (Figure); current e-cigarette use increased from t.5%to z.B% (p<o.oS), and current use
of both e-cigarettes and conventional cigarettes increased from t.z% to z.z%o (p<o.oS). In zotz,
among high school ever e-cigarette users, 7.2%o rcported never smoking conventional cigarettes;
among high school current e-cigarette users, 8o.g% reported current conventional cigarette
smoking.

http:/Áruvwv,cdc.gor/nrnr,w/prer,iorr/n"¡nr¡rlfnd/nrn6235a6.htm?s-cid=rlr6235a6_w
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E-cigarette experimentation and recent use doubled among U.S. middle and high school students
during 2otL-2ot2, resulting in an estimated r.78 million students having ever used e-cþarettes as
of 2012. Moreover,in2ol2, an estimated r6o,ooo students who reported ever using e-cigarettes
had never used conventional cigarettes. This is a serious concern because the overall impact of ecigarette use on public health remains uncertain. In youths, concerns include the potential negative
impact of nicotine on adolescent brain development (4), as well as the risk for nicotine addiction
and initiation of the use of conventional cigarettes or other tobacco products.
CDC and the Food and Drug Administration will continue to explore ways to increase surveillance
and research on e-cigarettes. Given the rapid increase in use and youths' susceptibility to social
and environmental influences to use tobacco, developing strategies to prevent marketing, sales,
and use of e-cigarettes among youths is critical.

Reported by
Cqtherine Corey, MSPH, Baoguang Wang, MD, Sarah E. Johnson, PhD, BenjaminApelberg, PhD,
Corinne Husten, MD, Centerfor Tobacco Products, Food and Drug Adminßtration. BríanA.
Kíng, PhD, Tim A. McAfee, MD, Rebecca BunneL, PhD, René A. Arrazola, MPH, Shanta R. Dube,
PhD, Office on Smoking and Health, National Center for Chronic Dßease Preuention qnd Health
Promotion, CN. Cortespondíng contríbutor: BrianA. King, baking@cdc.gov, 77o-4BB-S1oZ.
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* Ever electronic cigarette use defined as having ever used electronic cigarettes, even just one
time.

r gS% confidence interval.
5

Statisticaþ significant difference between 2011 and zorz (chi-square, p<o.o5).

FIGURE. Ever electronic cigarette usex arnong middle and high school students, by
year National Youth Tobacco Survey, United States, 2ol^l--zol^z
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Alternate Text: The figure

above shows ever electronic cigarette (e-cigarette) use among
middle and high school students, by year, in the United States during 2oLL-2otz. During 2ott2012, among all students in grades 6-tz, ever e-cigarette use increased from 33%to 6.8%
(p<o.oS); current e-cigarette use increased from t.t%oto z.t%o (p<o.o5), and current use of both
e-cigarettes and conventional cigarettes increased from o.B%to t.6% (p<o.oS).
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A Policy Guide to Electronic Smoking Devices
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Electronic smoking devices (also known as "electronic cigarettes," "e-cigarettes,"
"electronic nicotine delivery systems," "e-cigars," "e-cigarillosr" "e-pipesr"
"e-hookahs," "hookah pens," etc.) are battery operated devices often designed to

tÌtøt haøe been tøþ.en to

regu I øte e I e c troni c sm o Þing

deoices, and

sthat additional

look like and be used in a similar manner to conventional tobacco products.l
Electronic smoking devices are used to inhale avaporized liquid solution that
frequentl¡ though not always, contains nicotine. Because the liquid solution is
converted into vapor, electronic smoking device use is sometimes referred to as
"vaping," rather than smoking. The increasing popularity of electronic smoking
devices, combined with loopholes in some existing tobacco control laws, have the

lne øsures cornrnunities can

limit access to and
the aaailability of electronic

take to

srnoking deøices.

potential to renormalize tobacco

use.2

t

Vapor is inhaled by
the user and exhaled
into the environment
purting bystandcrs at
risk of secondh¡nd
Yapor exPosure

Battery
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Atomizer

liquid that

vapor frorn the nicotine
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solution in the cartridge
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Policy Rationales for Restricting the Availability
& Use of Electron¡c Smoking Devices
Hazardous Contents
Liquid solutions have addictive levels of nicotine sometimes 20 mg or highet' and

ChangeLab
Law & policy innovation
for the common good.

contain potentially life-threatening carcinogens and toxic chemicals.a's More than
one stud¡ including one conducted by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), have found that electronic smoking devices contain a number of dangerous
substances including tobacco-specific nitrosamines, which are human carcinogens;6
tobacco-specific impurities suspected of being harmful to humans like anabasine,
myosmine, and ß-nicotyrine;z a and inconsistent labeling of nicotine levels in
electronic smoking device products.e'10 In one instance, diethylene gþo1, an
ingredient used in antifreeze and toxic to humans, was found.11

Redr"rcing Toxic Vapor: A Ðol cy Gtrce lo Elec.irorr¡c StrckÍng DevÌcês

Rapid Growth in Popularity
This fact sheet includes information about model language

Changlab Solutions

has developed to assist California cities

and counties interested in regulating electronic smoking
devices. Changelab Solutions'model ordinances offer a
variety of policy options that can be tailored to the specific

particular communiry For more
information, please visit toutu;. cb ange la bs o lutions. org/landing-

goals and needs of

a

page/node/-policies.

While Changelab Solutions' Model Calìfornia

Ordinance

Regulating Electronic Sruoking Deoices was designed for

California communities,
CÞr€*b:

Hdèl C¡lfo.ñ¡¡ Ord¡nræo

R€gulating Electron¡c
Smoklng Davlces

it

can be adapted for use in
other states. It is important to

carefully review the existing law
in your state, to understand the
allowable regulations of other
tobacco products, like electronic
smoking devices. The bestway
to do this is to consult with
an attorney licensed in your

jurisdiction.

Exposure to Secondhand Vapor
The composition of the vapor emitted by an electronic
smoking device has been found to contain several carcinogens,
such as formaldehyde, acetaldehyde, lead, nickel, and
chromium.l2'13'1a Additionally, electronic smoking devìces
have been found to contain otherhazardous substances such
as PMr
acrolein, tin, toluene, and aluminum,l5't6't7 which are
'
associated with a range ofnegative health effects such as skin,
eye, and respiratory irritation,ls'1e' 20'21 neurological effects,22
damage to reproductive systems,23 and even premature death
from heart attacks and stroke.2a

Though the quantity of these harmful compounds contained
in the vapor emitted by electronic smoking devices is often less
than what is found in traditional cigarette smoke,25'2ó at least
sodium, iron, aluminum, and nickel have been found in higlter
concentrations in emitted vapor than in cigarette

smoke.27'28

This is especially troubling given that more than one peer
reviewed study has concluded that exposure to vapor from a
electronic smoking devices may cause passive or secondhand
vaping.2e'30'31

There are over 400 brands of electronic smoking devices
on the market.32 Awareness levels of electronic smoking
device products among the general population has increased
dramaticall¡ from between 40.8 and 44.1. percent in 2010, to
60.9 percent in2011,.33 Further, the number of current smokers
who have ever used an electronic smoking device more than
doubled between 2010 and 2011, with 27.2 percent of current
smokers reporting they have tried electronic smoking devices

in

2017.sa

Youth Appeal
The increase in use of electronic
smoking devices among youth grades 6
to 12 is troubling. In2072,6.8 percent
of all youth between 6th and l2th grade
reported trying electronic smoking
devices and L0 percent ofhigh school
students have tried them.3s

Betnteen 2011 and

2012, the percentage
of øll youtl: in grades
6 to 12 zpho had tried
electronic smoking
deaices doubled.3ó

The solutions used in electronic
smoking devices are often made in tempting flavors like
chocolate and mint and are promoted as being healthy and
environmentally friendly,3T making them especially alluring
to youth.38 Recent national analyses of electronic smoking
device users have indicated that young adults tend to be more
likely to have tried them,3e and that the perception of electronic
smoking devices among smokers is that they are a safe
alternative to cigarettes.ao

Some Electronic Smoking Devices
Do Not Contain Tobacco

While many electronic smoking devices contain nicotine,
some devices claìm to be 100 percent nicotine and

tobacco free.

Determining which electronic smoking devices are truly
nicotine free may be difficult for local tobacco control
enforcement, given that manufacturers are not required to
disclose the ingredients that make up the liquid solution used
in electronic smoking devices. Further, product testing has
revealed that the information and ingredients listed on the
packaging of electronic smoking devices can be misleading
or incorrect.al
some cases, vapor lounges or individuals create their
own liquid solutions, and there is no way to be sure these

In

homemade solutions are properþ labeled or even safe for
consumption. For these reasons, local jurisdictions may wish
to regulate all electronic smoking devices, whether or not
they contain nicotine. If so, communities will need to craft

their policies carefully to ensure that all the products they
wish to regulate are adequately covered (see the section,
Policlt Optionsfor Regulating the Use U Sale of Electronic
SrnokingDeøices, on page 5).
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Renormalization of Tobacco Use
As electronic smoking devices are used in places where
tobacco products'use has previously been prohibited, such
as workplaces, restaurants, and bars, and as marketing of
electronic smoking devices expands into outlets where
other tobacco products are prohibited such as television
commercials,a2 electronic smoking devices have the potential to
renormalize tobacco use. By encouraging experimentation with
tobacco, especially among youth, electronic smoking devices
have the potential to increase nicotine addiction among young
peoplea3 and serve a.s a gatewày to other tobacco products.aa

Lack of Regufations Ensuring Safety & Quality Control
Electronic smoking devices have often been represented as a
safe alternative to cigarettes. However, there are significant
concerns about the safety ofthese products. For example, the
vapor inhaled by electronic smoking device users often contains
nicotine levels that are inconsistent with their labeling. Two
separate studies found that the nicotine levels of two individual
products from different manufacturers were over 20 percent

higher than what their labeling indicated.a5'a6

Additionall¡

some cartridges can be refilled

with liquid

nicotine solution, creating the potential for exposure to
dangerous concentrations ofnicotine.aT A recent analysis of
electronic smoking device refill
liquids found that " [t] he bottles of
P o i s o nings fro rn e le c troruc e{iquid are dangerous as they contain
srnoking deaices haae
rp to 720 mg of nicotine," which
increased dramaticalþ
is a potentially lethal amount of

in tlte løst three ønd
half yeørsfrom "one

[a ruonthJ in September
2010 to 215 a month in
February 2014."4e

nicotine.as

Analysis of reports of poisonings
from electronic smoking devices finds
that people are more likely to report
adverse health effects when compared
to traditional cigarettes.so

of electronic
smoking devices for their intended use have not been submitted
to the FDA.51 This means that consumers have no way of
knowing whether electronic smoking devices are safe for their
intended use, what types or concentrations ofpotentially
harmful chemicals the products contain, and what dose of
nicotine the products deliver.

Clinical studies about the safety and

effr.cacy

Public Health Support for the Regulation of
Electronic Smoking Devices
The World Health Organizrtion has strongly advised
consumers against the use of electronic smoking devices
are "deemed safe and effective and ofacceptable

until they

quality by a competent national regulatory body."52 The
World Medical Association has determined electronic
smoking devices "are not comparable to scientifically-proven
methods of smoking cessation" and that "neither their value
as therapeutic aids for smoking cessation nor their safety as
cigarette replacements is established.s3
Moreover, the State of Californias Tobacco Education and
Research Oversight Committee (TEROC) "opposes the
use of lelectronic smoking devicesl in all areas where other
tobacco products are banned."sa
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The Legal & Regulatory Landscape
In many places, electronic smoking devices are completely
unregulated. However, there is a growing patchwork of laws
throughout the U.S. that regulate how electronic smoking
devices are sold and, in some cases, where they are used.
Here is an overview of the laws governing electronic smoking
devices, as of May 2074.The current gaps in regulation
are highlighted and the policy options available to local
governments are explained.

At the Federal Level
As of February,2074, the only existing federal restrictions
on electronic smoking device use are as follows:
of Transportation interprets
existing federal regulations against smoking on airplanes
to apply to electronic smoking devices.ss

'The U.S. Department

'The U.S. Air

F'orce and U.S. Navy have both stated that

their existing regulations governing tobacco

use

will

apply to electronic smoking devices.só's7

The 2009 Family Smoking Prevention and Tobacco Control

Act ("the Tobacco Control Act"), which regulates the
manufacturing and marketing of tobacco products, does not
apply to electronic smoking devices, nor are electronic smoking
devices subject to federal taxes. Therefore, no federal regulations
currently exist for electronic smoking devices. There are also
no federal regulatory standards for safety or quality control for
electronic smoking devices before they can be sold to consumers.
Under federal law, it is entirely legal to sell electronic smoking
devices to children. Electronic smoking device advertisements
are routinely seen on television, where conventional tobacco
advertisements have not been seen for decades, and electronic
smoking device manufacturers may freely introduce new
products that have not been evaluated for safety.
The FDA issues the "deeming rule"

On April 25,201,4, the FDA took a significant step toward
regulating these products by releasing its proposed "deeming
rule," which would extend the agency's regulatory authority
to a variety of tobacco products, including electronic smoking
devices.ss Although the Tobacco Control Act does not
explicitly list all tobacco products by name, Congress gave
FDA authority to issue a regulatìon deeming that any or all
tobacco products are covered by the Tobacco Control Act. If
the proposed deeming rule is finalized, it would extend several
provisions of the Tobacco Control Act to electronic smoking
devices. These provisions include the federal prohibition on
sales to minors, the federal prohibition on free sampling,
federal warning label requirements, and the requirement that
tobacco manufacturers register with the FDA and seek the
agency's review ofnew tobacco products.

as the deeming rule is adopted, the FDlfs
Center for Tobacco Products does not have authority to
regulate the sale or use of electronic smoking devices as
tobacco products. The FDA Center
for Drug Evaluation and Research has
The popularity of
limited authority to regulate electronic
electronic smoking
smoking devices as drugs or devices,
deaices has boomed,
but only if they are marketed for
and calls to regulate
therapeutic purposes.5e
thent. ltave increased at
The FDAs proposed deeming rule
all jurisdictionøl leael s.
must go through a public notice and
comment process before the agency can
implement the rule, and the FDA will likely make changes to
the rule in response to this process. Given the large volume of
comments the agency has received, it will take
^Tleast ^yeal,
if not longer, for the FDA to implement the final rule. Thus,
it is unclear when the FDA wìIl release final regulations on
electronic smoking devices.

Until such time

The Deeming Rule & Preemption
Many jurisdictions have questions about whether the FDA
deeming rule would affect state or local laws. The proposed
deeming rule makes clear that state and local governments can
continue to adopt and enforce laws relating to tobacco product
sales, use, distribution, and advertising (within constitutional
limitations). According to the deeming rule, these state and
local laws can be "in addition to, or more stringent, than the
requirements of the Tobacco Control Act and its implementing
regu1ations."60 For example, the deeming rule would not affect
states' and localities' ability to pass laws regulating where
electronic smoking devices can be used, taxìng electronic
smoking devices, or requiring retailers to obtain a local license
to sell electronic smoking devices. The deeming rule does
identify some areas where local and state action could be
preempted if the rule is finalized as written, including laws
relating to manufacturing standards and labeling.
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The first step in regulating electronic smoking device use

At the State Level
In California, it is illegal to sell or otherwise furnish

an

electronic smoking device to a person under 18 years of age.
For purposes ofthis state law, an electronic device is defined as
a device that can deliver a dose ofnicotine to the user through
avaporized solution.6l Local law enforcement agencies have
the general authority to enforce this law under California
Penal Code Section 830.1. Violators are subject to a fine of up
to $200 for a first violation; $500 for a second violation; and
$1,000 for a third or subsequent violation.

is therefore to review your local laws that govern smoking.
In some cases, electronic smoking devices may actually be
covered by an existing smokefree law.

To determine whether electronic smoking devices are covered
by an existing smokefree law, look to see if the ordinances
definition of"smoke" is broad enough to covervapor or
aerosol, or if the definition of "smoking" expressly includes
the use of electronic smoking devices, electronic cigarettes,
electronic nicotine delivery systems, personal vaporizers, etc.

The California smokefree worþlace law, by contrast, does
not expressly prohibit the use of electronic smoking devices in

If it

enclosed workplaces.62

step is to determine if that law is being enforced. It's possible
that law enforcement may not be aware that the law applies to

Local Policy Options for Regulating the Use
& Sale of Electronic Smoking Devices
Regulating Use
Because the California state smokefree

worþlace law

does

not expressly prohibit the use of electronic smoking devices
in places covered by that law,63 many California communities
are interested in prohibiting electronic smoking device use
wherever conventional smoking is already prohibited. As
discussed, it has been found that electronic smoking device
vapor contains a variety ofsubstances that are known to be
toxic or carcinogenic. When electronic smoking devices are
used in public places, bystanders may be involuntarily exposed
to those chemicals resulting from secondhand vapor.
There is also considerable concern that the use ofelectronic
smoking devices in places that arc covered by a smokefree
aîrIzw hinders enforcement of those laws.6a Certain types of
electronic smoking devices are often hard to distinguish from
conventional cigarettes, and the confusion that results from
inconsistently allowing their use in places where smoking
is prohibited could have a chilling effect on enforcement of
those laws altogether.6s Relaxed enforcement of smokefree air
laws could open the door for people to smoke conventional
tobacco products in violation of smokefree laws without fear
of consequences. Allowing electronic smoking device use
in places that are otherwise smokefree also bears the risk of
"re-normalizing" tobacco use, giving the mistaken impression
that electronic smoking devices are safe or healthy rather than
simply "less dangerous" than conventional cigarettes.66

There are different ways for local governments to regulate
electronic smoking device use. The most appropriate solution
depends on whether there is an existing law in the jurisdiction
that regulates smoking, and what the scope of any such law is.

changelabsolutions.orgltobacco-control

is determined that a jurisdiction's existing smokefree air
law ahezdy applies to electronic smoking devices, the next

electronic smoking devices.

Amending an existing smokefree air law
For California jurisdictions that already
have a local smokefree aír law, one way
to address electronic smoking devices
is to amend the definitions of "smoke"
and "smoking" in the law to explicitly
include "electronic smoking device
vapor" and "electronic smoking device
use." For model definitions of "smoke"
and "smoking" that cover electronic
smoking devices, see Changelab
S olutions' Mo de I C ornpre h ensiv e

More tltan

one

peer

reøiezued study
has concluded

that

exposure to oaporfrorn
ø electronic srnoking

devices møy cause

pøssiae or secondhand
aa?ing.67'68'óe

who take this approach
should be mindful of the fact that opening up any law to add
an amendment gives potential opponents the opportunity to
weaken it. For example, opponents might try to narrow the
Smokefree Places Ordinance.To Advocates

scope of places where smoking is prohibited.

In California, many cities and counties have smokefree air
laws that cover some outdoor areas, but do not cover indoor
workplaces, which are smokefree under state law. If one of
these cities were to amend its ordinance to cover electronic
smoking devices merely by updating its definitions of "smoke"
and "smoking", it would still not cover electronic smoking
device use in indoor workplaces because the change still only
applies to those places coveredby localTaw. For this reason, in
addition to updating its definitions of "smoke" and "smoking,"
the jurisdiction would also need to amend its local smokefree
air law to expressly prohibit the use of electronic cigarettes ìn
those places of employment covered by the state smokefree
worþlace law.
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Adoptinq a stand'alone law
Another option is to pass a stand-alone law specifically to
prohibit electronic smoking device use in any place where
smoking is prohibited by law. The advantage of this approach
is that it provides a catch-all to regulate electronic smoking
device use in exactly the same way as conventional tobacco use,
regardless of whether existing smokefree air laws are local,
state, or federal, and would apply prospectively to any future
smokefree air laws passed in that jurisdiction. This approach
does not require any existing law to be amended, reducing
the likelihood that opponents could use the opportunity to
weaken or repeal it. For model language prohibiting electronic
smoking device use in places where smoking is prohibited, see

Changelab Solutions'
E I e ctro ni c

S

mo

Mode

king D eøi ces.7
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Adopting a new smokefree air law & working with

private companies

Finall¡ there are some jurisdictions where there may not yet
be a local smokefree air law. These jurisdictions are completely
free to include electronic smoking devices in any smokefree air
law drafted in the future.
It's important to remember that many locations are also subject
to voluntary smokefree policies created by individual property
owners/managers or businesses. For example, the Starbucks
Coffee Company prohibits smoking in all outdoor seating areas
in its cafes.72 Many hotel chains, such as Marriot and Westìn,
have also adopted policies to prohibit smoking entirely on
their premises.T3 Private entitie s have a free hand to prohibit
electronic smoking device use, and communities can work with
them to develop or enhance such policies.
To help determine the most appropriate solution for a
specific community to address electronic smoking device use,
Changelab Solutions has developed a visual flow chart, which
ìs available on our website at: tltt-tw.thangelabsolutions.org/
pu b lica tions /e - dç ord.

Regulating Sales
In California, localities can regulate how electronic smoking
devices are sold in a variety of ways, up to and including
prohibiting the sale of electronic smoking devices altogether.
In practice, when deciding preciselyhow to regulate
electronic smoking devices, many jurisdictions seek to achieve
consistency with existing laws governing conventional
cigarettes and other tobacco products.
For example, jurisdictions may: prohibit

the sale of electronic smoking devices
to minors and require retailers to check
ID; require retailers to keep electronic
smoking device paraphernal\a/
accessories behind the counter; and
prohibit the distribution of free samples
of electronic smoking devices.

As of Mry 2014 "71
cities and counties in

California [rer¡uire]
retailers to obtain
ø license to sell

e-cigarettes."

Ta

Any jurisdiction wishing to regulate sales of electronic
smoking devices should first become farnlliar with the scope
of existing laws regarding tobacco. It is possible that existing
laws regulating tobacco sales (e.g. a local tobacco retailer
licensing law) already apply to electronic smoking devices.
To determine whether an existing sales restriction applies to
electronic smoking devices, look to the definitions in the law
("tobacco," "tobacco product," etc.). In many cases, a law has a
very inclusive definition oftobacco that includes all products
that contain nicotine (and would therefore apply to electronic
smoking devices that contain nicotine, or that are packaged
with cartridges or e-liquid containing nicotine). In other
cases, electronic smoking devices may be mentioned directly.
If it is determined that existing tobacco laws in a jurisdiction
abeady apply to electronic smoking devices, the next step is to
determine if those laws are being enforced. It's possible that
law enforcement may not be aware that the law(s) apply to
electronic smoking devices.

Amendlng an existing tobacco reta¡ler licenslng law

In

where a localjurisdiction has an existing law
governing tobacco sales that does not apply to electronic
smoking devices, it is possible to amend that law to cover
those products. One way to do this is to broaden the
definitions of "tobacco product" and "tobacco paraphernalia,"
to cover electronic smoking devices and their associated
products, such as e{iquid. This can be done simply by
referencing these products by name in the definitions.
cases
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For model definitions that cover electronic smoking devices in
this way, contact Changelab Solutions for assistance .*
The advantage of this approach is that it is a simple way to
uniformly and consistently apply avariety of tobacco laws to
electronic smoking devices.
However, there are some reasons to be cautious with this
approach. For example, opening up an existing law to the
amendment process creates an opportunity for opponents of
the law to limit the law's scope to (for instance) exempt certain
types ofproducts from the definition of"tobacco product" like
new dissolvable tobacco or nicotine lozenges. This approach is
also problematic in that it only affects the laws of the specific
jurisdiction. If a city or county has a law prohibiting tobacco
vending machines, and they amend the definition of "tobacco
product" in their municipal code so that it includes electronic
smoking devices, it would not address regulatory gaps at the
state level, e.g. a state law like California's which prohibits
selÊservice displays oftobacco products but does not prohibit
selÊservice displays of electronic smoking devices.

Adopting a stand-alone law

In lieu of amending an existing tobacco retailer licensing
law, ajurisdiction can adopt a stand-alone ordinance that
regulates electronic smoking device in all the same ways that
conventional tobacco products are regulated. For example,
Iocal governments can require retailers to check the ID of
people who purchase electronic smoking device, prohibit selÊ
service displays of electronic smoking devices, and prohibit
retailers from giving out free samples to the public. Several
states including CaliforniaT5 have passed stand-alone laws

that prohibit the sale of electronic smoking devices to minors.
Many local governments in jurisdictions around the country
have passed similar laws.76 For communities that are interested
in stand-alone laws such as these, see Changelab Solutions'
Model C alifornia Ordinance Regulating E lectronic Smoking
Deaices as a reference.TT

Adopting a neÌv tobacco retaller licensing (TRL) law
Local jurisdictions that don't already have a tobacco retailer
licensing law might consider adopting one that covers both
traditional tobacco products and electronic smoking devices
and the various liquids sold with them as tobacco products and
tobacco or smoking paraphernalia. Tobacco retailer licensing
laws require retailers to abide by all applicable local, state and
federal tobacco laws in order to maintain their license, and can
contain a wide variety of additional conditions. For example,
a

TRL law may require

retailers to agree not to sell electronic

smoking devices to minors, to keep all electronic smoking devices
behind the counter, or to agree not to give out electronic smoking
device samples to prospective customers.

The advantage of including electronic smoking devices in a TRL

'

Note, in tome

caset

ajurisdiction malt ztislt to regu/ate onþ

those electronic

smoking deøíces that contain nicotine or thøt can be used to delìøer

niutine. This can

be done by amending tbe

defnition of

"tobacco

produa"

to include all products containing nicotine tbat is either deriøedfrom
toùacco or Ð,nthetically produced, and by changing the

defnition oftotacco

or smokinyrelated þaraphernaliø" to include deøices tl¡at can be used
to deliaer ø toùacco or nicotine product. For more on this approacb, see

ChangeLab 8olutioni Model Tobauo Retailer Licensing Ordinance
zt

tr ut. c h a nge I a b s o lu

/

t i o n s. org/p u b li c a t i o ns m o d e /-TR
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law is that the requirements for tobacco retailing can be consistently
applied to electronic smoking devices and other tobacco products in
a uniform way, simplifiing and streamlining enforcement. There
are numerous city and countygovernments which have enacted
TRL laws that apply to electronic smoking devices along with
all other tobacco products.is For more information about tobacco
retailer licensing, see License to Kill? Tobacco Retailer Licensing as an
Efectiae Enforcement TooÌ, aswelJ.as Changelab SoTuircns' Model
Tobacco

Retailer Licensing

O

rdinance.Te
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Taxing Electronic Smoking Devices
Finall¡ it may be possible for state znd/or local governments
to levy taxes on electronic smoking devices. In most
jurisdictions, electronic smoking devices are currently not
taxed the way that cigarettes and other tobacco products are,

How We Can Help
Additional materials related to electronic smoking

devices

are available on our uebsite including our Model California
O rdin an ce Regu I at ing E I e c tronic S rn o king D eai c e s,

and federal law does not preempt state or local governments

from taxing electronic smoking devices.
Numerous studies have shown that one of the most clearly
effective ways of reducing tobacco use, particularly among
minors, is to increase the price of those products.s0 Not only
do higher excise taxes on tobacco products lower rates of
use, but they also cre te a source ofrevenue that can be used
to offset health costs related to tobacco and to fund public
health efforts.sl

This material u.¡as made possible byfunds receirtedfrom the Calìfornia
Department of Public Health, under contract #09-11182. ChangeLab
Solutions is a nonproft organization tlsat proøides Iegal information
on matters relating to public healtl:. The legal information proøided in

Ifthere is not an existing

June 2014

state or local law that levies a tax
on electronic smoking devices, it may be possible to enact one

in order to bring taxes on these products more in line with
the taxes on conventional cigarettes a¡d/or other tobacco
products. Policy questions that may arise include how to set
the taxation rate given the many different forms in which
electronic smoking devices and their components are sold,
and whether the taxation rate should be lower than the rate
for conventional tobacco products. Minnesota is the first
state in the country to tax electronic smoking devices as a
tobacco product. Although the law itself does not explicitly
mention electronic smoking devices, the definition of "tobacco
products" is broad enough to cover anyproduct that contains
or is derived from tobacco.s2 The Minnesota Department of
Revenue has issued a notice clarifying that in its opinion the
tobacco products tax applies to electronic smoking devices.s3
As ofJanuary 2074, several other states are considering this
strategy, for example Delaware, Maine, Massachusetts, New
Mexico, Oklahoma, and Utah.84

Electronic Smoking Devices & the Minnesota
Department of Revenue
In October, 2072, the Minnesota Department of Revenue
clarified its position that the state's tobacco products tax
applies to electronic smoking devices. More specificall¡
the notìce states that electronic smoking devices (or any
components thereof) that contain nicotine constitute tobacco
products under the assumption that all nicotine is derived
from tobacco. Products containing nicotine that are not
derived from tobacco are exempt from the tax; however, the
burden is on the t^xparyer to prove this to the department.
Furthermore, the sales price of an entire electronic smoking
device "kit" or package is subject to the tax unless a
wholesaler sells the nicotine-containing component (such as
a cartridge or liquid bottle) separately and can isolate the cost
ofthe product.

tbis docum.ent does not constitute legal adøìce or legal representation.

For legal adøice, readers should consult a latoyer in their sture.
@
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U.S. Food and Drug Administration
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What are electronic cigarettes?
Electronic cigarettes, also knoun as e-cigarettes, are battery-operated products designed to deliver
nicotine, flavor and other chemicals. They turn chemicals, including highly addictive nicotine, into an
aerosol that is inhaled by the user.
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Most e-cigarettes are manufactured to look like conventional cigarettes, cigars, or pipes. Some resemble
everyday items such as pens and USB memory sticks.

E-cigarettes have not been fully studied, so consumers currently don't know:

.

the potential risks of e-cigarettes when used as intended,

http:/Åalruu.fda. g or/na,rserents/pud i cheal thfocus/ucm1 72906. htm
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.

how much nicotine or other potentially harmful chemicals are being inhaled during use, or
whether there are any benefits associated with using these products.

Additionally, it is not known whether e-cigarettes may lead young people to try other tobacco products,
including conventional cigarettes, which are known to cause disease and lead to premature death.

FDA Regulation of e-C¡garettes
Only e-cigarettes that are marketed for therapeutic purposes are currently regulated by the FDA

Center for Drug Evaluation and Research (CDER). Currently, the FDA Center for Tobacco Products
(CTP) regulates

.
.
.
.

cigarettes,

cigarette tobacco,
roll-your-own tobacco, and

smokeless tobacco.

FDA has issued a proposed rule that would extend the agency's tobacco authority to cover additional
products that meet the legal definition of a tobacco product, such as e-cigarettes. FDA's Extending
Authorities to Additional Tobacco Products webpage
(/TobaccoProducts/Labeling/ucm388395.htm) offers more information on the proposed rule,
including how to submit comments.

For more information on current regulation:

]

N¡cot¡ne-conta¡n¡ng Products
(/Dru gs/Gu idanceGomplian ceReg u latorylnformation/ucm345928.htm)

How to Gomment
To comment on the proposed rule:
1.

N-0189-20870).

2.

htþ:/

Through August 8,2014, go

ÀAm/v'.fda. g

to Regulations.gov to submit comments

oúnanserents/publ i chealthfocus/ucm1 72906.htm
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Comment Now (http//www.regulat¡ons.gov/#!submitGomment;tÞFDA-2014-N-0189-20870)

eG¡garettes and Adverse Events
What is an Adverse Event?
An adverse event is an undesirable side effect or unexpected health or product quality problem that an
individual believes was caused by the use of a tobacco product.

Reporting an Adverse Event
Anyone can repoft an adverse event to the FDA. ln fact, these repofts help us identify safety concerns
with tobacco products that could cause health or safety problems beyond those normally associated
with tobacco product use.

Please report adverse evenús with e-cigarettes via:

.
.

The HHS Safety Reporting Portal (https://www.safetyreporting.hhs.gov/) or

Bycalling 1-800-FDA-1088

Please send other information

.
.

or inquiries regarding e-cigarelTes

fo.'

1-877-CTP-1373 or
AskCTP@fda.h hs.g ov (mailto : ASkCTP@fda.h hs.g ov)

Adverse Event Reports for e-Cigarettes
We regularly receive voluntary reportsl of adverse events involving e-cigarettes from consumers,
health professionals and concerned members of the public. The adverse events described in these
reports have included hospitalization for illnesses such as

.

pneumonta,

http:/Án*urv.fda. g

or/nartserents/publ i cheal tlfocus/ucm1 72906.htrn
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.
.
.
.

congestive heart failure,
disorientation,
seizJre,
hypotension, and
other health problems.

Whether e-cigarettes caused these reported adverse events is unknown. Some of the adverse events
could be related to a pre-existing medical condition or to other causes that were not repoded to FDA.
You can review the adverse event reports for e-cigarettes that were voluntarily reported to FDA from
612212009 to 311212014 at the CTP FOIA Electronic Reading Room

oProd ucts/ucm221 I 65.htm).

1. Underthe Food, Drug and CosmeticAct, as amended bythe FamilySmoking Prercntion and Tobacco ControlAct, FDAmay

acceptvoluntarilysubmitted information related to tobacco products, even if some of the information concerns tobacco products
that are not yet regulated by FDA (backl

http:iÁrlrrmrv.fda. g

oúneuße\entsipubl i chealtl'rfocus/ucm1 72906.htrn
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Curretrt Practices in Enforcement of Caliíornia Laws Regard¡ng Youth Access to Tobacco Products and Exposure to Secondh¿nd 5moke

lntroduct¡on
Since the inccption of the tobacco control program in California, the California Departnrent
of Public Health (CDPH), California Tobacco Control Program (CTCP), has identifìccl reducinf,
Chc itlcgal salc of tobacco to minors ancl rcducing cxposurc to sccondhancl smokc (SIIS) as high
priorìties. Stratef,ies havc bcen pursued at the state and local levels to stimulate adoptìon of state
lalvs and local ordinances, conduct media advocacy and education to stimulate compliance,
ancl train entbrcemcnt aS,encies to increase active cnfbrcement of thcse lall's. Set'eral technical
resources havc been funcled at varyin$ points in time by CTCI) to rvt¡rk rvith local jurisclìctiolrs
on policy clcvclopmcnt ancl cnf'orccmcrlt stratcgics.
Betrveen 1996 and 2000, CTCP tracked the activities of local enforcement agencies as part of
thc Independen[ Ðr'aluation (lÐ) of the Calitbrnia lobacco Control Prevention and Education
Pro!,rant. The IÐ tracked aclivities and asscssed outcomes in 18 "ftlcal counties" selected
to rcprcsent the entire state, and empk-tyed nrultiplc clala <¡ollection methocls that rverc
implcmcntcd in thrcc rva.r'cs (l996, 1998, ancl 2000). In latc 2003, thc Tcchnical Â.ssistaucc
Lep,al (ìenter' (TAf,C) assumed thc task of periodic assessment of local enforcement aÉ,ency
activities pertaining to illcgal tobacco salcs to minors and SIIS through two survey r¡'avcs (2004

and2007). The 2004 and2007 Technical Â.ssistance Legal Center (TALC) larv enf'orcement
surveys repl'esent an extension of the earlier IE survey effotts n'hich I'ere limitecl !o ent'orcetnent
a!,encics in the 18 IÐ t'ocal counlies. In corltrast to thc IE, the TI\LC lau'enforcement surveys
worc disscmina[cd to all cntbrccnrcnt agcncics rcsponsiblc for cnforcin!, thcsc two catc!,orics of
lau's in Calitr¡'nia.
This report presen[s fìndings on the anount and type of enforcemcnt of -vouth acccss lo tobacco
and SHS lau,s occurring throuf,h<-rut (lalitbrnia in 2006 antJ carly 2007, and compares [hesc
frndinps to thc rcsul[s of thc 2004 statcr,vidc cnfbrccmcnc agcllcy survcy. In acldition, trcnd
anah'ses <'¡t daLa collected froln entbtccment agencies ilr lhe 18 counlies [hat were the focus of
the IE are also included to determine changes in enltlrcemcnt activit-v since 1996.

I
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Methods
Two separate u'f itten sut'vcys rvere administcrcd lo enforcemelrt agencies in Califbrllia. One survcy
fbcusccl on the enforcement of state policies relatecl to youth access to tobacco while the other
survcy f'ocuscd on thc cnforccmcnt of statc and local policics rclatcd lo cxposurc to tobacco smokc.
Roth survc.v instr-umcnts containcd primaril.r' closed-ended questions that asked about enforccment
activities over the past 6 or l2 months. Ä.reas queried in che survc-Ys ìncluded: issue salience,
perceiycd importance of a!,ency enTcircement, perceived compliancc with policies, involvcmenl in

cnfirrcenrent acti\¡ilics, perccived ban'iers to enforccmcn[, collaboratitln rvith othcr agencics on
cnforccmcnt cftbrts, and pcrccivcd cffcctivcncss of cnforccmcnt policics ancl proccdutcs.
The youth access enforcement surve.v was sent to all potential respondcnts during the fìnal
wcck of .Tanu ary 2007. and da1a collection was completcd b-v the cnd of Âpril 2007. Thc SIIS
ent'oroemcnt surve), was mailed to all potcntial respondenrs in mid-Fcbruar.-v 2007 with dâta
collcctign complctccl b-v early May 2007. In addition t<¡ thc fìrst mailin$ of both surveys, a[,cncies
rcccivcd up [o Cwo rcmindcr postcards, a scconcl sur-vcy, alrd rcl¡indcr phonc calls in ordcr
to maxirnize resl)onse ratcs. All surveys $'ere wrilten in Ðnf,lish. Public Ilealth Institute s[aÍÍ
oheckecl cach returncd survev f'or complcteness and clarity prior to data entry. In some cascs,
phone calls and faxes to a$encies werc necessary to clarify responses. Following cletailed revietv
of each returned survey, 281 -vouth access cni'orcenrcut surveys and 261 SIIS enf'orcement
surveys u,ere electr<¡nicall¡' key-cnterecl and vcrified by Data4U in Sunnyvale, CA. t\nalyscs were
corrductccl usinp, SPSS 1 1.5 for \\¡irrdou's ancl SPSS 11.0 for Macintosh.

Youth Access Enforcement Survey
The youth access ent'orcement surve)' addressed the enforccment of Penal Code (PC) Section
308(a), prohibiting the salc of tobacco products to people less than 1fì years of a$e, and P(l
Sectir.¡r.t 308(b), prohibitíng anyone less than 18 years of agc to buy or posscss tobacco. All police
ancl shcriff officcs in all Calit'ornia countics and murricipalitics r.r'orc initially tar$ctcd for thc
survel'. Policc and sheriff oËfìces rverc obtainecl via an updated clatabase of enforcemcnt agencies.
Surveys 1r'ere mailed co 4tl5 agencies (341 police departmcnts, 103 sheriff clfficcs or substations,
and 47 cit¡' and county agcncies (including 10 codc cnforcemenl departmenls)). In some
jtrrisdictions surveys were sent to multiple agencies and/or individuals to ellsure a respolrse rotn
thc correct enfbrcement ap,errcy. After remor'ín[, a$cncies stating that thcy \\'ere not responsiblc
for cnforccmcnt or clid not currcntl¡' cnËorcc, incorrccl contacts at ap,cncics, and duplicatcs
vvhere one agency \\'as responsible for multiple jurisdìctions, the total samplin,{ ¡lool u'as 392,
out of u'hich 297 agencies rcturned completed survc-vs, for a response rate of 76 perccnt. OT thc
f

297 survevs received, 26 v,ere removed fronr the anetl¡'¡¡ss because they were submitted by an
a$er,cy that rvas not the lnain cntbrcemcnt a$cnc-r', or becausc they were cluplioates frclln thc
sarnc agcrrc-v. This rcsultccl ìn a valid samplc of 277 a[cncics, County-lo'cl data wcrc obtairlcd
3
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from all 58 counties except Alpine, I)el Norte, Glenn, Ilumboldt, Imperial, Kings, Lakc, Lassen,
Lt-rs Angcles, Mercccl, Modoc, I\fclntcrey, Szur Die!,o, San Joacluin, Satr Luis Obispo, Santa lìarbara,
Santa Cruz, Solano, Starrislaus, alrd \¡cntura; howcvct, informatiorr was rcccivcd from at lcast onc
jurisdiction rvithin each of these counties with the exce¡ltion of ÂlpineData from Lhe 2007 state\À/ide surve)' is trom only one main agency pcr jurisdiction (municipality
or-count)r. The report concains results from thc total samplc of respondents in 2004 and2007,
ancl arlal-vses of change betlveen 2004 and 2O07 in a subset of respoudents wich youth access
data from both sun,cys. Thc rcpor[ also contains data rcportcd by cnforccmcnt agcncics that arc
situatcd in the 18 focal counties of the 1996-2OO0 IÐ (rcferenced as the IÐ sample) and a suhsct
of IE enfbrcement agencies for \À/hich we have lìvc q'aves of youth access enforcement data.

Secondhand Smoke Enforcement Survey
The SIIS cnfc¡rccment sllrvey fbcused on etrfbrccment tlf Labor Code (LC) Scction 6404.5 Smoke
frcc \\¡orkplaccs, LC Scction 64O4.5 Smokc-frcc Bars, atrd Govcrnmcrlt Codc (GC) Scction
7596-7598 that bans smokin$ proxirnal lo entrances, exits, and opetable rvinclols, and also
coverecl parking areas of cit)', count.v, and state government builclinSs. ,A.ll policc and sherifÏ
offrces in all Calittlrnia counties and municipalities were initially tar$etcd for the survcy. Police
and shcri[f offìces rvcr-e obtained via an updated database of ent'orccment agenoies. Surveys
wcre mailed to 468 a¡lencics, 225 police dcparlmcnts, 6.5 sheriff offrces or substalions, 54 cocle
cnforccmcnt a¡jcncics, and 124 misocllancous city ancl county agcncics ìncludin$ cit)' attorncys,
city managers, health departments, and fìre departments. After temovin$ ap,eucies that replied
the-v u'ere not responsible for enfbrcement., incorrect contacts and duplicate a$encies responsible
tbr multiplc jurisdictions, the total samplin{ pool was 403, out oI which 259 a$encies rcturnecl
cclnplctecl sllrvc)¡s, f'or a responsc rate of 64 percent. Of the 259 survc-vs recei't'cd, 195 sclfidentified as primary enforccr-s for LC section 6404.5, l69 selt'-identifìed as primary en forcers
f'or GC Section 7596-7598, and 58 a!,encies shared entbr-cerncnt tesponsibilities u'ith the
ltrimar'¡'cnfor-cers. Sixteen of .58 counties were not rcpresented h¡'main enËorccment agency

respondents: Alpine, Colusa, Contra Costa, L)el Norte, El l)orado, Imperial, Inyo, Kern, Kinf,s,
Lakc, Lassen, Mono, Santa Crttz, Sierra, lrinit.rr, and Tulare.
L)ata prcscntcd trom Lltc 2OO7 statc\Midc survcy includcs agcncics charp,cd u,itlr thc cnforccmcnt
of two selected Califbrnia lav/s protecting people from exposurc to SHS: LC Section 6404.5,
u'hioh rcquires that smoking be prohibited in virtually all enclosecl placcs of employment; and
GC Section 7596-75t)8, u'hich prohibits smokinf, lvithin 20 feet of government buildin$ enlrances,
exits, ancl operable u'indorvs. Data rcpor[ecl in chis section is for one primar-v âgenc.Y pet
jurisdiction, ancl orrl¡' for those af,cncies responsible for enf'orcement of LC Section 6404.5 or GC
Scction 7596 7598, as appropriatc.2O0T SIIS law cnforccrncnt rcsults arc comparcd $'ith data from
the stateu'icle survey conducted in 20O4, and this section discusses trends among the subset of
enforcement agencies surve,ved in 2007 that *'ere also in the 18 focal counties of rhe 7996-2000 IE.
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Findings
Enforcement of Youth Access Laws
Enforcernent of PC Section 308(a)Sale of tobacco products to persons under 18 years of a$e
Statewidc, a majority (74 percent) of -vouth access enfbrcemcnt aS,encies reported issuin$
warnings to merchants selling tobacco products to minors in the year prior to the 2007 sur\¡cy
although only three percent reportecl that thcf issuecl warníngs "\'er)'often." No cliffcrences werc
fbund amon$ tu'ban, suburban, and rural coul.tlics as designated by local health clepattmcnts oll
tlris variablc Â.mon!, thc 127 IÐ county cnforccmcnl agcncics that providcd valicl rcspr¡nscs in
2OO7,74 percent had issuecl t'arninf,s to nrcrchants in the previous 12 months with no sifnìficant
clifferences dctected rvithin the panel of IE respondents with valid data across all survey u'at'es
(Cochran's Q = 4.15, P = 0.39, n = 32).

Sixty-trvo percent of ¡'6g¡¡ access cnfotcemcnI ap,encies reported issuitr$ citations to l¡erchants
in thc prior 12 months;hon'cvcr, only f'our pcrccnt rcportcd that [hclr did so "r,cr)'oftcn." Thcrc
\r/ere no differences found amonp, urban, suburban, and rural counties on this variable. The
decline obscrved in citarions issued to merchants (statewide) from 2004 t<¡ 2007 (66 percent to
64 percent) \\¡as sratisrically signifìcant (Chi-square = 9.00, p <0.01 , n = 118) but no diffcrences
wcre cletected across the five survey u'avcs l'or the Ilì panel ((ìochran's Q = 6.87, P = 0.14, n = 36)

One-third (33 percent) of all agencies reporled havirrÉ, issued at least one citation [o persons
girring or selling tobacco products to minors (not onl-v merchants illc$ally sellin$ tobacccl
products). This rate clitïercd sìgnilìcantl-v across ap,encies in urban (34 percent), suburban (40
percent), or rural (24 percent) counlies (p = 0.01).

Enforcement of PC Section 308(b) Purchase or possession of tobacco by anyone under 18 -vears of a$e
\n 2007,77 percent of youth access enfbrcemenL a!,encies statcwicle teported having issucd
warnin!,s to minors in the prcrrious 12 months; ho$'cver, onl,v frve a¡iencies (two perccnt)
reported that the¡t issucd lvatnin$s "very often." There wcrc no diff'erel-rces '¿cross urban,
suburban, ancl rural countics on this variablc. No si$nificant changcs wcrc dctcctcd statcr¡.'idc
frcm 2Oo4 to 2OO7 (p = 0.17) or across the fìve waves for the IE panel (p = 0.76).
of youth access enforcemenl a$encies statev/iclc reported having issued
citations to minors in thc previous 12 months, r't'hich li'as unchanÉ,ed tì'om 2004. Twentyfour-percent ot249 agencies repolted that they dicl so "ofterr" or "very often." There u'ere no

ln 20O7,90 percent

cliffcrcnccs amonÊ,urban, suburban, anclrural countics on this variablc (p = 0.68). ln thc 1,2
months prior to the 2O07 surve.v, af,encies across the state reportecl issuinf, an average of 24 1
citations to minors tbr possession of tobacco products. -A.mon$ those aP,encies that issued at
.5
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least one citation, the average was 29.4 citations in the prior 12 months. Citation activity for
agencies t'rom urban (mean = 42.3 citations issued), suburban (mean = 28.8), or rural (mean =
16.3) counties differed signilìcantl-v inthe2007 survey (p = 0.01). The a$encics in the IÐ panel
reported that citatious to nlinors for l'C Section 308(b) violations iucrcased from 1996 to 1998,
buc havc rcmaincd rclativcly flat síncc. Our iì'r,c-rvavc analysis rc\¡calcd a si$nificant diffcrcncc
over time, but this was due to the lorv rate in 199(t (p < 0.00.1). No sifnificant chan$es on this

variable were detected statervide betlveen 2004 and2007 (p = 0.77).

Twent¡.si¡ pcrccnt of all .vouth acccss eni'orccrxcnt agcncies statcwicle repol'tccl

hartinÉ, concluctecl

at least one decoy operation (also known as a stin$ or undercover buyinS atternpt) in the 12
months prior to thc 2OO7 sur\¡e)¡. ;\monf, the agencics reporting daLa in both 2004 and 2007, there

\Ã¡asasignifrcantcleclineindccoyopcrations(Chisquared=22.46,p<0.001 ,n=161).Asimilar
si$nifrcant declinc u'as tbund among the sub-samplc of IÐ-count)¡ agencies that responded to chis
item in all fìve u'aves of the I'outh acccss sllrvcJ/ (Cochran's Q = 10.20, P = 0.04, n = 57).
Âmong thc at'cncics that conductcd at lcast onc dccoy opcration in thc prcvious .vcar, an avcraÊc
of 64 percent of local tobacco outlets in the enforcement jurisdiction u¡ere included in one or
more deco-v operations. l\,Iost stores visited in deco-v opcrations r¡'ere chosen: 1) in response
to complaints (27 percent); 2) selectcd at random (21 percent); or 3) as part of a census of all
stores in the jurisdiction (18 percent). Amonf, those conductin$ at leasc one cleco.v operation,
a!,encics stateu'ide conductecl an avera$e of 3.6 operations in the prior year, dou'tt from ahrost I I
opcrations pcr ycar rcportcd in 20O4. À.4cncics in urban, suburban, and rural countics conductcd
an avcrage of .5.9, 3.7, and 1..5 operations, respectively, a sip,nificant overall diff'erence (p = 0.02).

Predictors of Youth Access Enforcernent
Data on thc tbllou'in!, fäctots vgere collected in the 2007 vt-¡uth acccss sur\¡cy to cleteruitrc
thcir influcncc on youth acccss cnforcclrcnt: impact of thc problcnr; r'clativc inrportancc of
enforcement; barriers to enforccment; coìlaboration belu'een ent'ot'cement and health groups;
beliet.s about the eft'ectivcness of vouth access laws; and funding tbl-local enforcement. For
each factor with mulciple items (barriers to enforccment, perceived policy et'Tcctit'eness, and

collaboration) the mean of all items rvithìn that tact<¡r was calculated as a factor for use in
rnulfivariate anal--vses. ln2007, three r¡f scven t'ariables measurcd rvere founcl to be statistioall¡r
signifrcarrt indcpcndcnt prcdictors of whcthcr dccoy opcrations wcrc conductccl: pcrccptions
of greatcr collahoration rvith other gl'oups on enforcinf youth access policies (p < 0.01), lower
pcrceitecl barriers to entbrcement (p < 0.01), and receipl of any funclìng for local enforcement
(p < 0.01). This modcl explained 47 peraent of the variance in'i'i'hcthcr deco.v opcrations rvere
cgnclucted in lhe previous l2 months. This is an in-tproven-lent over the 38 percent explaincd bv
lhe 2OO4 model, r,r'hich also includcd an entbrcement trairrinp, variable lhat u'as excluded frolr
the2007 sur\/ey due to an cnd to the PC Section 308(a) statewide trainin$ program.
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Bnforcement in .Iurisdictions Ì'ith Strong Retail Tobacco Ordiuances
In rccent )'ears, C'ICP has encouraf,cd the passage of strollg local liccnsilr¡i, <-rrdinances in
alr cffort to clrivc down ratcs of illcfal salcs to minor-s.r To cvalualc thc impact of stron$
local liccnsing, ordinances on enfrlrcement, ten agencies situated in jurisdictions with strong
ordinances that u'ere in eff'ect as of .lanuary 1 , 2006 werc identified. Agcncies in jurisdiccions
with strong ordinances reported conducting significantly more deco-y operations over the prior
12 months (mean = 80 pcrccnt) chan did af,encies in jurisclictiolls $¡ithollt strong ordinances
(nrcan = 24 percent) (p < 0.001). Agencies in jurisclictiorls $rith stroÌlg ordinances also pcrceivecl
feu'er barriers to entbrcement compared to a¡iencies in jurisdicLions u'ithout s[rong ot'dinances
(mean = 2.7 and 3.4, rcspectively; p = 0.09), and they reported AÍcater collabotation with
other communit,y groups (mean = 3.0 and 2.2, respecLivel¡'; p = 0.07). Although the latler t'r,r'o
diflercnces were not statisticalì¡, signilìcant, thc-v are pronrising, particularl-v in light of thc
extremc imbalance in $rclup size (10 a!,encies in the stron!, orcliuancc ¡|r'oup versus 261 a$encics

with no or wcak ordinanccs).

Enforcement of Secondhand Smoke Laws
Smolie-free \lbrliplaces (Ðxcludin$ Bars)
Enforcement of LC Section 6404.5
In the 12 months prior to completion of the 2007 survey, half of the cntbrcement agcncies
condnctcd compliancc checks antl rcspontled to irrquiries and complaints (49 pcrccnt ancl 5l
pcrccnt rcspcc[i\¡cly) to cnforcc LC Scction 6404.5 provisiotrs ¡lorrcrninÉ, l'cstauranls and othcr
indoor rvorkplaces. Nearl_v haft (44 percent) also eclucated owners and others about LC Scction
6404.5.Iìclatìvely few agencics issued fines (9 perccnt) or citations (1 1 percent) in rcsponse to
violations. Âlmost two-thirds of agcncies slater,r'icle (61 percent) rcportecl conductin$ at least one
SIIS enf'orcement activit¡' durinS, the year prior- to survc)¡ conrpletion. Cornpared to a$cncies in
urban and suburban counties, si$nificantlv fewer rur-al-count.v a$cncies reportccl that they hacl
issued any warnings for violations of LC Section 6404.5 (p = 0.03).
Among rhe agencies in the statewidc sample that complete<l both che 2004 and2007 surveys
there was a signiticant declinc in the percent of agencics reporting that thel' had responded to
u'c¡rkplace SHS inquirics (Chi-squarc= 23.73, p < 0.001 , n = 108). A signifrcant decline n'as also
fbund atnong thc sub-samplc of lD-county agcncics that had rcspondccl to this itcrn l'n all fìr'c
waves ol'thc SIIS survey (Cochlan's Q = 20.55, p < 0.001, n = 35).

Signilìcant declines were also seen statcwide from 2O04 to 2007 in thc percent of a$cncies
rcporting that thcy responded [o complaints (Chi-sc¡uare = 26.22, p < 0.001, n = 114), issuccl

tobacco licens¡ng lau.inclndes: alì retailcrs that sell robacoo products must obtain a license and rcncrv it arnuall¡'; a fec to sullìciently
thar

a

violarion oi an¡' sy¡s¡¡'rg ¡roal, stare, or federal tobacco reguìation violatcs rhe licensc; ancl a tìnancial dctcÌrcnt throngh fines
ircluding [hc suspcnsìtttr arrd rcvrcatitt¡r t¡f tltc licunsc

arrd pcraìtics
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warnings(Chi-square=7.62,p=0.006,n=112),issucdcitations(Chisquarc=1¡1.44,p<
0.001 ,n=105),andconclucledcompliancechcclis(Chisquarc=25.11,p<0.001 ,n=113).
Similarl1., the IÐ panel also shou'ed sonre diff'erences in the percent oÏ agcncies reporting that
they hacl resporrdcd to complaìnts (Cochran's Q= 74.57, p = 0.006, n = 39), alld issuecl'ù/arnings
(Cochran's Q = 16.36, p = 0.003, n = 36). Ilorvcvcr, thcrc wctc no cliff'crcnccs in thc pcrccnt of
agencies on the IÐ panel issuinf, citations (Oochran's Q = 3..5.5, p = 0.47, n = 37) or conductin{
compliance checks (Cochran's Q= 3.79,P = 0.44, n = 36).
It shoulcl be notcd that the relativcly large cliffcrences in trend and ctoss-sectional \alues withjlr
the IE sample on several of thc entbrcerrent varìables suggcsts that atencies that rvere consistent
respondents across the fìve surve,v \\'aves were morc actively engaf,ed in certain SIfS enf'orcement
actions than u'ere those a$cncics that clid noc consistencly rcspond to all waves of the sun'cy.
Thus, the IÐ panel daca shoulcl not bc used to eslimate slatewide lcvels of enforcemcnt, only
t<t demousttate a contitluin$ dou'nr,r'ard trcncl in SHS enfbl'ccnrcnt actions, evcn among lhosc
ap,cncics most cnga.{cd in SIIS cnforccmcnt.

Predictors of Enforcement of LC Section 6404.5 Smohe-free \4/or'þlaces (ExcludinS Bars)
L)ata olr tho follorving factol-s was collcctcd in thc 2007 SIIS survcy lo dc[crminc thcir infìucncc
olr enf'orcemcnt of the tu'o sclccted SIfS lalgs, including: relative seriousness of SIIS as a
communit¡'problem, rclative importance of enforcement of SIIS lau's, perceived compliance
rvith SIIS lau's, bcliet.s about the barriers to conclucting eniorccmcnt operations of SIIS lau's:
beliet's about the barriers to achievin¡i compliance rvith LC Section 6404.5, and the extent of
enf'orcemerrt a$enc¡' collaboration with othel'!,roups on enf'orcinp SIIS lar¡'s. For each faclor rvith
rnulti¡tlc ilcrns (barricrs to cnforccmcnt, barricrs to conrpliancc, and collaboration) thc rncan of

all items withìn that factor u'as calculated as a fäctor

Êor

usc in multil'ariatc analvses.

Multivariate analyses examinccl the de$ree to which the six variables/tactors above u'ere
indepcndent predic[ors of three tliff'crcnt dependent rrariables: rvhe[hcr a!,cncies enga$cd in
any type of rvorkplace SIf S enforcenlellt acti\/ity in the prior year, whether ap,encies en$ap,ed
in any highJcvel SFIS entbtccment activity in the prior year, and whethet a!,cncies conducted
any complìance checks durìnp, the prior year. LoP,istic ref,ression anah'ses used data from 13fl
agencies statewide. Onl-v one variable measured was shown to be a statisticall,v si$nificant
independent prcdictor of rvhether compliance chccks r¡'ere concluctcd in the prior ¡rear: greater
relativc importance of enforccment t¡f larvs chat prohibit snrokinf in incloor public areas suclt as
rcstaurants and workplaccs (p = 0.02). This modol, howcvcr, cxplaincd onlv l1 pcrccnt of thc
variance in u'hether SIìS compliance checks tverc conducted in the prior -vear.
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Enforcement of LC Section 6404.5 - Smoke-free Bar Provision
In tlre l2 months prior [o complction <'¡f thc 2007 survcy, roughll' half (or

mc¡rc than half) of

survcycd cnt'orccmcnt agcncics conductcd compliancc chccks (69 pcrccnt of rcspondini, a$cncics
stateìÃ¡ide), educated har owners (5.5 percent), responcled to complaints (53 percent), respondecl
to inquirics (51 percent), and educated others about the law (49 pcrcent). À''fanv a$encies issucd
rvarnings (42 percent), but f'ew agencies issued cilalions (23 percent) or fìnes (14 perccnt) in
Íesponse to violations detected. Most. agencies statewide reportcd concluctin$ at least olle bat SIIS
enforcenlcnt activity clufirr¡| the previous six months (70 percent), which did not clift'er si$nifrcantly
alîong agcncies located in urban (76 percent), subutban (60 percent), or r-ural (71 percent)
counties (p = 0 12). Statewide, apcncies re¡'lorted a highcr level of an¡t cnËorcement activities tor
the smoke-free bar provision (mean = 2.13 or a7-point scale) chan lbr the workplace (non-bar)

provision of thc larv (mean = 1.87) (pairecl t-test = 4.80, df = 160, p < 0.001). .Also, a significantlt'
highcr percelttage of a!,encies repclrtcd issuing cilalions fbr vicllations of thc smt¡ke-free bar
provision (21 porccnt) than tor thc workplacc provision of lhc law (1 1 pcrccnt) (p = 0.001).
Âmong the 746 agencics stating that the-v $'ere rcsponsible fbr issuin$ smoke-free bar citations,
only eight percent reported having issued at least one citation for a rcstauranL/llar violation in
the previous six months. The average number of citations issued b,v these 11 agencies r,vas 4.6
(Stl = 3.4¡, wìth most citations prtrsccuted (mcan = 3.9, SD = 3.8). Thcrc wcre no si$nificant
clift'crcnccs tbund amor.rg urban, subutban, or rural agcncics. Only lcn llcrccnt of a$cncics
reported that thcl' had issuecl any smoke-free bar citations i'or vìolations in stand-alone bal's
durin$ thc previous six months. The avcrage numbcr of citations issuecl b,r' thcsc 14 a$encies
rvas 4.64 (SD = 4.2), lvith no signilicant dift'ercnces among urban, suburban, or rural a$encies.
Again, r¡ost stand alone bar cilations issucd \\/ere prosccuted (nrean = 3.4, SD = 3.5). Ârnon$ aìl
a!,encics reportìn$ that the¡r issued any citations t'or violation of the smokc-free bar prot,ision,
a mean of seven perccnt of citations lvcre issucd to patrons alrd a mean of three percent wcre
issued to har ou¡ners or empìoyccs with no statistically siAni6cant diff'erences across ap,encies in
urban, suburban, or rural counties. r\mong the same group, onl¡r ¡þ."" percent reported havin$
issued at least one ciration for a hookah bar or lounS,c violation in thc previous six months. Thc
averapc nuntber of citations issucd by thcse fivc a{,encies q'as 5.6 (SD = 3.4), at.rtl three of thcse
ap,cncics proscoutccl all ci$ht citcd hookah bars.
Five questior-rs werc used to determine specific smoke-frcc bar entorcemcnt activities rcported
b)'responclcnts to the 2004 and 2007 stateu'icle SIIS surveys and for the t$'o IÐ surve¡'s (lÇÇ$
and 2000) in v'hich this data rvas colleoted: 1) respond to inquiries, 2) rcspond to complaints,
3) issue warrin¡i,s,4) issuc citations, ancl 5) ct¡nduct complizrnce checl<s. Si$nificant declines
\À'crc sccn statcwìdc from 20O4 ro 2007 in thc pctccnt of a!,cncics rcportin$ that thcy had:
responcled to ìnquiries (Chì-square = 17 50, p < 0.001 , n = 95), res¡rondcd to complaints (Chisquare =22.48,p < 0.001,n = 10'l), issuedlvarninÉs (Chi-square - 16.1.5,p <0.001 ,n=94),
issue<l citations (Chi-square = 20.96, p < 0.001, n = L)2), and conducted con.rpliance checlis (Chi
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seuare= 1t3.1éì, p < 0.001 , n = 10.5). In contrast, the IE panel onl,rr 5þe\a'sd significant diff'erences
across the 1998-2007 surve)'s in thc pcrcent of agencics reporting that they had respondcd to
inquilies (Cochran's Q= 11.00 P = 0.01, n = 37).

Predictors of Enforcement of LC Section 6404.5

-

Smoke-free Bar Provision

I\,fost of the l'actors used as preclictors of local enfilrccmcnt of smoke-free bar laws $.'ere the

same as chose used to prcdict enfbrcement of the non-bar provisions of LC Section 6404.5:

relati\¡e seriousness of SIIS as a communil¡' problcnr, beliefs about the barriers to conducting
enfilrcelrcnt clperations of StIS lau's, bclicts about the barricrs to achievinÉ, contpliance rvith
SIIS laws, and thc cxtcnt of cnforccnrcrlt agcncy collaboration u'ith othcr groups on crrtbrcin$
SIIS laws. Ðach of these factors n'as described above as preclictive of enf'or-cement of the nonbar pro.r,isions of LC Section 6404.S.ln addition to thcsc items. s'e asked about tu'o specific
prcdictors of smoke free bar cnforcement, rclative importancc of cntbrcement of smoke-free
bar laws; ancl pctccivecl compliance u'ith smoke-frec bar laws. Multivariate anah'ses of smohc-

frce bar enforcemeut clara lookcd at the de$rec to which the above six variables/fäctors u'ere
indcpcndcnt prcdictors of thrcc diffcrcnt dcpcndcnt variablcs: r'r'hcthcr agcncics cngagcd in
any t)¡pe ol'smokc-iree bar enforcement activity ìn thc prcvious six months, u'hether a$encics
engaged in an¡' high-level SIIS enforcement actir¡it.v in the previous six months (anv cnforcement
activit\¡ except educatin!, bar ou'ners or educating others), ancl rvhether a$encics conducted an-v
conrpliance chccks in bars clurin$ the plevious six nronths. Logistic re$rcssion anal-Yses usccl
data from 138 afencies slateu.idc. Only one fäctor, "grealer relativc irnportance of enforccment
of SIIS la*'s in bar-s" (p < 0.03) u'as Êouncl co be a statisticallv si$nifìcant independent prcdictor
of u'hether compliancc chccks u'ere conductccl in the previous six nronths. This model explained
only nine percenl of the variance in whether compliance checks lvere conducted in bars during
thc prcvious six months.

Enforcement of GC Section 7596-7598 - Smoke-free Dooru'ay and Window Areas
GC Section 7596-7598 (Assembly Bill 846) u'ent into cffcct Januarv 1, 2004, banning smokint,
ncar cntrances, exits, and covercd parhing lots and operable r¡'inclorvs of municipal, county,
regional, statc buildinS,s, ancl builclin!,s of thc Univcrsity <-rf Califìrrnia, Califbrnia Sla[c Utlivcrsit\r,
and community colle!,es. About half of all ag,encies statewicle (47 pcrcent) reportecl conductinp,
an-v GC Section 7596-7S98¡'clated enforcement activities in chc ycar prior to thc 2OO7 survey.
The activitl¡ ratc did not differ at all amonp, agencics located in LlA-dcsif,nated urban, suburban,
or rural counties.
¿\bout one-third of local a$cncics reported spccitic elrfbrcemcnt activities relatecl to GC Sectitlu
7596-7598 during thc prcvious ¡'car: conducting compliancc chccks (42 pcrccnL of rcsporrdin$
af,encies stateu'ìde), r'esponding to complain[s (38 percent) and inquirics (37 percent), issuin$
warnings (30 percent), and eclucating other a¿j,cncies about the 1¿\¡, (25 percent). No differences
were observecl among a$cncics located in urban, suburban, or rural counties. r\mon$ the
a!,encies stating that the¡' issued an)¡ GC Sec[ion 7596-7598 citations in the prior year, thc

lo
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averaÊe numbcr of citations issued \l,as 6.33 (SD = 2.88), and all of these l\/ere prosecutecl. There

werc no signifrcant differences among urban, suburban, or rural agencics on repol [ed GC Section
7 59 6 -7 598 ci[ations or prosecutions.

Predictors of Enforccment of GC Section 7596-751)8
Smoke-free Doorway and Window Areas

-

Various Tactors that could possibl--v be prcdic[ors of ]ocal enforcemcnt activilies related to GC
Section 7596-7598 were anal¡.zecl, including: rclative seriousness of smokin$ near entrances,
exisls, coverccl parking lots, and operable rvindows as a commttnity problem, relative impottance
of crrtbrccmcnl of thcsc laws, pcrccivcd compliancc with thcsc lau's, bclicfs about thc barricrs
to conducting enforcement operalions of these laws, beliefìs ahout the harriers to achievinP,

compliance wich these lau's, and the extent of enforcement' agenc--v collaboration with other
groups on enf'orcinf, GC Section 7596-7598. Because GC Section 7596-7598 is a relativel¡r
llew set of larvs, multivariate analysis fbcused on *4rether aS,encies enSagcd in any t,vpc of lalv
elrfbrcement activit'y re$ardin$ smokin!, proximal to enlrances, exits, and u,indorvs in the prior
)rcaÍ. PoÍ cach factor r.r'itlr mulciplc itcrrs (barricrs to cnforccmcnt, barricrs to compliancc,
ancl collaholation) the mean of all items u'ithin that factor lt,as calculated as a factor for use in
multivariate anal.vscs. Logistic regression anal--vses using data from 138 a$encies statevvicle found
that onl.v one variable neasurcd \Ã/as â staciscically signifrcant independent prcdictor of whether
an), GC Scclion 7596-7598larv enforccment aclivities rvetc conductecl during the pri<,rr ycar:
moro frcqucnt collaboratiorr r¡'ith othcr groups on cnforcinf, GC Scction 7596-7598 (p = 0.01).
This model explaincd only 16 perccnt of the variance in u,hether any GC Section 7596-7598 larv
cnfbrcement activities r¡'ere conducted durin$ the prror }''ear.

ll
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Conclus¡ons
Youth Access Enforcement Survey
Enforcement of PC Section 308(a) ancl PC Section 308(b)
¡ The .r'outh access enforcer¡ent sul'vey results indicaled that enforcement aSenc¡r actions
hatre continued to decline since 1998. Statern'ide, ahout one-quarter ot'enforcement af,encies
concluctcd youth cleco-v operations in 2007, down signifìcantly fiom about 30 percent in 2004.

.

Lcss than frve pet-cent of cutbtcenrent a!,cncies reported that warnin$s ancl citations wcrc
issucd lo mcrchants "oftcn" or "vcry oflcn." This dccrcasc may bc rclatcd to tìrc dramatìc drop
in the averaf,c nul-nber of youth decoy operations from almosl 11 operations pel'year reportcd
in 2004 down to 3.6 per .vear in 2007.

.

From 2004 to 2007, therc *'as a slight drop in the propor-tion of lalv enf'orcement agcncics
repor-lin$ that thcy issued u'arnilrÉ,s to minors posscssing tobacco products. llut those issuiut,
citations rcmaincd thc samc. Thcrc u'crc no si$nifrcantchanscs in thcsc typcs of activitl'cs
since the 2004 survey.

o Larv enttlrcement a$encies continued to rank t arious policies ancl procedut'cs such as

suspensicln/r'cvocation of liccnscs ancl civil and crittinal penalties i'ot t-rt't'ttcrs ancl clerks, as
cff'cctive strategies to r-cduce youth access to tobacco.
o

In

20O7, siSnifìcant preclictors of whcther clecoy oper-ations werc conductcd tt'ere: perceptions

of $rcater collaboration lvith other a$encics, lower perceivecl barriers lo enfbrcement, and
receipt of tïrnding. These hndings confrrm the importance of providing onp,oing support for

local larv enforcentcnt

¡

a{,cn cies.

AÉ,encies operating in jurisclictions

u'ith strong local relail licensin$ ot'dinances reportecl
conducting four times as many decoy operations over the prior 12 months than did agcncies in
jurisclìctìons lvithout strong ordinances, underscoring the value of local policy actions.

rThe continuinS recluction in the pcl-cenl of agencies actively entbrcing PC 308(a) was
disappointin¡!, givcn that CTCP has continucd to cxpcnd rcsourccs to stimula[c cnforccmcnI
through traininp,s and technical assjstance to larv enforccment ap,encies.

.

Law cnfbrcement a!,encies'perspectives on various policies and procedures as effcctive
stl-acegies to reduce }'outh access tcl tobaccc¡ may be usetïl lo locerl pro!,ran1s attenlptinÉ to
stren!,then youth access laws in thcir communi[ies, and may represent an opporlunity for
collaboration with their local lar¡' enforcement ap,encies on [hese eft'orts.
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Secondhand Smoke Enforcement Survey
Enforcement of LC Section 6104.5 - Smoke-free Workplaces (Excludin$ Bars)
¡ Almost two-thircls of entbrcement agcncies throughout California reportecl conductin$ at least
crrrc rvorkplace-related SIIS cnfbrcement activit¡r in the ycar pri<-rr L<¡ the 2OO7 statclvide SHS
sur\¡e)'.

. ln 20O7, about

half the agencies reported that thcy rcsponded to inquiries and complaints and
conductcd compliance checks, but relativcly f'ew agencies issued fines or citations. Agencies in
rural counties reported issuing signifrcancly f'ewer warnings for violations of LC Section 6404.5
than clid agencies in urban ancl suburban couuties.

¡ ,,\nronÉ, the

ap,cncies [hat coml'lletcd both the 2004 ancl 2O07 slatcwide SIf S surveys, there u'as

a significant decline in the percent reporting involvement in all types of SÍIS rvorkplace

entbrcement actions. Agencies in the IE sub-sample from 1996 to 2007
in near]-v ever¡t enfbrcemcnt action aoross the frve survelz wa\¡es.

showe<I

similar declines

r N,lost cnfol-ccr¡cnt agcncics pcrccivcd that thc ratc of complr'ancc with rvorkplacc SIIS lau's
high, and

.

f'erv

Agenc)' râtings rcgarding the importance r¡f enforcement of SIfS laws relative to other lalvs was
the only inclcpendent pretlictot'of rvhether an)r SFJS conrpliaucc checks u'ere cotttluctccl in the
prior year. Unfortutratcl-v, ap,encies rated enforcement of laws that ptohìbìt smokin¡i in itrdoor

public areas

.

t"'as

beìieved that the workplace SIIS problem was ver.v serious in their community.

as bein¡i onl¡'

moderatel¡'imporlant.

Signifìcant declines \\/erc scen statewicle from 2004 to 2007 in the percent of agencies
reporting coìlaboration with busincsses, voluntary health <trganizations, and educational
or{anizatiotts on SIfS rvorkplace larv enfbrccmenl.

. As in 2004,

salicnt barriers to enforcement of SIIS

insufficient budget.

14

la'w's

u'ere limitcd ae,ency staff and
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Enforcement of LC Section 6404.5

¡

Levels ot' enforcemcnt of the smoke-free

Smoke-free Bar Provision

bar provision were higher than f'or other lvorkplace
provisions includecl in LC Section 6404.5. Almost three-quarcers of the respondinp, agencie$
in2007 conducled at least one bar-relatccl SIIS enforcentent activity clurin$ the previous six

months, about the same as in 20O4.

. Ilalf

or more of all a!,encies reported thac the-v rcsponcled to inquiries and complainls, clou'n
Trom 20O4, and about the same percentage educated bar owners and others about the law.
O\/cr [wo-thirtls <-¡f all a$encics rcportetl conducting compliance checks, but f'cwer than half
rcportcd issuinS, u'arnin!,s, and tcwcr than onc-quartcr of all agcncics issuccl citations or fìncs
fbr violation of the smoke-free bar provision, alì dorvn from 2004.

.

Signilìcant declines were seen statc*'ide frr'¡m 2004 to 2007 regatcling the percent of agencies
reporting that the¡' had rcsponded to inquiries, responclecl ro con,plaints, conducted
cornpliancc checks, issuecl rvarninf,s, and issuecl citatic¡ns relatccl to SHS lau's in bars.

.

Only one variahle rvas found to be an independent pr edictor of rvhether SIIS compliance
checks lvere conducted in bars durin$ the previous six months: greater relative importance of
enfbrccmcnt of SIIS larvs in bars. Ncvertheless. compared to other laws enfbrccd bv rcspondent
agencies, entbrcement of larvs that prohibit smokinS, in bars specifìcall,v n'as rated b)' aÉ,encies
as beinp, onl¡r modcrettely importarrt, do$'n fronr the ratìn$ lcvcl reported in 20O4.

¡

AmonÉ, all agencies reporting that they ìssued any citatiorrs f'or violation of the LC Scction
6404.5 smoke-free bar provision, onì¡r ¡þ¡ç" pcrcent reported havinÉ, issucd at least one

citation fbr

a hookah bar or lounf,c

violation in the prcvious six monlhs.
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Enforcernent of GC Section 7596:7598

. The levels of ent'orcenrent

-

Srnohe-free Door$'ay and Windolv Areas

activiries related to GC Section 7596-7598 werc lower than for ei¡her
of thc smokc-frcc vi'orkplacc provisions of LC Scction 64O4. Statcu'iclc, roughly half of thc
respondinf, agencies reportecl conducting any enforcement activities related to this lavr'. Fetver
than half conclucted compliance checks related to this la$', more than one-third responclcd to
inquiries and complaints, and fewer than one-third issued warnings. \¡eÐ't'ew agencies issued
citations or fines t'or violations of the lau'.

.

Most of the aSencies believed that this issue u'as lcss serious than other community probletns,
and that there r,vas fairly goocl compliancc in their jurisdiction.

¡ Perceived barriers to enfbrcing smoke-frcc doorwal's and windor¡'s provisions, such as limitecl
staff ancl insufficient tundin!, rankcd at abclut the same le'i'el as thc perceivecl barriers to
cn

forcing smokc-frcc workplacc laws.

. The only significant

predictor of whether an agency conducted an,v enforcement activit-Y
ref,arding GC Section 7596-7598 was the lcvel of collaboracion with other community groups
and agencics.

. Dnforccmcnt

af,cncics pcrccivcd high ratcs of compliancc in thcir communicics with thc thrcc
SIIS lan's that were addrcssed in the survey. There was, howcver, variability in cnforcement of
SHS lau's at che local level.

. The finclìnÉ,s

poirrt to thc irnportant rolcs thatLoaal Ilealth Departments aud thcir parcllcrs
can play in educatinS both their commulrities aud enforcement agencies about reducint,
exposure to SHS through law enfbrcement, and in facilitatinp, collaboration \\,ith SIIS
enforcement a$encies.
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